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Abstract

A Study of Frameworks for Collectively Achieving the Productivity, Portability, and Adoptability Goals of Parallel Software

by

Sean Halle

The search for a parallel programming language that is both highly productive and high performance across a wide range of hardware has been in progress since the 1960’s, when multi-programming became popular. That’s nearly 50 years, without satisfactory success. The recent move to multi-core processors has accelerated the need for a broadly adopted solution.

This dissertation suggests that the shortcoming stems from the complexity of the triple goal of productivity, portability, and adoptability. These involve many real-world phenomena that have no scholarly studies to rely upon. In this situation, the standard research practice of simplifying a problem to the point that a defendable result can be shown is counter-productive, because work progresses down paths that have no hope of success and can’t be reused when more successful paths are found. This drains resources away from more promising paths. Too many interdependencies, across too vast a cross-section of fields, are in play, so that research that solves a simplified problem doesn’t translate well to the real world. More importantly it doesn’t add constructively to other, independent, research.

This dissertation targets the triple goal, of productivity, portability, and adoptability, by taking the position that infrastructure is needed that takes into account the full complexity of the real-world problem, and acts as a guide to make independent research efforts coherent and cumulative. Over time, the infrastructure will transition from a research helper to a standard part of the software landscape.
Such infrastructure will be termed a framework in this dissertation. In effect, the framework constrains the simplifying assumptions, with the result that research aligned with those constraints works together, additively, with other aligned research. Hence, with the framework in place, the traditional approach can be followed by individual groups, and collectively an overall solution to the triple challenge will emerge, with pieces contributed by far-flung, unconnected groups. The framework acts as an organizing principle, providing coherence of independent research efforts.

The first part of this dissertation discusses the nature of the problem. It is not scholarly, due to the complexity and imprecision of the real-world aspects. It is best viewed as a first step in an iterative process: a try is made at informally modeling the problem, followed by proof-of-concept solutions aligned with that model, that motives the next iteration of more objective and thorough observations to create a better model, followed by better solutions guided by the new model, and so on. Such iteration is the standard approach to breaking cyclic dependencies, and this dissertation takes the position that it is a good time to try adding such informal models of real-world phenomena that affect productivity and adoption.

The adoptability goal is particularly tied to real-world details, especially of how software is developed and distributed. In practice, this happens in many different ways, and the major practices need to be understood in order to design a framework compatible with them.

Therefore, the discussion of the problem begins by categorizing software into segments, whose boundaries are identified, in part, by development practices. The characteristics of each segment are discussed and a subset of them chosen as the targets to inform the framework design.

The portability goal is modelled with a computation model, designed to expose the structure of parallel computation related to portability. It is used as the base upon which to analyze parallelism’s structure, from the application view, from the hardware view, and the
mapping between them.

This dissertation defines the mapping of application onto hardware as porting, and the subset of that related to performance as the specialization process. The analysis of parallel computation exposes what the specialization process needs as input to produce a highly efficient mapping.

The parallel-computation model’s main outcomes are the activities to be performed during specialization, and the consequent needs of specialization. The activities include identifying boundaries of parallel tasks in the application, modifying the structure of the application to make the resultant tasks and their communication patterns fit efficiently onto the hardware, inserting a runtime implementation tuned to the target hardware, and low-level optimizations of the task-code. These activities need the language to expose tasks, the dependencies between them, certain properties of the tasks, and to prevent scheduling code from appearing in the application.

The second part of this dissertation goes on to relate two candidate frameworks that were designed in accordance with the model and analysis. Each candidate framework has a working proof-of-concept prototype. The first, called BLISS, is based on a centralized server that performs specialization, after development but before distributing the installable image. The second is based on the *morphable* hardware abstraction called VMS. VMS has no application-usable semantics, but rather accepts those in the form of a plugin, which makes it morphable. It is a direct replacement for the Thread hardware abstraction. And, it is suitable as the basis for a portability framework because it breaks the specialization process into three independent steps, allowing separate entities to perform those steps independently. Hence, no centralized server is needed, and the decomposition increases reuse of effort put into specialization tools.

These frameworks provide a road for reusable tools to deliver performance portability of the widest possible range of applications, written in highly productive languages and envi-
ronments. The frameworks fit various aspects of the software segments, addressing adoptability issues that have blocked uptake of other approaches. Rather than try to create the languages and specialization tools itself, the frameworks instead provide standard interfaces and methodology to support other, unconnected groups, to develop the languages and tools.

This dissertation does not claim a solution to productivity nor to portability directly. Rather it claims something to *guide the search* for a solution, organizing the many independent research groups, to provide accumulation and coherence of their efforts. It will eventually transition to standard infrastructure in suitable software segments.

This dissertation’s results should be measured by whether they make the search for a solution faster, whether they make search results coherent with each other, and whether they appear compatible with industry, having a reasonable path to adoption as standard infrastructure.

Some initial tests have been performed with the frameworks to gain an indication of how well they might support a collective search. For the embedded segment, performance is top priority, and a poor performing framework would block adoptability, so performance numbers are given for proof-of-concept languages built on top of the frameworks. These show for each framework that it does not present a performance barrier to adoption. A modest productivity study for creating new languages based on VMS is also presented, and shows that the search for new parallel languages, such as embedded domain-specific languages, is accelerated by VMS. A proof-of-concept specialization server is demonstrated in BLISS, which shows that automated specialization can successfully take place in a centralized server. This in turn shows that BLISS provides the necessary conditions for specialization, and hence for portability.
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Chapter 1

Motivation and Overview

One cannot understand the solution until one understands the problem. – proverb

Make everything as simple as possible. But not simpler. – Albert Einstein

Parallelism was first exploited as a means to allow many users to share a single machine. It was then adopted for scientific problems because it was the means to obtain the highest possible performance[50]. But the experience of writing parallel code has proven much more difficult than writing sequential code, despite nearly 50 years of effort to make parallel programming the same level of difficulty as sequential programming. In addition, parallel code has proven more expensive than sequential code because it has been necessary to modify the source when it is run on a different machine, in order to get acceptable performance on the new machine.

The problems: These two problems: the difficulty of writing parallel source code, and the necessity to change it for each machine, have prevented parallel programming from being accepted into the mainstream. This in turn has contributed to stopping the advantages of parallel hardware from being widely available. Parallel processor chips have been researched and even appeared commercially for niche markets, but the difficulty of programming them and the lack of good-performance portability of the code to other processors kept them out of the
mainstream.

The driving force: Within the last half decade, this has been changing because the energy efficiency advantages of parallel hardware has forced its adoption for mainstream processors. As a result, the need for high productivity languages for writing parallel code and the need for that code to be portable, with good performance, to future processor chips has reached a critical level. Indeed, the economic cost will be immense if these productivity and portability challenges fail to be satisfied, in a way that is readily adoptable by industry.

Past attempts: In an effort to solve the productivity and portability challenges, hundreds of parallel languages and libraries have been invented and thousands of papers written on research relating to the topic. Despite this effort, so far, widely acceptable solutions continue to elude researchers and industry.

Block to past attempts: This dissertation suggests that the shortcoming stems from the complexity of the triple goal of productivity, portability, and adoptability. These involve many real-world phenomena that have few scholarly studies, and no comprehensive ones, to rely upon. Involved are psychology of decision making, business practices, programmer culture, and many other non-precise areas, for which scholarly studies are difficult. Numerous books have been written about these areas, but of an informal nature.

In this situation, the standard research practice of simplifying a problem, to the point that a defendable result can be shown, is counter-productive, because it sends researchers down paths that have no hope of success, and their work ends up in a form that doesn’t apply to the promising paths.

The simplifying assumptions create a model of the problem that is incomplete. Solving the triple challenge involves balancing competing goals against each other. A model that
simplifies by eliminating, for example, adoptability and productivity concerns, will lead the researcher to solve the portability problem, but in a way that the majority of programmers find bewildering, and hence is unlikely to be adopted outside of research.

**This dissertation's way around the block:** Such simplifications in research are time honored and work in most situations, but after so many years of trying that approach for parallelism, this dissertation argues that now would be a good time to try accepting informal models of the problem into academic research. The full first part of this dissertation does just that, giving a model of industry segments, with development and decision making practices in each that are relevant to adoption and productivity. The model is meant as a guide to use while designing potential solutions to the triple challenge.

**Reason to make a framework:** The first major outcome of the model is the suggestion that the problem is beyond the reach of a single research entity. Portability requires multiple real-world entities to work together, namely hardware-focused, language-focused, and application-focused research groups. In addition, deep technical expertise is required in compiler analysis and transform, in schedulers for particular hardware architectures, in language design, and in tools for development, build and distribution. It is unlikely that a single research group will have all the requisite expertise, much less the budget to complete the work.

The second major outcome is the need for a tool that allows separate real-world entities to coherently contribute. The dual needs of being able to work independently and also integrate with each other can only be satisfied by the integration being encoded in a framework. The independent work fits into slots within the framework, then the framework makes that work integrate with each other.
Concrete contribution of dissertation: In accordance with this, two frameworks have been designed and proofs-of-concept for them implemented. They both take into account the full complexity of the real-world problem, as modelled in part 1 of this dissertation.

How contribution sidesteps block: Rather than try to solve the problem directly, each framework instead acts as a guide to make independent research coherent and cumulative. Each achieves this coherence in a different way: the first by organizing around a centralized server that defines standard interfaces and patterns; the second by organizing around a mutable hardware abstraction that cleanly separates application from scheduling and those from hardware.

With such a framework in place, the traditional approach of simplifying the problem can be followed by individual groups, but the simplifications are supplied by the framework. The framework provides a context that makes these independent efforts integrate, so collectively an overall solution will emerge. The framework acts as an organizing principle, providing coherence of independent research efforts.

Preview of Dissertation Chapters: The first part of the dissertation has seven chapters. The first, Chapter 2, discusses structure within software, in a top-down way, grouping software into segments according to characteristics it experiences over its lifetime. The second, Chapter 3, is bottom-up, taking a personal view, discussing how people handle parallelism in the real world and what clues that might give for future language design. It then discusses individual preferences among developers, closing with the implications from the variations among people and how that will affect productivity and adoptability. Chapter 4 then takes the point of view of the decision process for which language and toolset get used on a given software project. This illustrates how new languages, development processes, and the infrastructure that supports them get adopted.
The next four chapters cover portability, starting with a chapter that overviews the three following it. The first of those, Chapter 6, introduces a basic model of computation, the next uses it to analyze parallelism, and the third, Chapter 8 uses the first two as context to analyze what is involved in making given source run high performance on particular target hardware, and what an automated process for that needs. This has implications for language design as well as design of a framework that supports specialization effectively for a broad array of languages, development processes, application types, and hardware types.

The second part has 5 chapters. The first, Chapter 9 covers the first framework, BLISS, the second, Chapter 10, covers the mutable hardware abstraction, VMS, the third shows how to build a framework on top of VMS, the fourth, Chapter 12, compares and contrasts the proposed frameworks with other approaches to the triple challenge. And the fifth and final, Chapter 13, concludes the dissertation with a brief summary of the main takeaway points.
Part I

Model of the Problem
In order to understand what is needed to solve the productivity and adoption challenges, the relevant aspects of the world in which software is produced, distributed, and run should be modelled. This Part 1 does just that. It also gives a mental picture of what parallelism is, and what is involved in making given source run efficiently on given hardware, with given input data.

The real-world aspects related to productivity and adoption are imprecise, so this first part will not be scholarly nor backed by references to published results, but rather a summary derived from years spent working in several segments of the software industry and being exposed to others. As such, it contains subjectivity.

1.0.1 Dealing with Imprecision and Subjectivity

The subjectivity presents a dilemma. After admitting that suitable objective measurements of these areas haven’t been found, one choice is to insist on only taking into account objective measurements. The consequence is causing the imprecise areas to be left out of the model of the problem. This equates to a significant simplification.

Because productivity and adoptability are two of the triple goals, simplifying away real world aspects that relate to them is counter productive, tending to encourage work that provides poor or no value. Productivity and adoption are a function of people: how they work, how they think, and how they make decisions. Modelling these is imprecise and subjective, but having no information about them in the model is even more imprecise. It maximizes the uncertainty in the model on these aspects, making the model less useful, perhaps deceptively so.

Therefore, the approach taken in this dissertation is to talk to many people involved in these real-world areas and gather as much observation as possible. All of the information gathering was done informally. Although this injects uncertainty into the research, it is expected to be a better model of the problem than one with zero information. The real world itself will
test whether this approach is a good one, by adopting some descendent of the research, or not.

The informal model is a first iteration of an ongoing process. Hopefully the work based on this informal model will show success and inspire more objective studies of these practices to base further iterations of frameworks upon.
Chapter 2

Software Segments

This chapter takes the point of view of a software application, and talks about what it experiences over its lifetime. This is used to identify segments of software, by grouping software with similar life-experiences. The value of this lies in grouping code-projects together that have common influences on productivity and adoptability.

The influences include the infrastructure surrounding the code at each phase of its lifetime, the language the code is in terms of, the development process and stages of development, and the decision making priorities that drive those choices.

2.1 Infrastructure Surrounding Applications

Applications have a life-cycle during which they are surrounded by infrastructure, which includes a development environment while it is being created, a distribution system to get it from developer to the machine(s) it runs on, and a software-stack when it is running. Software can be divided into segments based on the properties of the infrastructure it experiences over its lifetime.
How relevant to adoption: Such infrastructure is relevant to adoption, because the proposed frameworks will become part of this infrastructure, if adopted. Existing infrastructure should inform the design of new infrastructure to be added-on, in order to minimize barriers to adoption of the new infrastructure. As will be seen in Chapter 4, which models adoption, coherence with existing software development workflows and practices reduces barrier to adoption.

Multiple frameworks: What works in one segment may not work in another, so one framework may be appropriate in some segments, while a different framework is best in others. First, though, the characteristics and structure of the segments must become known and understood.

Development environment: The first bit of infrastructure experienced is the development environment used to initially create the application. Later revision or updates also experience a development environment. The second bit experienced is the distribution system by which the application makes it onto the hardware it runs on. The last bit is the software-stack, which provides the context in which an application runs.

A Development Environment consists of the language(s) used to write the application, APIs available from the software stack, the development tools used while a programmer codes, the quality assurance tools and process, the workflow used by the team, and the development process used by the organization. Many of the tools used will enforce or enable parts of a development process. Some segments commonly have no formal development process, others tend to have complex and sophisticated ones, others are a mix. In general, the development environment varies on two axes: by segment and within that by development entity.

Distribution: The Distribution system is the means for the installable image to get from developer to machine it is installed and runs on. This varies by segment. It is most important for shrink-wrap, where sales are affected by the method of delivery to the consumer, and convenience
for the purchaser is highest priority. At the other extreme, for web-sites, distribution doesn’t exist as a separate function because the software runs on the same machine it is developed on (or is under the control of the developer). The distribution process has implications for adoptability of proposed frameworks, and is especially relevant to the suitability of the BLISS approach.

**Software-stack:**  The software-stack is what an application interacts with while it is running, and includes the Operating System, static libraries that get inserted into the executable, dynamic libraries, and interacting applications and utilities. Each segment has common characteristics of the software stack.

Although an application may see one software stack during development, Chapter 8, covering specialization, will show that by the time the application reaches the target hardware and runs, the software stack may have completely changed.

**Group by infrastructure:**  Next, software will be grouped into segments, according to commonalities in infrastructure seen over their lifetimes. The segments tend to be aligned with sectors of industry, because forces within the industry drive choices for the infrastructure. But this is not always the case. For example, Open Source is considered a separate segment because the development tools, distribution process, and software stack are relatively common for the majority of Open Source software, despite Open Source spanning multiple industry sectors.

### 2.2 The Software Segments

This dissertation divides software into segments by grouping by the characteristics of the infrastructure that surrounds an application over the stages of its life-cycle. These segments are:

- embedded software
• web software
• enterprise software
• shrink-wrap software
• mobile applications
• system software and toolchains
• Open Source software
• Scientific Computing

Segments chosen to drive framework design: For this dissertation, the priority was placed on the embedded, enterprise, shrink-wrap, and mobile segments. They informed the design of the frameworks described in part 2. This is because the web segment has no great need for a parallel language in the near future; system software and toolchains are highly specialized, have few programmers, and are likely to employ their own custom solutions; scientific has a tiny fraction of programmers; and Open Source has too little organization or coherent need to serve as a useful target. However, Open Source may be the first segment to adopt the frameworks or descendants, so it is not discounted in importance, but rather wasn’t considered a relevant source of guiding observations.

Focus on largest number of programmers: From a research perspective, the chosen segments may not appear to be the most important. This is because, a disproportionate amount of funding is supplied to public research institutions for particular sub-segments, such as scientific computing, and perhaps safety-critical embedded. A survey of job listings indicates that these segments have a tiny fraction of a percent of total programmers. Therefore, in keeping with the
adoption goal, this dissertation chooses to focus instead on the segments with the largest total of programmers.

2.2.1 Listing of the Segments

This subsection describes each segment listed above. For each segment, first it defines what software falls within it and summarizes its priorities. Then, it details the development environment, distribution process, software stack, and driving factors in development.

2.2.1.1 Embedded Segment:

This segment includes software put onto micro-controllers and boards inserted into consumer products, plus BIOS development, and any place where the software is not distributed separately, but rather ships as part of a product. Absolute performance is the driving priority, followed by time-to-market, and cost to introduce or adopt a new chip.

**Development Environment** The dominant language here is C followed by various assembly. A large percentage of developers use text-based tools rather than visual ones. Many companies have custom development tools and workflows. Verification tools are central to development for safety-critical embedded products like airplanes and automobiles, as well as for many large-volume consumer products like televisions.

**Distribution** The applications have no separate distribution process because the software ships inside the product.

**Software Stack** is flexible and often custom to a particular chip or OEM vendor

**Driving factors in development** Absolute performance has higher weight than productivity or functionality. This is because cost of CPU and power consumption are normally economic drivers, so the most has to be gotten out of limited computation resources, and C
has proven good at that. Reliability is also a major factor due to high cost of bugs in the shipped product. Code bases tend to be small, strong quality assurance and verification processes are typically used.

2.2.1.2 Web Segment:

Web software includes the front-end portion of a corporate web-presence, sites that are a company’s entire business in and of themselves, such as Facebook, and content portals, such as iTunes for music, Salon.com for journalism or Hulu for video, and web-stores. Search engines are special-case, meta, web-sites. The overwhelming priorities are productivity and interchangeability of programmers, who often work on a code base on a temporary basis, and/or jump around to different parts. A common phrase in this segment is "hardware is cheap."

Development Environment The most popular languages here are PHP, Java, Javascript, and visual tools. Java is popular for sites that generate HTML on the fly, especially ones with large amounts of business logic or other back-end processing on the server. If a large amount of business logic exists, that part of the site is often considered to fall within the enterprise segment, depending on size and purpose.

Distribution There is no distribution process because the software runs on the same server it is developed on, or is copied by the development team to a similar server.

Software Stack A web-server software stack, either commercial or open-source

Driving Factors Productivity is nearly the only consideration here because such web-sites don’t tend to perform large amounts of intensive computation, more hardware can be easily added, and the software is much more expensive to develop than the hardware is to buy, by a many to 1 factor. The code base tends to be modest (under 100K lines) and is
often completely replaced over a span of years. The programmer-team size for front-ends
is typically small, and development process varies quite widely.

2.2.1.3 Enterprise Software Segment:

This software overlaps with the Web segment because it nearly always has a web
front-end. However, in this segment, access is often limited to a company’s internal network.
This segment includes traditional enterprise functions such as accounts, billing, payroll, and
customer management. It also includes any software that a company develops for its own use
either internally as part of how the company is run, or externally as a tool used by customers
in some aspect of managing their account and purchasing. The overriding priority is devel-
opment process, allowing programmers to come and go and functionality to be updated in a
methodical and predictable way over the many years of a code-base’s lifetime. Predictability of
development tends to trump features and efficiency. The same code-base may transition from
Web to Enterprise over time, as it grows and the company matures and process becomes more
important.

Development Environment The dominant language is Java, almost exclusively. A variety
of workflow and development process tools are used, often custom to the development
organization. Strong development processes are enforced and supported by a variety of
development tools, some custom created by the development entity.

Distribution Same as in Web development.

Software Stack Often includes middleware and service-added packages for CRM, billing, and
so on, that provide base functionality that is then customized.

Driving Factors The same entity that develops the application also controls the machines it
runs on and is the only entity that uses it. The developers either work for this same
company or for a consulting company that develops the software to spec. Performance has low weight because computation resources are easy to add. More importantly, the development cost of the code is not amortized over many units sold, so productivity is paramount. The most important feature is that the projects in this segment are the largest of all, reaching into hundreds of millions of lines of code, with hundreds to thousands of programmers. Sophisticated software development processes are used here, to manage the complexity of the code base and knowledge transfer between programmers over the decades of a code base’s lifetime.

2.2.1.4 Shrink-wrap Segment:

This includes any off-the-shelf software package that can be purchased by a third party, installed on their machine, and used. This includes games, CAD tools, office-suites, and so on. The priority is on balancing: features, low bug count, performance, and high productivity. It has the most competing priorities, having to be balanced, of any of the segments. Development process tends to vary with size of the code-base and maturity of the entity creating the code.

Development Environment The dominant languages are C++, and Java.

Distribution Part of the retail process. Either download via web, or physical media such as DVD. Must be convenient and simple for the customer.

Software Stack Windows and MacOS are the most popular. Libraries either come with the OS or with commercial development tool suites. (Note that Open Source software is not included here, and commercial shrink-wrap for Linux is insignificant in volume)

Driving Factors Here, productivity is balanced against performance. Both matter because products are compared against each other for performance, but also for functionality and price, which are consequences of productivity. The development practices are often custom
to a particular software-vendor, and span from ad-hoc to sophisticated. Team sizes also vary. Distribution is part of the retail process and so is important.

2.2.1.5 Service-Driven Software Hybrid Segment:

There is a hybrid segment bridging between shrink-wrap and Enterprise. This is where service-driven-software lies, which has core functionality but is then customized to a customer’s needs. PeopleSoft is an example, as is Siebel customer management, Vitria middle-ware, and Database systems. The creation of the base package falls in the low-volume shrink-wrap segment, but the customization for the customer falls in enterprise development. For these packages, the package itself is a form of domain-specific language, and customization often involves the difficult issues associated with distributed systems. The teams that customize these span from individuals up to dozens of programmers, and tend to be employed by consultant shops. After customization, level of activity drops but maintenance to upgrade and add features still takes place. These shops often have well-enforced development processes due to the need for predictable development times, high programmer turn-over and the need for repeated, reliable, adaptable development.

2.2.1.6 Mobile Application Segment:

This is newly emerging and may grow into a dominant segment. Applications are for mobile devices like smart-phones and Personal Digital Assistants. The code-bases are very small and typically developed by one to only a few people. So far, development processes appear to be ad-hoc for the majority of these applications. The driving factor is features, which have to conveniently address a specific need. Behind this is productivity, especially for individual programmers or small teams. The code-base tends to be re-written rather than evolve and grow over many years the way enterprise and to a lesser extent shrink-wrap do.

Development Environment These tend to be small projects with relatively few lines of code,
and no currently dominant language nor development process or style.

**Distribution** The software is downloaded from a server as part of an automated purchase process. The connectivity service-provider often owns and maintains the server, collecting executables from 3rd party developers.

**Software Stack** Mobile devices have a wide variety of operating systems and supporting software stacks. This creates an issue for developers who have to either pick a platform or else spend considerably more to develop cross-platform. The business issues are complex, between service providers, device supplier, and developers.

**Driving Factors** Mobile devices are a key area for parallelism due to the higher efficiency of parallel hardware, and so of special importance in the subject of this dissertation. Parallel hardware has been slow in adoption due to the programmability barrier.

### 2.2.1.7 System Software and Toolchain Segment:

This is where the infrastructure is created. It is rather small in terms of the total number of programmers, and is a meta-segment, responsible for creating the infrastructure for the other segments (as well as for itself). Development of the OS, libraries, and utilities that make up the software stack fall in this segment. The developers here are the ones who create the highly productive and portable languages, rather than being targets for using them.

**Development Environment** The dominant languages are C, C++, and Java.

**Distribution** Varies, no consistent process

**Software Stack** This segment creates much of the software stack itself

**Driving Factors** The needs of developers in these areas are specialized, and the types of developers tend to be very highly skilled and creative. Reliability of final code, bug-free is
strongly desired. Verification is important.

2.2.1.8 Open Source Segment:

This is more of an umbrella segment, or shadow segment, with equivalent applications as in all the other segments. It differs in that it has much less or no economic drive to create the applications, with a few notable exceptions. The applications attempt to solve the same problems as the commercial counterparts, but have very different development processes and software stacks. The driving force is learning, fun, and sense of control/empowerment. Development processes tend to be ad-hoc, distributed, and weak on quality assurance and documentation.

Development Environment. Open Source is normally developed in very different ways than the commercial versions, which sets it apart when trying to understand common practices in software development. Open Source uses the widest range of languages, has a wide array of development processes and styles, and uses a wide range of development tools.

Distribution is almost uniformly over the web, via automated process invoked from a web page. Sometimes only source is available, but for the most popular OSes, installation bundles are often available that include all the elements of the software stack needed for the application. A few servers hold the vast majority of the open sources software (Sourceforge, GitHub, and so on).

Software Stack the OS is almost exclusively Linux, but libraries have been developed that create the needed Linux interface on Windows and other commercial OSes. The supporting software stack varies widely between applications. However, automated systems for obtaining the needed support libraries for a given application have been developed. Some embedded software is released Open Source, but is not yet common. This segment has little coherence, other than the distribution process.
Driving Factors  Software in this category is normally done for learning, with a sub-category released Open Source to drive a dual-license or services business. MySQL is a dual-license example, and RedHat is a services example. In general, no commercial concerns drive development, but rather personal interest in some aspect of software. Productivity is a strong driver, due to the volunteer nature, and teams tend to be small and loosely organized, mainly by email lists. Notable exceptions exist, such as Eclipse which is supported by IBM and widely used to create custom development tools for commercial concerns, especially in the embedded segment. The frameworks described in part 2 fit many patterns of Eclipse, which shows a promising path for adoption.

2.2.1.9 Scientific Segment:

This is the oldest parallel software segment. It tends to be dominated by relatively easy-to-parallelize applications whose performance is concentrated in a modest number of small kernels. Driving factors are verification of correctness and performance, followed distantly by productivity. Many of the kernels from this segment migrate to embedded and shrink-wrap, and may eventually also migrate to mobile as productivity improvements make more efficient parallel hardware more pervasive. Developers tend to be researchers, with weak documentation and ad-hoc development processes. Almost all applications in this segment involve a model of some real-world phenomena. The applications are either simulations, or else solutions to models of large systems which directly give results that would otherwise be qualitatively identified from simulations.

Development Environment  Tends to use Open Source tools, and a variety of languages, with Fortran a notable standout.

Distribution  The software is downloaded from an Open Source site if it is distributed at all.
Many code-bases are internal to one group and never distributed.

**Software Stack** Open Source software stack, with specialized libraries such as LaPack and BLAS.

**Driving Factors** The problem being solved is the driving factor, with performance on a supercomputer paramount, in general. Reduced software effort is desired, and so is increased portability with high performance without hand-tuning. The software effort and portability seem to be gaining in priority but still appear to be far behind performance and verifiability of correctness.

### 2.2.2 Conclusions about the Segments

The most important pattern is the difference in needs and infrastructure between segments. A close inspection reveals that there may be room for more than one framework. A single segment will standardize on a given framework, but there is little or no desire to run applications created within one segment in the infrastructure of a different segment. So, each segment is free to pick the framework that suits it best, or the framework that is good enough and establishes itself first.¹

### 2.3 Focus on Distribution and the Implications for BLISS

The distribution process is given special attention because it is intrinsic to one of the frameworks in part 2, called BLISS. As such, BLISS’s distribution model may present a barrier to adoption for segments with incompatible distribution requirements. This section draws

¹As will be seen in Chapter 4, uncertainty plays a significant role in adoption, so a major player in a segment can cause an inferior framework to be adopted just by backing it. The commitment to a thing, of a major entity, reduces uncertainty for all the others in that segment, which speeds adoption of that thing.
conclusions about BLISS’s adoptability for each segment, based on the distribution processes listed in the previous section.

**BLISS:** The BLISS framework is organized around specialization servers. One of these collects application sources, then, to each, applies a number of specializations. Each specialization starts with the same source and ends with a different installation-bundle, targeted to a single type of hardware. The code that performs specialization is packaged into a separate module, one per hardware target. These modules are collected from many 3rd party sources, onto a server, then plugged in to the server’s automated system.

**Two separate distribution processes:** Hence, in BLISS, there are two distributions in play: collection of specialization modules, with distribution to the specialization servers; and separately the collection of applications onto a specialization server, with distribution of installable images to end-users. Some of the software segments are more compatible with this approach than others.

**Strongest constraint:** The segment with the most constraining distribution process is shrink-wrap, where end-users obtain the software as part of the purchase process. The important characteristic is that distribution happens via recordable media, such as DVD, which is currently required.

**Getting around constraint:** For BLISS, each DVD can have a copy of the specialization server’s output, for that one application, but that output resides on the DVD and cannot be updated with new specialization modules after it ships. Such update would require web access, forcing web-access to be a standard requirement for shrink-wrap software. This is becoming more common, but is not the current standard.
An additional complication for BLISS is the vendors’ desire to control distribution. A consequence is that each vendor has their own specialization server, and so may have a different version of the BLISS standard formats than those a given specialization module was written to.

To address this, BLISS should include a process to minimize issues when the vendor’s server-version differs from the version the specialization module was written for, and when both those differ from the version used at each stage of an application’s development. Either a mix of the three should be tolerated, or else automation for modifying old applications to new standards implemented.

**Segments that fit BLISS:** For BLISS, the Open Source segment already follows the centralized server model in large part, so it doesn’t present a barrier to adoption of BLISS. Likewise, the mobile application segment is compatible with a BLISS-style distribution system. That’s because each service provider already has a central server that distributes applications for the mobile devices connected to their network.

Enterprise software is highly flexible because it is essentially many one-off custom software packages. However, access to the source code is restricted with vigor, so each application would require a separate specialization server set up just for it. Hence, problems may arise when trying to keep the specialization server up-to-date with the server that the specialization modules are written to be compatible with. Also, issues may arise with trusting specialization modules.

In the Embedded segment, the application developer requires control over the specialization server, which complicates things. It implies that only applications from one manufacturer would reside on a given server, but many such manufacturers may be involved in the value chain that produces the end product.

However, because these servers are not available to the general public, legal agreements can be put into place and trusted 4th party operators of the servers utilized, allowing all the
applications for a given product to be collected onto the same server and have the same specialization module applied to the full stack of applications. The fact of a very limited number of entities to distribute to makes this practical.

2.4 Model of the Development Process

In this section, attention is focused on the nature of development, because disturbance of existing processes creates a high barrier to adoption. Each framework should fit existing development work-flows and tools as much as possible, in order to minimize barriers that would slow the framework’s adoption.

In addition, the programming language is used in the context of some sort of development process, even if it’s just an ad-hoc process. New languages should be designed to fit with and support the processes dominant in the targeted segment and targeted team-size. Hence, development processes should be understood in more detail.

**Toughest process to fit with:** The most sophisticated processes are, arguably, in the safety-critical embedded sub-segment and the enterprise segment. Sophisticated processes are also used, across segments, by large consultant or contract development organizations.

2.4.1 Overview of Development Workflow

Figure 2.1 illustrates a typical workflow. It follows an iterative process, with a number of iterations shown. This makes a good example of an enterprise application being developed by a contract development organization. Each iteration shifts the effort among development activities, as depicted.

The figure shows requirements gathering at top, below that prototype development which generates use-cases that define what the application should do and how it should inter-
Figure 2.1: The areas of development activity, and shift among them from iteration to iteration

act with a user. Below that is design activity, which includes detailed specifications, software
architecture, and module/object-model design. Below that is writing of code that implements
the behavior of the use-cases and other requirements. At the bottom is testing, which includes
unit testing of individual modules, as well as system-level (AKA integration) testing.

In the X axis of each iteration is "percent of an iteration’s total hours of effort". This
is repeated 6 times, each later in the project. In the first, the top has the most effort. As
move to the right, the effort shifts down. The figures progress by week into the project. Only
a few days elapse between the first two iterations, and longer between later iterations, which
indicates that more accumulated effort goes into later iterations. Overall, more effort goes into
implementation than requirements.

**Freeze points:** Markers indicate freeze points. The first represents a freeze of requirements.

After this point, the user-level desires for the application don’t change. The second freeze shown
is for functionality actually experienced by a user. The last freezes the internal design and
interfaces, after this point only debugging code changes are allowed, Final-release freeze is not
shown, but it would come after an iteration where nearly all the effort is in system-wide testing.
Different people are involved in each type of effort, so the people shift to different projects, or
to later releases, as their skill-set becomes frozen-out of the current release.

**Compatibility requirements:** Whatever framework is adopted for the triple-challenge, it
must be compatible with this iteration-driven evolution of software. In particular, the devel-
opment cycle of producing a bit of code, then testing it in isolation with some unit-tests that provide inputs to the piece and check outputs from it, and then system-testing (also known as integration testing) where the pieces work together and unexpected interactions manifest. If one had to compile to a wide variety of machines in every iteration between development and testing, that would slow productivity dramatically.

### 2.4.2 Details of the Development Iterations

The framework will have to be compatible with the process, which progresses in iterations, so the iteration details and progression are examined.

#### 2.4.2.1 Early Iterations

The first few iterations are top-heavy with requirements gathering and specification-prototype creation. Requirements gathering involves interviews with users of the system, to discover what they want to see the software do, and how they want to interact with it. After the first interview, a specification-prototype is created by the requirements-gatherers. This is just a mock-up that shows the interface the user will experience, and a description of what the behavior will be like. Several short iterations cycle between user-interviews and developing the specification prototypes used to demonstrate during the interviews.

A given early iteration takes the previous round’s interviews, generates ideas, and embodies those in a mock-up of what the user might see, and a description of how it would interact with them. These are often termed use-cases. The user examines the mock-ups and gives feedback, which prompts the next iteration of mock-ups, perhaps with some functionality actually implemented in the next round to back it up.
2.4.2.2 Middle Iterations

As the use-cases stabilize, they are handed off to designers, who create software architectures, object models, and so on. At this point, it is often discovered that technology constraints put force to modify the use-cases, which causes further iterations on those.

Aside, maintenance release: For a maintenance release, which happens after a software system has been completed, and just adds further functionality, the process has fewer iterations in requirements gathering, and less work in specifications/modelling. This is because the system architecture already exists and is only being enhanced, so less learning and discovery is involved. There are fewer degrees of freedom in the system that would cause lower levels to push back to higher levels. Also, the users already have a good idea of what they want.

Freezes: As the iterations stabilize, or pre-determined time-points are reached, freezes are declared, which signal that further iterations will have no activity in the higher-up portions. For example, the first freeze is on the use-cases. After a few iterations between interviews of users and mock-ups plus resource-constraints and other measurement constraints, such as “must take less than 1 second to respond” or “must require less than fifty thousand dollars of equipment”, the requirements get frozen. Next, after design iterations interact with initial implementation, the design gets frozen. Later, once some unit testing and the first system testing has taken place, functionality will be frozen.

Pruning functionality: At each freeze point, decisions are typically made by developers about what they believe they have time to complete before the ship date. Functionality that will take too long is postponed to later releases of the software. It is only once implementation has been attempted that the true amount of effort required for particular function becomes known. Therefore, final functionality can only be set after reaching the implementation iterations. After
freeze of the use-cases, no feedback upward is possible, so the only alternative is to prune functionality out of the release, saving it for later.

2.4.2.3 Later Iterations

After the iteration that ends with the functionality freeze, the iterations focus on implementing that functionality, and the Quality Assurance team ramps up serious effort designing integration tests, building test-harnesses, and writing and performing test-cases. A series of implementation freezes happen, each of which isolates sections of code for testing.

The purpose is to give the Quality Assurance team sections of the system that are stable, in order to run integration tests on them. System testing requires long periods of time to run a series of tests that cause increasingly rare interactions among the parts of the system. These uncover interactions that give unwanted behavior. Each time a developer modifies code in a part of the system, all system-testing involving that code must be repeated. So, over time, portions of the system implementation get frozen, and no further development on it is allowed, in order to reduce the system tests that have to be run on the next build.

Finally, QA completes a system test that has only “minor” bugs found, and the build is frozen and released.

**People shift to next release:** As freezes take place, people shift over to higher portions of the next release. The people who work on the portions above the freeze line (above in the figure) move on to those portions of the following release.
2.5 Applying Development-Process Knowledge to Language Design

This section focuses on one proposed highly-productive language called WorkTable. It was designed with the development process for large teams in mind, and set in the context of BLISS. This section describes how features of WorkTable satisfy development-workflow needs.

Need to accommodate varying programmer skill levels: There is variation of programmer skill levels within large teams, such as in the Enterprise Segment, Shrink-Wrap Segment for large projects, and Embedded Segment large projects such as automobile control systems. For projects with such teams, a language that encourages decomposition by skill level and type will be a boon.

How Worktable addresses the need: The WorkTable language was designed for this case. It separates out the parallel portions of the code, leaving the bulk of code sequential. Only one or a few specialized developers create the parallel portions, and define sequential pieces that fit within the parallel scaffolding. They assign the sequential pieces to the rest of the programmers.

This works well for large projects from a workflow point of view. The language is designed to support a visual design tool that keeps the software architecture diagram synchronized with the code, allowing either to be modified and the result seen in both. A team-lead can work from the code-view and hand out pieces to team members, then modify the parallel portions when necessitated by structure discovered during implementation. The code change propagates backwards, showing up in the architects view.

The architecture-code integration increases the rate of design iterations, and enforces modularity, which increases the ability of later programmers to learn the code and modify it.
**Parallel composability and isolation:** The language is designed so that an application’s modularity is maintained in the face of concurrency. A team lead is free to further decompose portions of code assigned to their team, exposing the parallelism structure and constraints on scheduling within it, without introducing unforeseen concurrency bugs due to interactions with portions of code worked on by different teams.

This property is especially important for maintainability. Modifications to code have to be possible by examining only a modular portion of the code, without fear of introducing unforeseen concurrency bugs. The fewer lines of code that have to be understood in order to make safe changes, the more maintainable the code base, and the lower the cost of maintaining it.
Chapter 3

Individual Human Factors

Having discussed the various segments of software, this dissertation turns now to the point of view of an individual programmer. It models some aspects of software related to personal preference. This addresses both productivity and adoptability.

This chapter starts from the perspective of the problems being solved. Developers will be most productive when the software directly captures how they naturally think about a problem. So the first section speaks to the productivity goal and suggests possibilities for language designs.

The second section talks about development process preferences that may have deep origins in a programmer’s psyche. These speak to both adoptability and productivity.

The third section considers psychological aspects of people in a field, in regards to how those may affect productivity.
3.1 How People Handle Parallelism in the Real World

People deal with parallelism in the world around them every day. Event planning, project management, any place in our lives that we coordinate with other people working towards a common goal. This is, admittedly, more difficult than doing everything oneself, but it isn’t as difficult as traditional parallel programming!

Therefore, looking closer at the ways people already handle parallelism may give some helpful clues to designing new, highly productive, parallel programming languages.

**Duplicate scheduling decisions:** Many approaches have been devised to handle real-world parallelism. The most common is for all the people involved to have the same scheduling algorithm, which allows each to predict what the others will do, based on having the same information. Driving a car is the most common example. All the people on the road are computing in parallel. It works because they all have the same set of traffic rules and all see the same inputs: signs, each other’s car-positions and velocities, and road-boundaries. The car-driving analogy may make a good basis for a parallel language.

**Separate scheduler:** Another approach to handling parallelism in the real world is for one person to act as the scheduler that determines what tasks the other people receive. This is the role of the project manager. Each worker receives tasks from the manager, and reports when they’re done.

**Combining with duplicate scheduling:** Workers are trained in how to interact with other workers when their tasks interact. A good example is building a house. The foreman assigns tasks such as laying foundation, tying down rebar, setting up forms, and so forth. They assign a certain number of people to each foundation, and those people then coordinate amongst
themselves, each starting in a different physical section. Such spontaneous organization happens without an explicit decision-maker because all have the same scheduling algorithm and same inputs, as in the traffic example. They even can see when one is lifting a piece of rebar and goes over to help placing it, and so on. This hierarchical scheduling model may also make a good basis for a parallel language. It will be seen in Chapters 7 and 8 to be a good model for specialization.

**A process as a parallel application:** A third example is designing a physical factory. An assembly line, chemical refinery, or other physical process like this is a parallel computation in the real world. People routinely design such things, indicating that the method of creating such designs may make a good basis for a parallel language. In fact, the WorkTable language briefly used as an example in the previous chapter follows this process-design analogy.

**Math as a language inspiration:** Finally, mathematicians handle parallelism by bounding the possible outcomes from it. Existential quantifiers forAll, thereExists, and so forth declare bounds that must exist. This is rather more of an inverse approach. Normally these are used in a theorem, which has a proof. The proof performs the steps of a computation that enforces those boundaries. The steps of the proof are often themselves inverse, with their own proofs that compute enforcement, and so on.

Mathematics is a bit odd in that way. It combines declarations of outcomes with computations that enforce a declaration by further declarations of smaller outcomes. At some points, the declarations must be enforced by the people who maintain the system of mathematics, for example the notion of a number exists only for people and must be enforced by people. This implied enforcement allows mathematics to imply computations that enforce mathematical declarations. For example, the declaration “1 + 1 = 2” relies upon people to perform the
computations to enforce it.

This is a subtle point, but important in the design of programming languages. Attempting to make a language that declares bounds on parallel behavior without an automated means to enforce the declared bounds forces the programmer to create the equivalent of a proof of those bounds. This is the case with the typical Thread constructs of mutexes, condition variables, and so forth, and is the reason those constructs are so difficult to use.

In the real world, people only handle parallelism with declarations of outcomes when they state local rules that each participant locally enforces for themselves. This is what traffic laws are. Examples of existential quantifiers are rarely seen. The equivalent of a mutex is only used in places where the natural world enforces it for us, such as “only one car may occupy this volume of space at a time”. This should provide some good clues to how to design a high productivity parallel language.

3.2 Personal Preferences in Development

Each programmer has their personal preferences: some like mouse-driven visual development, others can’t be torn away from command-line text-based tools; some work best all by themselves, others gravitate towards teams and interaction. These preferences affect productivity – force a GUI person to use text tools, and the lines per day is sure to drop – and vice versa! The reticence to adopt alternative approaches and persistent return to past preferred ones suggests that these may be deeply embedded in the person, as opposed to simply what they were exposed to first.
3.2.1 No One-size-fits-all Development

Industry factors often drive the type of development process and development tools used in a particular software segment. The result is that people migrate to workplaces that have the development aspects they prefer. Hence, there looks to be no one-size-fits-all solution. The takeaway being that the framework should support many different languages and/or development tool approaches.

In summary, the aspects most relevant to personal preference include:

- visual development vs text-based tools
- strong process vs loose rapid development
- static typed language vs dynamically typed
- declarative language vs low-level control oriented
- team-based vs isolated development
- structured thinking vs creative flow

These personal preferences affect an individual programmer’s productivity, and on teams, affect the emergent productivity of the team and organization.

3.2.2 Variation in Languages:

The language that is most productive for a one-off Open Source gadget is not likely to also be the most productive for a ten million line project with a thousand programmers. For example, a Perl script can be used to make a few-thousand-line widget to be released on SourceForge much faster than using the Rational process, with UML diagrams, formal use-cases, and code documentation. But just try developing a 10 million line enterprise application with Perl scripts!
To a large extent, people filter themselves into jobs that have programming environments and processes that fit their personal preferences. Hence, it is unlikely that a single language, with accompanying development environment will be universally the best.

This suggests that several parallel languages will exist, for different software segments. Within a segment, several domain-specific languages might exist for different domains of problems being solved.

### 3.2.3 Conclusion, Framework Best when Supports Many Languages

What this means is that a framework should support many different languages and accompanying development tools and development processes and styles. The more constraints a framework places on language and development process, the fewer programmers it is able to supply high productivity to, and the less Adoptable it becomes.

As a consequence, with a wide variety of languages and development tools being supported, reuse of specialization tools and effort, among languages, becomes important for Adoptability.

### 3.3 Human Aspects of Productivity

The personal preferences for development affect individual people’s productivity, within a given environment. However, this is mainly relevant in suggesting that no one language plus tool-set will fit all programmers. The conclusion is mainly that there is enough variation among people to expect a variety of environments.

This section explores the consequences of this, looking at the ways in which characteristics of individuals will affect the languages and development environments. It explores the consequences of the variations among people, which drives a variation in development process,
and variation in languages and tool-sets. It wraps up by drawing conclusions for the framework, which must support the variations.

**Human Factors Relating to Framework:** As will be seen in Chapters 7 and 8, on a model of parallel computation and a model of specialization, the technical process of porting source code to run efficiently on target hardware requires the language to gather information from the programmer to feed to the porting process. Hence, the human factors discussed here will have to integrate with the portability factors discussed there. The framework design will affect how the two sets of factors can integrate, so it should be designed with models of both in mind.

### 3.3.1 Variation Among People

The wide variation in people involved in the software development process affects the language, tools, and process flow. For example, game design and web design includes graphic artists, scientific software development includes scientists, financial software development includes traders, and so on. The development processes include such people, with their variations in skill sets and levels of ability.

**Tool suite integrates diverse people:** Such variation will show up in the form of integrated suites of tools that together form a work-flow. The view of the world relevant to each person is presented to them to enter their portion of the project. For example, a drawing tool is presented to graphic artists to create drawings, but the object modelling programmer sees the drawings as objects with the name and purpose of the drawing attached. The tool, for the game-engine programmer just represents the drawing as an object of a given type that can be manipulated in the code. The frameworks will have to be compatible with such work-flows, supporting this style of development, while also providing portability of the game-engine code to a wide array of
hardware. But it will be best if the framework is not specific in any way to game development.

**Small projects:** For small projects, individual programmers will gravitate towards their personal preferences. So a variety of highly productive individual-developer oriented languages should be available. This allows the programmers to self-select, and covers projects that have no significant future maintenance requirements, allowing the language to sacrifice project-oriented features in favor of individual productivity features. One example is eliminating static typing in favor of dynamic typing.

**Medium projects:** For medium size projects and teams, a smaller number of more structured languages should be available. Such teams often spontaneously generate their own informal processes, using email, post-it notes, and mutually agreed-upon conventions.

**Large projects:** For large projects, the entity contracted or organizing the project will have a process. It will include significant documentation, a mature workflow, and other features that reduce risk, increase maintainability, and facilitate a large team working coherently. There is less room for individual preferences here. Instead, the focus is on being able to remove any programmer at any time and replace them and the project continues efficiently.

### 3.3.2 Match Language to Thought Patterns

In general, the closer the match between a person’s natural way to think and the structure of the code, the higher their programming productivity. This suggests that many languages be produced, each of which matches closely to some domain of problems. The commonalities within the problems is directly captured in the language design.
Learning curve drives general purpose: A second factor is learning curve. Contract programmers have an economic incentive to cover many different domains. So, learning a new language that bears little in common with any others adds the learning time to the producing code time, lowering average productivity.

Barrier to non-expert customization: In addition, non-programmer domain experts may only want to customize some existing code. A large learning curve will be a barrier to them and also lower their average productivity. Further, if people are forced to specialize to a particular domain, due to high domain-language learning curve, their fees will increase. The cost of specialists is typically much higher than that for generalists.

Overall productivity lowered for short-time users: So, high learning curves reduce the overall productivity of programmers who spend only a short time using a domain-specific language. They also increase the cost of domain-specialist programmers, and cost is a primary driver to wanting higher productivity. So in all cases, high learning curve counters the productivity advantages of domain specific languages. Hence, learning curves must be kept low, which limits the degree of specificity to a particular domain, and so limits that aspect of their increased productivity.

Math-style language doesn’t fit parallelism thinking: Most importantly, sequential languages have their origins in mathematical style thinking, which worked well because scheduling is inherently constrained to one possibility at a time. But this doesn’t translate well to parallelism where many scheduling possibilities exist at a time, which requires proof-type thinking to guarantee correctness. People, in practice, think about real-world parallelism in ways different from that.

In particular, existential quantifiers like forAll and thereExists require proofs, which
are very difficult and unnatural in parallelism. Lock-based control of scheduling is also a poor
match to the way people think about parallelism in the real world. So, highly productive parallel
languages are not as likely to be based on mathematical-style mental models.

Suggests explore every-day handling parallelism: More investigation of every-day ap-
proaches to handling parallelism in the world around us is needed. New languages should be
designed based on these already-successful and used-in-practice mental models.

3.3.3 Conclusions Based on the Complexity of Productivity

The previous sections have suggested that productivity is complex, because of the
variation between personal preferences, the variation between skill sets, the variation between
project sizes and development organizations, and the variation between domains of problems
being solved.

No single language: This complexity, based on inescapable real-world factors, suggests that
no single language nor single development approach will provide high productivity to the ma-
jority of programmers. Rather, a variation in languages and development tools will be required.
To be productive, a language and tool-set must fit the relevant aspects of the real world, while
also fitting the programmer’s preferences and the project’s needs.

Need rapid prototype of new language: One conclusion from this is the need for fast
iterations while searching for highly productive language and development environment for a
given context. The framework should have features that support rapidly creating a new lan-
guage or development tool to test for fit to a particular set-of-developers + software-segment +
problem-domain + organization + project-characteristics.
Possible reasons for past shortcoming: It may be that past shortcomings in productivity of parallel programming have stemmed from two factors: 1) the language design has been driven by technical factors rather than real-world factors, especially hardware and compiler details, and 2) history/culture has perpetuated early programming mental-model choices that were made when all programming was sequential.

Overcoming reasons, find highly productive language: To break out of such a local-minima in thinking, to solve productivity, several things may be helpful: 1) study how people think about parallelism in the real world, and make languages that have the same patterns; 2) identify categories of existing developer preferences and make at least one language for each category; 3) verify this dissertation’s suggestions for software segments and make a set of languages plus tools for each segment; 4) identify categories of existing development processes and make at least one language plus set of development tools for each category; 5) identify categories of project-types and make at least one language plus development tool-set for each category; 6) pick domains of problems that share similar patterns and make at least one language for each domain.

The last 5 form a set of dimensions, however in practice they will only be sparsely populated. For example, problem domains will turn out to be correlated with programmer preferences, and software segment will be correlated with development processes, so the number of combinations will not be as large as it may at first seem. Also, many commonalities exist, allowing, for example, reuse of base language with variation only in parallelism constructs.

Things framework needs: The most important conclusion is that to achieve high productivity for the majority of programmers, the framework should support the languages and development tools for the majority of the combinations. And, to remain adoptable, it must also
be compatible with the development workflows and processes.

**Commonality among languages and tools:** For high productivity, commonality in mental model amongst languages and tools should be maximized, to reduce learning curve when moving between them. It is especially important to maximize commonality amongst domain-specific languages, finding a small number of common root languages and only adding variations for domain-specific patterns.

Identifying commonality in implementation will reduce the unique effort put into each variation, by maximizing reuse between languages and between development tools. The Adoptability of the framework will be improved by both, supporting the variation, and exploiting reuse within it.
Chapter 4

Model of Adoption

Why adoption is important to model: Adoption is one of the two most important drivers of frameworks such as those proposed in part 2. The main reason that researchers, and later people in industry, will choose one particular framework over another is the belief that the research they contribute is more likely to be widely adopted when it’s done in terms of that framework. In other words, the question is: "I’m a researcher on some aspect of parallelism. Why should I do my research within the framework proposed in part 2?" The answer is "You don’t have to re-create a framework for yourself, saving you work, and saving you time, and lowering the barrier to trying out your ideas. And, your work is more likely to be adopted when done within the framework, because the people who designed the framework did all the effort of understanding the software segments and how such infrastructure is adopted – the pushes, pulls, barriers, and uncertainties. So, you don’t have to think about any of those – just fit into the framework, and it takes care of aligning with adoption."

Adoption is equally as complex as productivity, influenced by human psychology, existing business practices, economic drivers, personal preference, and so on. Adoptability overlaps with productivity in many ways.
Chapter preview: This chapter will overlap with the previous in many real-world areas, but with a sharper focus on Adoptability as opposed to productivity. It will also overlap with Chapter 2’s coverage of software segments and their practices, but again with a focus on Adoptability. It will expand detail of industry structure and practice, mainly on how decisions are made, the priorities driving them, and any fixed features that affect the decisions.

Adoptability is essentially about decision making, the decision to choose one method over another, or one tool over another. When it comes to parallel programming, as the previous chapters have shown, many factors are involved in the decision of which language and accompanying development tools a given programmer uses.

Model of Change: Change, to adopt something new, boils down to three things: push, pull, and barrier. Those are modulated by degree of certainty in them. Pain that a person or entity is experiencing pushes them to change, while promise of satisfying desires pulls them to change, and the cost of transition from current to new is a barrier blocking change. Each of those has a degree of uncertainty, and the final decision of whether to change is a balance between expected amount of benefit vs cost, each multiplied by the degree of certainty that benefit will materialize and the cost will not be higher. The decision to adopt a new language or development practice follows this pattern.

In particular, the economic cost and mental pain of current parallel programming approaches is pushing, strongly, for a satisfactory solution to the three goals. This differs from the case of sequential programming, where things are relatively stable in the various segments. There is no large pain driving change in sequential programming, while the cost of changing is high. Hence, low expected benefit, with high cost, means low chance of adopting a new sequential language. In contrast, for parallel languages, the pain pushing for change is ever mounting, and increasingly severe. This opens the opportunity for disruptions like adding a
new form of software infrastructure, such as the frameworks proposed in part 2.

**Size matters:** The way the decision to adopt change is made is driven by the size of the project in combination with the size of the entity incurring the benefit and cost of the project. This is because the tolerance for uncertainty correlates with size of project plus size of entity, and drive to change varies according to size of project and entity.

One person projects have the most freedom over language and tools, and is where the most experimentation takes place, especially in the Open Source segment. People who have experimented with various languages on their own band together into groups for medium-sized projects, and collectively choose the language and tool-set. The fact of being a group constrains the choice of language in many ways, as discussed shortly. Finally, large projects are performed by entities that have done many projects in the past, with established processes that have evolved over time. These have the most constraints on which language and tool-set is used, and the lowest tolerance for uncertainty, which implies risk.

### 4.1 One Person Projects

**Few constraints on choosing:** One-person projects enjoy the most freedom in choosing language and tool-set. The greatest is in personal projects and the Open Source segment where the motivation is learning, making a tool to solve one’s own problem, or the fun of seeing what one can accomplish,

**Influences driving choice:** The decision to adopt is influenced by: recommendations of others, potential for future employment, novelty or curiosity, peer-pressure, trendiness (social momentum), objective evaluation of features, commercial vs Open Source, opportunity to contribute, maturity of the language, availability of supporting development tools, availability of
tutorials/training, learning curve, applicability to a domain of interest (used as part of some other activity, like making a game, robotics, aso), level of productivity for problems of interest, breadth of applicability (learn one language, use on all problems interested in), feeling of power when using it, fit to natural way of thinking, and fit to preferred development style.

When examining these factors, some are derivative from a “critical mass” of others (trendiness, peer-pressure, employment opportunity are derived). Some are due to appearing in the opportune place at the opportune moment (trendiness, peer-pressure). others are due to backing by a trusted entity (trendiness, peer-pressure).

Large number of languages used: As a result of the large number of factors, and the large variation among people, there exists a large number of languages used in one-person projects. This is where experimentation with language design takes place, and adoption of change is easiest. Due to the human factors discussed in the previous chapter, these projects have a “long tail” phenomenon for language usage.

4.2 Medium Sized Projects

For medium sized projects, decisions are made on a team basis, with 2 to 10 people in a team. There is less tolerance for uncertainty about benefits and costs of something new, compared to a one person project, but much greater tolerance than for large projects. In addition, team development aspects come into play, as do revision aspects of development.

Hence, this is where new project-oriented languages and tools are generally first adopted. The teams most likely to adopt change are skunk-work projects in large corporations, and teams in smaller companies. Skunk-works teams are non-critical projects driven by technologists who appreciate the technical aspects and want to use a new approach for personal desire. They
often grow organically. Small company teams are free from uniformity constraints that arise in larger companies (due to development cost, risk, training cost, and management-structure reasons), and are pulled by the promise of advantage over others. The desire pulling is strong and risk-avoidance is low, so experiments with new languages is high, in comparison to large entities.

4.3 Large Projects

**Large projects have history:** Large projects are never first-time projects for an organization. They are performed by an established entity that once started with small and medium sized projects, then matured as it grew to ever larger projects.

**Slow change:** Between projects, or revisions, the development process changes only slightly, and evolves slowly over time. At each stage in the growth of the organization, changes to development are driven by pain felt during previous development and slowed by momentum of the existing development process.

As a result, adoption decisions are localized and highly constrained. There is a large base of programmers already trained in the existing process, and a large expense in training, and cost of disruption to development caused by large changes in process. So, changes tend to be incremental.

**Risk avoidance:** Large entity decision making tends to put more weight on risk avoidance, for many reasons that are out of scope. So they favor stability of the workflow and development process, predictability of development cost based on past experience with the existing process, continuity of development operations without a disruption to train on the new approach.
Conditions for change: A discontinuous change in language and development process only happens at larger entities when they have a compelling pain and a low-risk solution is available. The risk of adoption is set by the size of disruption, which sets the cost to adopt and degrees of freedom for things to go wrong. This is the barrier against adoption. In the other direction, pain experienced during previous projects and threat represented by competitors gaining an advantage with a new approach are drivers towards adoption.

Adoption modelled as dynamic system: In general, adoption in large entities must be modelled as a dynamic system. It was, for one-person projects, a project-by-project decision, fresh each time. But for large entities, adoption of a language plus tool-set is a long process involving many independent decision-making entities, and so evolves, as a dynamic system does, over time.

Discontinuous jump to new language: A discontinuous jump to a new language and tool-set generally happens in one of three ways: 1) the entity purchases/merges with a different one with a different development process, 2) high pain drives the change, and a low-risk solution is proven by an outside entity, 3) high pain drives the change, and a low-risk solution has organically grown inside the entity.

Adoption of large change can be driven by acquisitions and mergers that introduce new development practices into a large entity. This type of adoption of change is driven by factors unrelated to the language or development process.

Adoption of large change can also happen when it has been soundly demonstrated at other large organizations to solve the same pain. The closer to the same domain, same development style, and direct competition of the other organization using the new language, the stronger the push to adopt it. The stronger the push to adopt, the higher the cost barrier can
be overcome.

Thirdly, adoption of large change can happen when non-critical internal projects demonstrate the benefits and certainty of the new approach. One-person projects happen inside medium-sized and large organizations. In a large organization, small teams driven by technical decision makers often disregard the business reasons for staying with previous development practices. They will ignore the business risk in favor of reducing the technical risk, and adopt a new language or development process for a small, "low profile" project. When successful, they often move up to larger projects, and so can grow a new language and development process from within. The success of such an approach depends upon the culture of the organization. Ones with higher risk avoidance and ones with stronger alpha-male characteristics tend to squash the new approach before it grows.

**Adoption spreading across a segment:** Across a software segment, the pace of change can be low when the barrier is high or pain driving change is low. At first, no entities in the segment have adopted, so all assign high uncertainty to the benefits and costs because any proof-of-solution entities are too dissimilar. As a result, the barrier, and momentum of existing practices, will not be overcome and no adoption will take place. Even if the reaction is net positive, the non-linearity of the decision making may mean it never takes place at all for that segment.
Overview of Portability

Portability has the most well-defined technical depth of the three goals, and requires three chapters to cover a model of it. The first part of the portability model is a basic computation model, which is then used to analyze parallel computation. The basic computation model is in the next chapter, and the model of parallel computation built on top of it is in the chapter after that. The third chapter, Chapter 8, then uses the first two to identify what is needed for high efficiency portability. This chapter overviews the next three, as a first iteration in conveying the portability model and requirements.

Portability is defined as a single source running with high efficiency on many target hardware platforms. The wider the array of targets, the higher the portability. The closer to maximum performance on a given target, the higher the quality of the port to that target.

5.0.1 Specialization

Specialization is defined for this dissertation as the subset of porting activities that relate to performance on the target machine. The act of porting source to a target involves many things, such as translation from one set of OS calls to another, translation from the
source language to machine language, data-type changes (32bit vs 64bit), alignment changes, data-layout changes, static scheduling changes, and so on. The portions that relate to the performance on the target are collected under the term specialization. The code is modified in a different way for each target.

Hence, the quality of a port is determined by the specialization process for that target. Specialization is the heart of portability, and makes up the majority of the porting process when high efficiency on the target is desired. As a result, the terms specialization and porting might be used interchangeably.

The goals of the next three chapters are, to gain insight into how to design languages that feed the specialization process what it needs, and to learn how to design the best possible specialist for particular hardware.

Achieving that requires a model of parallel computation that informs about specialization. Specialization involves real applications and actual hardware, so the model has to include features of applications and actual hardware, which makes it a fairly high-level model. It will need some compatible low-level, basic, model of computation as a basis.

5.0.2 Why a New Basic Model of Computation?

What should the basic model of computation look like, given that it’s the basis for the model of parallel computation? Can an existing one be used? Evidence suggests that scheduling is at the heart of parallelism, so the high-level model should revolve around the scheduling process. In turn, the basic model of computation should feature scheduling as a fundamental component.

As it turns out, the scheduling process is not a fundamental feature of previous basic computation models such as the Turing model [69] or lambda calculus [21] or PRAM [29]. This motivates the simple, basic model of computation given in the next chapter, which features
scheduling as major primitive component. It will serve as the prototype for the higher-level model of parallel computation given in the following chapter, which will be used to deduce the needs of specialization in the chapter after that.

5.1 Overview of the Basic Computation Model

The purpose of the computation model is to serve as the base for the higher-level parallelism model, which informs specialization. The primary requirement is that it feature scheduling prominently, in order to conveniently support the parallel computation model.

The model treats everything as a processor. For example, data doesn’t exist outside of a processor.

A processor has three active elements: a namespaces of other processors, a pattern-manipulator and a scheduler.

Interestingly, any one of these elements can be modelled as implemented by a processor, which in turn contains the element being modelled. This self-recursion is a good sign. The lowest-level definition of processor should not rest upon even lower-level primitives! It is expected that the lowest-level model of computation is self-recursive, thereby avoiding the inconsistency of being in terms of things even lower level.

This self-recursion also provides the key to defining things like time, virtualization, execution model, and semantics.

5.2 Overview of Parallelism Model

The higher-level model is termed the Holistic Model of parallel computation. Its purpose is to model real-world machines running real applications in a way that tells what needs to be done to specialize particular software to any one of a variety of target parallel hardware.
To achieve this, it has to be generic enough to cover all or nearly all expected machines that will be built, exposing common aspects that affect performance. It would be helpful if it also indicated why past approaches failed to achieve wide and/or high quality porting. It should suggest ways to make future languages better for portability and be detailed enough to suggest techniques to specialize particular applications to particular machines.

5.2.1 The Scheduling Loop

The model centers around scheduling, which is inside a loop. First in the loop is a scheduling decision, which chooses a task and assigns it to resources. The second step is communication of the chosen task plus its data to the physical resource. The third step is computation of the task. And fourth is communication of completion status back to the scheduling process. Then it repeats.

This is idealized, abstracting away details about location of the scheduling decision processing, the fact of data for a task often being gotten as-needed, and the fact that scheduling can be distributed, requiring more than just completion status, and having non-uniform communication times of status to each distributed element of the scheduler. It also ignores the hierarchical nature of parallel computation, which implies scheduling at multiple levels.

5.2.2 Conclusions Drawn from the Holistic Model

Despite these simplifications, the model exposes important properties: applications have a set of characteristics which affect the effectiveness of scheduling; several classifications of scheduler exist; particular hardware characteristics influence which scheduler class is best for particular application characteristics on particular hardware.

This means that an application can be statically analyzed, to determine its characteristics. Separately, each hardware target can be analyzed, to determine its hardware characteristics.
Once the combination is known, the application characteristics can be used to determine what kind of scheduler is best for each phase of its computation, on the given hardware.

If the target hardware is known beforehand, and the phases of the application are known, then a *static* specializer in the toolchain can pick the optimum scheduler type for each portion of the application.

The specializer will need to determine in some way what code is in each task-type in the application, and what the characteristics of that task-type are. For the hardware it will need to know details such as memory hierarchy, communication characteristics, and processor speeds.

The model identifies the application characteristics most important to scheduling, which are: stability of task execution times; prediction ability of the execution time for a given task; minimum and maximum limits on task-sizes; ability to resize a task; prediction ability of the data footprint of a task; variability of dependency pattern among tasks; prediction ability of dependency pattern.

For example, scheduling can be done statically, in the toolchain, but it only results in high efficiency for applications with a particular combination of properties: the data footprint is predictable, the task size fits the machine or can be resized (statically) to fit, the tasks have no variability in execution time or else all execution times are statically predictable, the dependency pattern is regular, stable, and predictable statically.

A predictable data footprint is needed in order to pick assignments to processing elements which minimize the movement of data. Tasks that produce should be as near as possible to tasks that consume. The task size has to fit to the memory hierarchy, and its computational-complexity-induced communication must be minimized (consider matrix-multiply: total communication volume goes up as task size goes down). With a fixed, static, assignment of tasks to processors, idleness can only be avoided if the execution time, of a task, is known statically.
Finally, by definition, static scheduling is only correct if the dependency pattern is known statically, which requires it to be stable and predictable, and it has to be fairly regular to make the computation of static scheduling practical.

The other types of scheduler and more depth on the effects of hardware will be covered in the chapters on the Holistic Model and Specialization.

5.2.3 Main Result of Holistic Model

The main result of the model is the tradeoff between scheduler think-time and consequent amount of total computation time. Some application-hardware combinations show good performance with very simplistic schedulers that think for only a short time, others have highly non-linear landscapes requiring significant scheduler effort in order to achieve reasonable execution time. In addition, the size of communication time of status information shifts the parameters of the think-time vs work-time relationship.

As a result, the total completion time is characterized by the application’s characteristics as they relate to scheduling decisions, the nature of the scheduling process, and the hardware’s characteristics as they modulate the relationship between application and scheduling process. The model addresses this by suggesting categories of application characteristics, categories of scheduling process, and how the hardware characteristics influence the best scheduler for each application category.

The model is informal. As with everything in part 1, it has not been published. However, predictions from the model have so far proven consistent with informal observations.
5.3 Overview of Specialization

As mentioned, specialization is the process of modifying code to run highly efficiently on target hardware. The Holistic Model indicates that the heart of specialization is scheduling.

In more detail, specialization does both static and dynamic scheduling. The transition point depends on application characteristics modulated by hardware characteristics. However, for most hardware, task-code will be chosen statically (with the possible exception of re-choosing with a run-time binary optimizer). For heterogeneous hardware, many of the tasks will have multiple versions of their code generated statically, one version for each type of core. When multiple versions exist, some form of dynamic scheduling will choose one for each task at run-time, for example, choose between running a task on a CPU core vs the GPU.

How such a runtime scheduler decides which type of core to run on is more complicated, involving tracking location of input data, communication time to transfer between caches vs onto GPU memory, and the expected running time of the task and expected size of data to transfer. Designing and implementing such schedulers is a research focus area, that the frameworks in part 2 are designed to support and coordinate.
Chapter 6

A Basic Computation Model Featuring Scheduling

This chapter presents a model of computation that was constructed as an aid to understanding parallelism and has guided the work described in this dissertation. The model has been defined in precise detail elsewhere [42], and is used here only as an aid to understanding. Therefore, it will only be covered with enough depth to be useful as a thought-aid for the rest of the dissertation.

The model has the useful property that its basic elements can be easily identified within many things: within a program, within the language it’s written in terms of, as well as within a schematic of a circuit, and even in the physical arrangement of atoms that make up the physical circuit. This flexibility allows it to inform the design of languages in general, as well as the design of circuits.¹

¹In contrast, Lambda Calculus and Turing Machines have been useful for theoretical studies, but not so much for language design. Lambda Calculus has been useful mainly in the design of Functional languages, and Turing Machines perhaps for the design of Finite State Machines but neither has provided insight into optimization, nor the design of parallel languages. Likewise, Pi-Calculus and other existing parallel computation models have limited scope of insight, all of which helped motivate this dissertation’s model.
In this model, everything in existence is viewed as a processor, or part of one, and in particular, all data exists inside a processor. Each processor is created according to a specification.

This chapter first states the elements of a processor, then describes how they work together to accomplish computation. Then, it defines a notion of time, as being the progress of a computation, and introduces the notion of animation as the means by which that time is advanced.

It leaves the exact details of the elements vague, because they are instantiated from the context the model is applied to. What remains constant is the presence of three active elements, with their relative functions, and the fact that data remains inside a processor at all times.

Examples of applying the model, and precising the details of the elements, are given throughout the chapter. For example, it illustrates how common programming languages can be viewed in terms of the model, and how patterns in code correspond to elements of the model.

With this as a basis, the following chapter goes on to apply the basic model in a complex context, that of parallel computation. The last chapter of part 1, Chapter 8, then applies the parallel computation model to specializing parallel code for parallel hardware.

6.1 Definition of Processor

In the model, everything is viewed as a processor, where a processor has three active elements: a namespace, a pattern matcher-and-manipulator, and a scheduler. It also has state, called the working-state. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1

\footnote{A distinction will be made between Data and Pattern later in this chapter, once enough structure has been presented to use within the explanation.}
The namespace attaches names to other processors and provides the means to communicate with them. It takes data as the "name" and a second bit of data to deliver to the "named" processor. In this model, all communication between processors takes place via a namespace. Some namespaces can also take the name of a specification instead of the name of a processor. These create a processor from the specification, then send to that processor.

Relating this to common terms, a network would be generally considered a namespace. And, a C style switch statement, or a dispatch pattern, is considered an implementation of a namespace.

The pattern matcher-and-manipulator recognizes patterns, and can remove a pattern, including its inputs. It can also fill the hole left, with a different pattern, usually a “simpler” one sent back as return.

The scheduler examines the patterns, identified by the matcher, and checks the constraints on them. It chooses from the ones that satisfy all constraints, and chooses a name to send it to. That pattern is removed, by the matcher-and-manipulator, and given to the namespace, which
sends it to the named processor (removing the pattern and handing it to the namespace turns it into data, as defined in Subsection 6.2.5). The receiving processor receives the data according to the pattern specified in its interface.

The **working-state** holds patterns, which change as the computation goes forward. Each particular value of the state represents one point in the computation. The working-state is normally set during creation, to patterns stated in the specification. These determine the behavior of the processor.

The working-state becomes modified in three ways: inputs are inserted into the patterns in the working-state, coming in from an enclosing namespace; the scheduler can cause patterns to be removed; and removed patterns can then be replaced by a response sent as return. Changes in the working state define the progression of the computation.

The difference between data and pattern is defined in Section 6.2.5, once enough concepts have been given. However, both exist inside a processor at all points. They are taken from working-state and handed to the namespace, which transports only data. The receiving processor can turn the data back into patterns (or not), and place it the into its own working-state.

**Activity Within a Processor** Figure 6.2 The working-state is at the center of activity in a processor. A processor is created with working-state set to a pattern taken from the specification the processor was created from. Normally the pattern has holes in input-positions and so no sub-patterns are free to be scheduled.

To start things going, an enclosing namespace delivers data, which is cast into a pattern at the interface. The pieces of the pattern are placed into the working-state, in positions stated by the processor specification or fixed by the creator of the processor. These insertions typically flip scheduling constraints from unsatisfied to satisfied. The matcher-and-manipulator identifies

---

3Actually, the patterns determine part of the behavior, the details of the three elements determine the rest.
all the sub-patterns within the working-state and tells the scheduler about them. The scheduler checks constraints on identified patterns, and chooses from among the free ones. It then chooses the name(s) of a processor(s) to receive it (them). \(^4\)

The scheduled patterns are removed, by the matcher-and-manipulator, along with whatever data is in their input positions\(^5\). This is handed to the namespace, which sends it to the receiving processor. The pattern itself determines which processor(s) the data may be sent to. The scheduler chooses the name of a particular processor instance, then the namespace sends the input data, arranged according to the pattern, to the named processor. \(^6\) \(^7\)

**Returning a Result:** A receiving processor may send back a replacement for the pattern it was sent. The replacement is inserted by the matcher-and-manipulator into the hole left by removing the sent pattern. Such insertions cause unsatisfied constraints to flip to satisfied. The

\(^4\)Constraints include properties of the processor a given pattern can be scheduled onto.

\(^5\)This provides one distinction between data and pattern: whatever is in input-positions of a pattern is data. The fact of being in the input position makes it data.

\(^6\)For many languages, the processor is created just before the inputs are sent to it. In this case, the scheduler names the specification to create the processor from.

\(^7\)Only data is sent through a namespace, but it may be arranged in a particular pattern that matches an interface pattern of the receiving processor. For example, in a language like C, the pattern is that argument data is ordered.
scheduler then chooses from among the free patterns and so on, until the working-state is empty, or no possibility exists for more patterns to become schedulable.

How a given processor decides to return a response depends on the processor specification (or creator). Often, when no more schedulable patterns exist, whatever is left in the working-state is sent back as the response.

**Example:** Take a simple example from a keyword-based language, like C. A pattern consists of a keyword plus its input-positions. The input boundaries are determined, normally, by syntax plus grammar rules, and a given input consists of all the syntax within an input position. For example, in “A + (B - C)” the + keyword has A and (B - C) as its inputs. The (B - C) is a compound input. In most sequential languages, this makes the + unschedulable due to scheduling constraints blocking it. But the pattern with the keyword “-” in (B - C) has inputs that satisfy constraints, so it is scheduled.\(^8\)

**Relating the model to physical circuits:** A circuit element can be viewed as a processor that has portions of its working state fixed, in the form of arrangements of atoms, and also has portions that are variable. The amount of field in a field-effect transistor’s gate volume would represent variable working-state. The wires act as namespaces, while fields (voltages) moving down the wires are data in transit in the namespaces. More on this in Section 6.1.2.

**Two Types of Processor:** Relating the model to circuits shows the existence of two distinct types of processor: consumable vs persistent. Consumable are created with working-state holding a set of patterns, which are then consumed as the computation moves forward, reducing down to the final state. This is returned via the namespace that brought the input.\(^9\)

---

\(^8\)For sequential languages, only a single pattern is ever free to be scheduled.

\(^9\)They may also communicate a result to a separate memory-processor, which is what’s known as a side-effect.
In contrast, persistent processors are created with fixed pattern, in portions of working-state. These don’t change during progression of computation. The fixed-patterns cause changes in the incoming data, which are received into variable portions of the working-state. The processors sends the changed data further on. The equivalent of returning a value happens by creating a loop in the namespaces, such as with wires.

Most programming languages, such as C, Fortran, and Lisp, specify consumable processors. Dataflow languages specify a hybrid, in which persistent processors create consumable ones, when inputs are ready. Circuit schematics, though, specify persistent processors. An OS-created process and a Thread are also examples of persistent type processors.

6.1.1 Memory Processors

In practise, memories are made distinct from processors, for example DRAMs and caches, vs CPUs in physical machines. However, this distinction is not fundamental, but rather one of convenience. Memories can be viewed as collections of normal processors.

To see this, consider that a processor can be created with working-state already containing patterns. A basic memory processor, then, consists of two processors, one that receives the read vs write pattern, and the other that holds the stored state. The one that holds the stored state is created with the stored pattern in its working-state. A write causes the old state-holder to dissipate and creates a new processor with the new contents, attaching it to the same (and only) name in the read-vs-write "gateway" processor.

\[\text{10}^{th}\] Although the story is not simple: for example, dynamic logic can be viewed as creating a virtual processor during one half-cycle, which is consumed during the other half-cycle.

\[\text{11}^{th}\] An alternative definition motivated by cross-coupled flip-flop circuits is that a pair of processors continually send whatever they receive to the other. A write interrupts the cycle, sending a new pattern, while a read temporarily adds itself to the name of one of the two, so it receives a duplicate.

\[\text{12}^{th}\] The reason the lowest-level processor can’t receive both a write and a read pattern is that the basic processor model was chosen to have only a single working-state, which the received pattern is placed into – preventing the bottom-most from having both a fixed pattern (the contents) and choosing among commands (read vs write). The higher-level dispatches read to the lowest, and write to the creator in the namespace, while the lowest just returns its working-state.
A memory array, such as a register set or a DRAM bank, adds a third level of processor. The namespace in this top-level treats an address as a name and attaches it to one of the basic memory-processor combinations. The top-level takes an address as input, and hands that to its namespace as the name.

A constant in a language can be viewed as data in the specification, which is placed into working state during creation. Or, it can be viewed as a basic memory-processor pair. It is created with the constant value in the working state of the “storage” processor of the pair. The gateway processor simply doesn’t have the write pattern in its interface. A constant could also be viewed as simply one of the storage processors. The interface only has one pattern, and receipt of it causes the input to be discarded and the scheduler to send back the working-state contents.

6.1.2 Applying the Model, Take One

At this point, the above concepts are illustrated with a quick demonstration of mapping the model onto common things in software development. More concepts will be introduced in upcoming sections, then the chapter will conclude with a second look at applying the model,, covering all the concepts.

**Specification of a Processor:** For C, a function definition is viewed as the specification of a processor. The function-name is the name of the specification. The code of the body is inserted into the processor working-state during creation,\(^{13}\) and the parameter-names are used to identify where in the working-state to insert inputs.

\(^{13}\)Actually, the body-code is converted into patterns that are in a format that the matcher and scheduler can manipulate.
Things Implied by the Language: One thing a language implies is scheduling constraints, attached to syntax and grammar. In C, scheduling constraints include the rules of precedence, fact of call-by-value, the semi-colon, and so on (because each of these constrain which keywords can be scheduled). A language also implies the specification of a primitive processor for each keyword and operator. And it implies the precise definition of how each internal element in a processor works. For example, the scheduler for a C processor does not work the same as that for a Prolog one.14

Creating a Processor: A function call causes the creation of a processor. It is specified to do this: when the call’s constraints are satisfied, the scheduler hands the name of the called function to the namespace, along with what is in the parameter positions. The namespace looks up the specification (function body) and creates a processor from it, then passes what was in the parameter positions to it.

Studying operational semantics gives an indication of how the patterns in the working-space can be modelled. It also indicates how the patterns are consumed. A duality exists here between the consumable processor that models the behavior of the language, and the circuit-like behavior of machine instructions. This will be resolved after looking at the concept of animation in the next section.

The language implies details of the creator and therefore of the processors it creates. It also implies the way the namespace associates the function-name to its attached specification (the function body). 15

A scheduled pattern is removed from the working-state, along with whatever patterns are in its input positions. The pattern itself determines which processor(s) it may be sent to.

14This example shows that the model is purposely vague, taking exact details from the context in which it is applied.
15For example, C takes the closest specification with that name that appears above the call in the same file. The “#include” directive is used to cause other files to be inserted, for this reason.
For a language like C, the pattern has either a keyword or an operator in it, which is the name of the type of language-primitive processor to send the input-positions of the pattern to. Or else the pattern is a function-call, where the function-name is the name of the specification to use to create a processor to send the input-positions to.

Note that a processor has an interface that defines the patterns it can accept from the processor-namespace. This plus scheduling constraints are related to the notions of syntax and grammar.

### 6.1.3 Hierarchy of Processors Contained Inside Others

This subsection explores the nature of namespaces, and the meaning of one processor being in the namespace of another. When one processor is attached to a name in a second processor’s namespace, the first is defined to be contained in the second. An important point is that contained processors are not visible outside of the parent’s namespace.

Consider Figure 6.3, which shows a hierarchy of processors. The children of a node are the processors attached to names in the parent, and so are contained in the parent. This figure shows a tree, but in general, any graph is possible. A processor may even contain itself in its own namespace.

In the tree, none of the children is visible outside of the parent. This means that a parent is not able to see grand-children nor any lower descendants. In other words, from outside a given processor, only its interface can be seen, and all processors in its namespace are invisible from outside that interface.

This is used for benefits in software and hardware. For example, polymorphism relies upon this: it presents a fixed interface, which accepts multiple commands. Each command is the name of a processor-specification in the internal namespace. Polymorphism works by changing the specification of the processor attached to a given name.
In hardware, both a single-function-unit pipeline and a multiple-function-unit pipeline run the same executable. Each function-unit is a separate processor, which is possible because they’re not visible from the interface! The Instruction Set defines the interface.

6.2 State of a Processor, Time, and Animation

In this section, a set of subtle topics is tackled, which involve the nature of time, and how it advances. Time is defined in this dissertation as the progression of changes in state. So this section begins by pointing out the types of state in a processor, and then relates those to the time in which they advance.

6.2.1 Kinds of State in a Processor

A processor has two different kinds of state: its working-state, and the hidden internal-state of its elements.

The working-state is initialized with the patterns that determine the processor’s behavior. It then receives inputs coming in from its containing namespaces, and receives returns coming back from contained processors. The particular state-value represents the progression
of the computation of the processor. Hence, each change of this working state equates to one step of the processor’s time.

From the point of view of a processor, its elements simply ”work”. Their actions take place outside of its time, which implies they have no state visible to the processor.

However, their actions must be performed! Their behavior has structure, which implies state for intermediate points of the behavior, which implies a separate time in which that state evolves. This gives rise to the concept of animation.

6.2.2 Animation

Animation is a separate time-line in which the internal state of the elements of a processor is evolved. Animation is performed by a different processor, which loads its working state with the internal state of the animatee.

Figure 6.4 illustrates this.

The animator, seen below, is a persistent-type processor (which is typical for animators). It is animating the processor seen above it. This animator has fixed working-state patterns that encode the behavior of the elements of the animatee. The animator loads the variable portions of its working-state with the element-state of the animatee. As the animatee’s element-state progresses, this progression causes changes in the working-state of the animatee.

Many changes of animator state may take place to accomplish a single change of animatee state.

This is the essential act of animation: progressing the changes in the hidden internal state of the elements causes progression in the working-state. In other words, advancement of the working-state of the animator in turn causes advancement of the working-state of the animatee.

Some readers may ask the question: what animates the animator? The answer, so far,
is that a chain of software-processor animators exists, and the lowest of these is animated by the physical CPU, which is in turn animated by fields moving in its wires, which are animated by quantum mechanics. Where it stops is an open physics question.

Figure 6.5 shows the ladder of animators.

6.2.3 Animation vs Namespace

Having seen both one processor animating another, and one processor being contained inside another, the question arises: what, exactly is the difference? Figure 6.6 illustrates the difference.

In the tree, all the children of a parent-node are contained inside the namespace of the parent. But the animating processor below the tree never appears in the namespace of any of
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Figure 6.5: The ladder of animators, with the application as animatee at the top.

them. The relationship is that the animator loads its working-state with the internal-state of
one of the processors in the tree. The processor, from the tree, currently being animated is the
one whose internal state is in the animating processor’s working state.

The animating processor remains hidden to all the processors in the tree.

6.2.4 More on the Nature of Time in the Model

In the statement “currently being animated”, the “currently” means: it can be derived
from the current state of the animator which animatee’s working-state will change after enough
changes of animator working-state. This brings up the question of the nature of time in this
basic model of computation.

Definition of Time Inside a Processor: Given the rest of the model, time inside a given
processor is purely local: a processor’s time has no relationship to, nor effect on, nor connection
Figure 6.6: Animation vs Processor hierarchy. The tree in the plane represents the application-level processors created by function calls during a run. Each sees its children, which it communicates with via its namespace. They are animated one by one. The processor below the plane is the animator, which switches among them, animating each in turn. The application processors know the existence of their children, but are unaware of the animator, which is invisible to them.

to anything other than changes in the working-state. Therefore time is defined as the progression of working-state changes inside a processor. This implies that local time inside a processor is discrete. Each change of a processor’s internal state is one step of its time.

**Time Steps of a Processor vs Time Steps of its Animator:** A processor has the state of its own computation, its working-state, but each of its elements also have hidden internal state. This implies a second time, which is hidden!

   For example, one scheduling decision, with its accompanying removal of a pattern from working-state marks one change in working-state, which is one step of a processor’s computation. But the scheduling decision required any number of state changes inside the scheduler. Each of
those was performed as the computation of an animating processor.

So two notions of processor state exist, and therefore two notions of time. But, looking back, it’s clear that one is the time of the processor, the other is the time of an animating processor.

This will be an important concept when scheduling is studied in the context of specialization. There will be multiple levels of scheduler, corresponding to multiple enclosings of processors inside processors.

The VMS morphable hardware abstraction is an embodiment of this basic model of computation, and this difference between processor time and animator time plays a key role in the benefits of VMS.

In the next chapter, on the model of parallelism, a model for time among multiple processors will be developed.

6.2.5 Data vs Pattern

At this point, a precise distinction can be made between data vs pattern. A pattern is active, and apart of a processor. It relates to the actions of the processor in some way. In contrast, data is passive. It resides in a processor and is what gets moved through the namespace. However, data can be turned into a pattern, and a pattern can resolve into data, including data that is a representation of it, and so can be turned into a duplicate pattern! For data that is intended to represent a pattern, the only distinction between the data as data and the data as pattern is the context. The data has to be paired with active elements that provide behavior, and that combination is then a pattern.

For example, data that has passed through a namespace and been placed in a certain position in the recipient, can then be interpreted as a pattern by the recipient. No transformation of the data nor recipient processor-structure change has to take place.
This is a subtle point. According to this basic model, it is an implementation detail, because the model considers the combination of data with the active elements to be a pattern. The act of placing the data into a position where it interacts with active elements to produce behavior was the act of making that data part of the processor.

More precisely, a pattern defines boundaries: it is made up of a set of optional properties attached to boundaries, which define what is inside each of its inputs. Whatever is within an input’s boundaries is defined as data. An input can also bound nothing, which is an empty input, sometimes called a hole.

A pattern can be as simple as just providing boundaries, and nothing else. Or, a pattern can be more complex, for example, a rule-pattern has properties attached, which the scheduler takes as constraints that must be satisfied before scheduling the rule-pattern. It also has a property attached that states the type of processor to send the pattern’s inputs to. For most rule-patterns, return data comes back, which is turned into a replacement pattern by the matcher-and-manipulator.

A good example of a rule-pattern is the while keyword in C. This pattern has, within one of its input-boundaries, the specification of the loop body. Within its other input-boundaries it has the result of the conditional-check. In the working-state, the loop body is treated as data. When the while-pattern is scheduled, the two inputs are sent to a “while processor”. This is a processor that displays the behavior specified for the while keyword. It returns either empty, or the loop body data. Whatever comes back is turned into patterns by the matcher-and-manipulator.

Note that there is an implied semi-colon at the end of the while loop-body, which is another pattern. This pattern has scheduling constraints attached that prevents anything past the while-pattern from being scheduled until the while-pattern has been scheduled and returns

---

16 Patterns are removed and what is within its input-boundaries is sent as data to a contained processor.
Data has no effect. It is passive. To use data, such as to match it against other data, or use it as an integer or a floating-point number, it must first be turned into a pattern.

Note, though, that turning data into a pattern is different than receiving data into a pattern. The first creates a pattern, the second applies the boundaries of a pre-existing pattern to break the data into pieces.

Notice that a specification of a processor is data. It arrives at the creator arranged according to the creator’s interface. The creator applies its boundaries to the data, breaking it into pieces. The creator then creates a processor containing patterns that correspond to the data values.\(^\text{17}\)

These concepts of data vs pattern will be relevant in VMS and specialization. Specialization is about modifying specifications and mapping them onto multiple different physical animators. Data vs pattern is an important distinction there, especially when considering the point in physical time at which the scheduling choices are made for patterns implied by a specification. Some decisions are made before the program is run, either via static scheduling or via partial evaluation or symbolic interpretation. So, actions that are inherently part of a live processor are performed with the data that specifies how to make that processor!

**Relating the model to physical circuits:** A circuit element is a processor that has portions of its working state fixed, in the form of arrangements of atoms. The wires act as namespaces, while fields (voltages) moving down the wires are patterns in transit in the namespaces. The fields act as the inputs that get inserted into the working state, where insertion equals the field interacting with the atoms that represent the fixed portion of the working-state.

\(^{17}\)This is getting into complexity that’s not useful for this dissertation, but a particular value can be viewed as a particular pattern, and comparing values can be viewed as matching patterns. Hence, data is turned into a pattern before comparison is performed, making comparison an activity between patterns. Likewise a transform-type pattern like the plus operator can be seen as turning input data into patterns, then reducing those patterns to get the final returned value. Lambda Calculus has explored this fluid boundary between data and pattern.
6.3 Equivalent Circuit and Shape-Control Data vs Flow-Through Data

This section looks at Von Neumann processors as generating a circuit that is equivalent to the code in combination with certain parts of the data. It makes a distinction between data that controls the shape of that circuit vs data that flows through it. This is a valuable distinction in specialization because the shape-controlling data determines the amount of work performed by a processor.

6.3.1 Equivalent Circuit:

One way to look at the actions of a Von Neumann type processor is that it builds a circuit and passes data through it. An ALU instruction typically passes data through one portion of the circuit. A branch instruction typically chooses what shape of sub-circuit to build next. If it goes one way, the code there builds a circuit of a certain shape, if the branch goes the other direction, it lands at different code, which builds a different shape that gets added-on.

The context determines whether an instruction decides the shape of the circuit or whether it transforms data that flows through the circuit.

6.3.2 Shape-Control Data vs Flow-Through Data

The distinction between uses of an instruction gives rise to a distinction in types of data: Shape-Control data vs Flow-Through data. Shape-Control data affects the shape of the circuit, while Flow-Through Data flows through it.

For example, the condition input to a branch instruction is shape-control data, while the inputs to an ALU instruction are flow-through data.

Interestingly, both these types of data become patterns in the places where it interacts
with the instructions. The context causes the data to affect behavior, which makes the data, in combination with the instructions, be patterns.

This duality between data and patterns is the key to the simplicity and power of Von Neumann processors. They treat instructions as data in many places, then use the same data to control behavior in others. Places where it controls behavior data is a pattern, in combination with active elements in the context. The data values don’t change, only the context. Taking that a step further, condition-code data can be viewed as becoming part of the stamped-out circuit pattern.

The key is that data alone is never a pattern, because patterns imply active capability. The data has to be in combination with active elements, and the combination is a pattern. This duality has some relevance to specialization, but not enough to look at it in greater depth.

The difference between between shape-control data and flow-through data is illustrated by search-intensive problems vs data-intensive problems.

Matrix-multiply is considered a data-intensive problem. The shape-control portion of the input data is the size parameters. They set the bounds on iterations in the loop nest. In addition, the current values of the iterators is shape-control data. The matrices themselves are memory-processors, each with a two-component namespace: a name is a row value in combination with a column value. The current iterator values determine the name handed to a matrix memory-processor, which gives back a flow-through value to be sent through the circuit.

### 6.3.3 The Amount of Work Done by a Processor

For matrix-multiply, just specifying bounds on iterations is enough to specify the size of the equivalent circuit, which is the same as specifying the amount of work to be performed.

In general, the amount of work in a task is determined by the shape-control values.  

\[ 18 \text{ Notice that a shape-control value is combined with instructions to yield a pattern. In general, the word “value” implies combining data with active patterns, and the value is the result of the combination. For example,} \]
However, the values of shape-control data often correlate with the amount of flow-through data required by the task. For code where there is a correlation, the amount of work can be chosen by choosing the desired flow-through data – the required shape-control values are then derived from that. This is a useful concept in specialization, where dividing up work is a key activity. It allows dividing up the flow-through data in order to divide up the work.

To compare flow-intensive to search intensive, consider again matrix multiply. The equivalent circuit is highly regular. Its exact shape is determined exclusively by the shape-control parameters for matrix size.

In contrast, the circuit for Travelling Salesman is an irregular tree mapped out by the backtracking algorithm. Each graph path is equivalent to one path generated in the equivalent circuit. The data that flows through the circuit-path is an accumulation of the edge-values from the graph-path. The amount of work is the circuit-size, which is determined by the graph shape.

Hence, the graph-shape is the shape-control data, and the particular shape determines the amount of work. For such NP-complete problems, the size of the graph, which is the number of nodes, has almost no relationship to the number of paths that have to be explored! So the amount of work done is unrelated to the amount of flow-through data.

So far, no accurate method exists to predict the amount of work from given shape-control and flow-through data, short of actually doing the work of constructing the equivalent circuit. Such a predictive method would, in fact, solve the P vs NP question, in favor of them being equal, so is unlikely to be found. This will be relevant to specialization of NP-complete problems.

---

32 bits can be combined with one set of instructions to act as four character values, or a different set of instructions to act as one integer value.

19 or whatever heuristic is being used, which always contains embedded backtracking, except for some that settle for a guess to the answer, rather than insisting on the exact answer.
6.3.4 Grouping Code by its Use of Data

The preceding suggests ways of grouping programs:

- The degree of regularity of the equivalent circuit
- The amount of input data required to fully control the shape
- The amount of work required to predict that shape, given the data
- The relative amount of work done to decide the shape vs flow data
- The point at which the shape can be determined (static vs init vs input present vs fully complete)

These characteristics affect specialization. For example, in the case of Travelling Salesman, new shape-control state is generated by a control-instruction interaction of previous state with the input shape-control data. The fact of being a control-instruction that generates the shape-state update means that the shape is dependent upon non-simple details of the input data, and in general cannot be predicted in a simple way. Specialization will use this conclusion to make choices important to the parallel performance.

In contrast, the shape-control state in the matrix-multiply has a simple and predictable update, and also determines the name given to the memory-processor holding the flow-through data. This fact that the shape-control data does both indicates correlation between flow-through data consumed and particular values of shape-control inputs. This is important to specialization choices.

The concept is important, that shape-control state interacts with the code to generate a circuit that flow-through data flows through. It will be referred to in the Holistic Model, the fact of being a loop of new shape-control generated from old shape-contol, is key, and when combined being updated via control-instruction, that involves input data – that pattern is a good sign that predicting circuit shape will not be practical, which implies that predicting the amount of work performed will not be possible.
specialization, the BLISS framework, and the design of programming languages.

### 6.4 Execution Models

A programming language is a collection of many things. One of them is an execution model, which essentially states “how execution is performed”. In terms of this basic model, an execution model can be defined more precisely as a statement of two things: 1) a set of primitive processors, including the interface of each, the name of its specification, and a description of its observed behavior. 2) The execution model also includes the interface of a creator. The creator interface implies the format of processor specifications (for example, the syntax and grammar of function definitions), which in turn implies the behavior of the three elements of processors created.

The execution model itself only states interfaces and observed behavior. The implementation determines the details of how the three processor elements interact, the format of the working-state, the format of patterns in it, and so forth. These are all set by the implementation of the creator, which creates those elements inside execution-model-processors (ExeMProcessors). Normally, an execution-model-implementation (ExeMImp) is stated in terms of the interface of a target animator, which will animate the created ExeMProcessors.

A compiler includes the implementation of the language’s execution model. For most languages, it performs re-stating the processor-specifications in terms of the target animator. For nearly all languages, their execution model includes behaviors that a typical physical processor does not directly implement. The language implementation includes a so-called runtime, which implements the missing behaviors of the target animator.

The runtime implements the behaviors of the three elements that are not directly

---

21 The creator is part of the namespace of the processors created by it – which is self-recursive! The top-level processor is created by the OS, by using a creator provided to it by the implementation of the execution model.  
22 Even C includes a runtime.
implemented by the physical processor, which will ultimately animate the three elements. The interesting thing is that the runtime is itself animated by the physical animator, which makes for an odd animation-hierarchy. The physical animator has to switch from animating the portions of the ExeMProcessor it can directly animate, to animating the runtime, which in turn animates the other portions of the ExeMProcessor.

An implementation of an execution model also includes a set of primitive processor implementations. The model itself only states the observed behavior of these processors, as seen from the interface. It is the implementation of the model that has the processor specifications, normally already in terms of the target animator. The processors created from the specification, and animated by the target animator then exhibit the model-stated behavior.

As an example, a dynamic language like Perl has an execution model that allows modifying the specifications of processors after the top-level processor of the program has been created (in other words, during the run of the program).  

6.4.1 Applying the basic model to Von Neumann processors

The machine-instruction-values of a Von Neumann program are considered data at the point they are given to the OS to create the top-level ExeMProcessor. Because of the nature of Von Neumann physical processors, all the code becomes patterns at the point the top-level ExeMProcessor is ready for animation. However, each function-call creates a new ExeMProcessor, creating the variable parts of its working-state on the call-stack, and inserts the inputs (parameters) into the working-state by placing them onto the stack in a certain pattern

---

23 The point at which the top level processor in a program is created is considered the point at which the program begins a run. For a language like C, the OS directly creates it. However, for dynamic languages, the creator provided to the OS first creates an animator for the language, as the OS-created processor, and then has that animator animate creating the top-level processor. For interactive programming the top-level processor interacts with the programmer, for runs, it is the top-level processor of the program.

24 unless the program performs self-modification
So, the code inserted by the compiler that makes room on the stack is an implementation of part of the creator of the calling ExeMProcessor’s namespace. The code that places the parameter values on the stack is an implementation of the calling processor’s namespace, which has transported the values to the new ExeMProcessor, and the particular pattern of parameters on the stack is in accordance with the new processor’s interface (specified number of parameters in the function-definition). It is part of the details of ExeMProcessors determined by the creator, and chosen by this particular compiler’s implementation of the language’s execution-model.

Notice that many of the instructions executed just prior to the call instruction are not part of the patterns of the calling processor! Instead, they are preparing space on the stack and inserting parameters for the called ExeMProcessor. So, these instructions are actually part of the animator of the calling ExeMProcessor! They are part of the patterns in the processor animating the calling ExeMProcessor. What has taken place is that the physical processor went from directly animating the calling ExeMProcessor to animating the execution-model’s runtime processor. The runtime processor’s patterns encode the namespace implementation of the execution-model.

What happens next is interesting: the call instruction causes the physical processor to stop animating the runtime processor that is animating the calling ExeMProcessor, and switch over to animating the runtime processor animating the called ExeMProcessor! This new runtime processor creates the space on the stack for the variable parts of the working-state of the called processor.

A C program has an implied processor that it begins with, which is constructed ac-

---

25This description of creating a new ExeMProcessor and switching to it is simplified, for explanation purposes. The model still applies to the more complex way that modern compilers implement the runtime portions of the code, but explaining that is more confusing and doesn’t move towards this dissertation’s goal of using the model as a thought-aid.
cording to the main() function specification. Each function defined in a program is the specification of a processor, and each function-call causes the creation of a processor of that type, followed by communication of the parameters to it. Local variables exist in the processor's working-state (on the stack), and any non-local variables are memory-processors reachable from the processor's namespace. During the call, the function-processor communicates with the memory-processors that are the non-local variables. When the call is complete, the created function-processor dissipates. The results were either communicated back via a return statement, or reside in the memory-processors communicated with.

The call-stack holds the state of processors that have been created. Each has its animation suspended as part of the function-call invocation. Only the last processor on the stack is animated.

So, a sequential program constrains scheduling such that only a single processor is animated at a time, which allows a single lower-level processor to animate those in sequence. That is the essential feature of a sequential program. It allows the entire program to be animated by a single physical processor. And that single, physical, animating-processor has only a single time-line.

6.4.2 Imprecision is Intentional

As seen during these various applications, the basic model is imprecise, but the context it is applied-to fills in details. This is intentional and useful. The insight provided so far and

---

26 The OS is itself a processor that performs the creation of the top-level C processor that corresponds to the “main” function. This main processor exists in the OS processor's namespace.

27 As an example, static variables are created, during compilation, in the data-segment. Allocating this space corresponds to creating a memory-processor with the static-variable's name – or, alternatively, corresponds to adding an entry to the pattern namespace of the global-memory-processor.

28 Unless an interrupt or fault takes place, in which case this last one is suspended as well, and a processor from the OS stack is animated. Each stack is associated with a single lower-level processor that is in turn animating the processors in the stack. That lower-level processor's state is held in the physical processor registers, and is what the interrupt mechanism modifies. Changing this processor-register state is what switches animation between the stacks.
In the next two chapters is made possible by this delay of precision. It allows the same basic patterns to be mapped onto very different details. The value lies in having those common patterns across such different contexts.

Insistence on ultra-precise models, such as one finds in operational semantics, or mathematics itself, would take away this ability to find commonality, and so reduce the usefulness. In fact, most useful things in the real world happen without high precision. The notion of a precise model is a human invention, which has been very helpful, but does not exist outside of agreement among people. Such models allow proofs and the applications that mathematics and computer modelling have been put to. However, the usefulness has largely come from indicating how to simplify the environment, by controlling it such that the equations and models used in engineering apply to the controlled context.

In contrast, the model of basic computation given here has more value by not being precise, by delaying that until application. It’s use is a dual to that of most models in engineering, which state how to control the context to conform to the model. Here, the model is controlled by the context, which makes the model conform to it! The model’s four essential features are controlled by the context, which fills in the detailed definition of each.

The context in which the model is being applied determines the exact definition of the scheduler behavior, the format of a scheduling constraint, the mechanism that makes up the namespace, and so on. The commonality, which provides the usefulness, is that there is a thing that translates name and communicates to the named, a thing that holds patterns, a thing that checks constraints and schedules patterns by handing off to the name-thing, and a thing that does insertion and removal of patterns. It is possible to precisely define those things in many different ways! Take details from the context, then see what those essential things map onto.
Self-Recursive model: An interesting observation about the model is that each of a processor’s three active elements can be recursively modelled in terms of a processor. In fact, this is what animation is: the animator is a processor that exhibits the behavior of the active elements of a different processor. So, for example, the scheduler can be stated in terms of a processor that itself has the same three elements inside it. Any of the three elements can be stated this way.

This self-recursion of the model is satisfying because the most primitive model of computation should not rely on the magical existence of even more primitive elements. The bottom level should be describable in terms of itself.

This self-recursion also allows time to be defined only as a sequence of changes in the working-state. Nothing more. The working-state changes occur due to the three active elements, and their activity is due to changes in working-state of an animating processor.

6.4.3 Scheduling is the Difference In Sequential vs Parallel Programming

The difference between sequential programming and parallel programming is the scheduling process. Sequential programming always includes enough extra scheduling constraints such that exactly one task is free to be scheduled at any point in time. While parallel programming eliminates many of the unneeded constraints, allowing multiple tasks to be scheduled to overlap at points in time.

However, time is no longer a single entity in parallel programming, as it was for sequential programming. In sequential programming, there is exactly one time-line defined for the program, and each statement is one step in that time-line. However, for parallel programming, unneeded means that the correct result is still obtained without them, although they may be needed for non-correctness goals. This is ignoring I/O which actually introduces a simple form of parallel programming.
time is no longer singly defined, there exist multiple time-lines.

Relating this to the basic model of computation, a sequential program only has a single processor free to be animated, at all points in any timeline. This allows mapping all of the processor timelines onto a single timeline, despite having multiple independent processors in existence.\textsuperscript{31} This property makes animating a sequential program with a single physical animator very simple.

When going to parallelism, multiple physical animating processors exist \textsuperscript{32}. Each of those animates a sequence of processors, within its own time-line. So, multiple animator timelines exist.

This in and of itself is no problem. However, the function-call processors may each communicate with the same memory-processor. The order of these communications can affect the computation result!

This means programming constructs are needed to control the order that the various processors are animated, in order to control communication with a given memory-processor. The communication order must be constrained to give the desired computation result.

These new constructs are the programmer-visible difference between sequential programming and parallel programming. In this dissertation, such constructs are called parallelism constructs.

The Thread constructs mutex, lock, semaphore, condition variable, and so forth were the first such parallelism constructs. Later ones include synchronous send-receive, which corresponds to pi-calculus operations, spawn and sync, publish-subscribe, and so on.

This brings full circle back to scheduling and time lines. In sequential programming,

\textsuperscript{31}The stack holds the variable portions of the working-state of these processors.

\textsuperscript{32}Such animating processors can be one-to-one with physical processors, or they can each be a different stack that a physical processor switches to. A Thread is implemented as such a stack, and is effectively defined by its implementation. Thread implementations use some form of hardware support to switch the physical processor between animating the different stacks.
multiple processors may exist on the stack, but the scheduling constraints allow a simple mapping
of all their timelines onto a single timeline.

In Parallel programs, wording becomes clumsy. There is no longer a single time. This
eliminates the ability to have a global view of what’s happening in the program as it runs.

One way to get a global timeline is to define static variables and the heap as being
in a single memory processor, and using that processor’s timeline as the global one. However,
this has limitations, most notable, it’s only valid for one specific kind of physical processor
architecture. It’s especially clumsy when considering the existence of multiple caches and the
need to talk about data moving between them.

A second way to get a global timeline is to invent a virtual timeline that has limited
properties. This was the approach taken with VMS, as seen in Chapter 11.
Chapter 7

Holistic Model of Parallel Computation

This chapter applies the basic model of computation to parallel hardware and the portions of system software and application code that act as animators of execution models. The point of the chapter is to expose structure within computation on parallel hardware, to inform specialization.

It starts by describing parallelism. Then develops a model of computation on parallel hardware. It goes on to use the model to perform thought experiments, which expose what abilities of schedulers affect performance, and the characteristics of applications that feed those scheduler abilities. The next chapter is then informed by those application-code characteristics and the scheduler abilities they enable, and talks about the process of mapping a single parallel source-code onto multiple different parallel hardware targets.

The model is called The Holistic Model of Parallel Computation, because it takes a system-level "holistic" view. It centers around scheduling, and focuses on the interactions between various scheduling approaches and particular code characteristics, which are in turn modulated by hardware parameters.
7.1 Overview of the Model

The model introduces a simplified loop, by which parallel computation progresses. Scheduling is at the heart of the loop, determining what the tasks are, what processor animates each, and at what times. The scheduling decisions cause work, including its data, to be sent to the chosen processing elements, and when the work is done, status is sent back to the scheduler. The status update triggers new scheduling decisions, and repeat.

The quality of the scheduler decision determines the network behavior delivered to each scheduled task. This communication time plus the scheduler’s think-time and the work time set the round-trip time through the loop. However, man loop iterations overlap, one iteration for each task. It is the pattern of overlap that determines the total running time.

7.1.1 Holistic Scheduler is in the Animator

The point of the model is to bridge the gap between code and the hardware it runs on. As seen in the previous chapter, starting at the bottom, hardware animates the execution model, which in turn animates the ExeMProcessors of the application. As such, the scheduler featured in the Holistic Model is the scheduler in the animator, not in the ExeMProcessors of the application.\(^1\)

7.1.2 What the Model Shows

Thought experiments performed with the loop show that certain abilities in the animator’s scheduler enable higher quality decisions. The consequences of these scheduler abilities

---

\(^1\) One complication is that many applications include code segments that are actually part of an animator. This happens when the language doesn’t have semantics for parallelism, such as C, or when its semantics allow application programmers to directly modify the animator, such as Sequoia. Parallel programming is performed in C by escaping the C execution model, via library call that invokes hardware, which is how pthreads works. These libraries usually are so primitive that the application implements its own level of animator above them. Having animator code in the application also hurts portability.
are explored, to predict the effect given combinations will have on computation time, hardware utilization, or energy. Abilities explored include: ability to divide large tasks into smaller ones or group small into larger, keep track of where data resides, predict what data a task will use and produce, and how long it will take to execute.

Each of those abilities affects quality of scheduling, which impacts the goal measure: better decisions mean better performance, or lower energy, and so on. The nature of the application and hardware determines what abilities are enabled, then the scheduler implementation determines which of those it takes advantage of, plus how much time it spends making the decisions. This triple interaction among enabling decision qualities vs taking advantage of them vs cost of making decisions is what the model is all about, and provides many of the insights needed for specialization.

The rest of the insights needed for specialization come from considering how the hardware influences the interactions. It essentially moves the cutoff points at which taking advantage of particular abilities becomes too costly in the scheduler and is no longer a net win. Scheduling decision time should remain much shorter than communication and computation time in order for the scheduler to make parallel computation profitable. The work-units made available by the application are tested against the cutoff points to decide if they should be scheduled in parallel vs sequentially.

---

2 Task was defined in the previous chapter to be an amount of work equal to an equivalent circuit. The circuit, and therefore task, is defined by a segment of code plus shape-control values and the data that flows through. It is also equivalent to a single consumable ExeMProcessor, possibly for an internal execution model defined by the specializer (such an internal model allows discrete tasks to be defined for circuit-type languages, and also allows resizing tasks).

3 As seen in the basic model, multiple levels of processor can exist in hardware structure. Processors in each level have schedulers, implemented either in hardware or system-code. As seen in the next chapter, effective specialization will insert processor levels into the execution model’s animator, to match levels in hardware. Profitability of parallel execution is considered at each of those levels.
7.1.3 How Hardware Affects Performance

The pattern of communication paths in the hardware impacts cutoff points the most. This is because the hardware pattern interacts with the communication-request pattern. The interaction determines the time and width of communication flow. The communication-request pattern is, in turn, the result of the scheduler choices, meaning that the hardware the scheduler cares most about is the communication paths.

Hence, communication paths in hardware set the framework the scheduler operates within. The primary determiner of performance is how the scheduled communication patterns interact with the hardware communication paths (and hardware network schedulers). So, the primary concern in the schedule-choosing process is the communication pattern implied and how that will interact with hardware communication paths.

It will be seen that this causes specialization to revolve around scheduling: identifying the processors in software and in hardware, predicting their interactions, then iteratively modifying the software. Each iteration chooses schedulers for each processor level, and predicts interactions again. This repeats until run out of time, or no improvement can be gained.4

7.1.4 Simplifications of the Model

The Holistic Model has to simplify, in order to show cross-hardware trends. So it doesn’t consider the details of the particular scheduling choices, nor their interactions with hardware paths. Instead, it uses an abstract quantity that represents the quality of that interaction. The quality represents the outcome from the details, abstracting away the particular interactions by which that outcome emerges. As a result, the achieved communication is a function of the schedule quality-level.

Thought experiments are done to illustrate the result of trading communication achieved

4Such iterations should be familiar to compiler writers, as many optimization approaches use them.
vs quality-level of scheduling at various think-times. This is repeated for combinations of scheduler abilities, enabled by the application, with various quality-vs-think-time relations for the scheduler.

**Tying the Model to Real Hardware and Software:** The chapter rounds out by considering typical hardware and software, in which multiple levels of communication exist, a scheduler for each. Some of the scheduling is hard-coded, such as inside cache-controllers, and other scheduling has traditionally been included in the application, such as explicit message passing and the use of lock-based synchronization primitives. The consequences of these features is considered in light of the Holistic Model thought experiments.

### 7.1.5 What Want from the Model

The overall purpose of this dissertation is to give a recipe for meeting the three goals for parallel software. To find such a recipe, the structure of parallelism needs to be known, and then the interactions among the elements of that structure. It is a hierarchical structure, with the categories of parallelism as the top level elements: parallel hardware, parallel system software, parallel languages, and parallel application code, then sub-structure within each of those.

The Holistic Model was developed to reveal the structure of computation in parallel hardware, and from that identify interactions with the other aspects of parallelism. Although it is a model of computation on parallel hardware, to be complete, it includes the portions of software that perform scheduling of work onto processing elements.

The basic model of computation is applied to parallel hardware. To get a single model that covers (nearly) all parallel hardware, simplifying assumptions are made. Because the purpose is to gain insight, rather than exact numeric predictions, the simplifications only have to
preserve the implications for specialization. Because only thought experiments are being performed, it is personal judgement of each reader whether they feel the simplifications preserve valid conclusions.

7.2 What is Parallelism?

In order to model something, a good description should be had of what is being modelled. In this section, various aspects of parallelism are briefly described, with focus on what the Holistic Model will include and be useful for.

7.2.1 Hardware View of Parallelism

Parallel hardware is diverse, much more so than sequential hardware. It tends to contain many levels of communication, each of which defines a namespace and therefore a (basic model) processor that also has a scheduler. Such schedulers are normally part of the hardware, with a hard-coded scheduling algorithm.

For example, a cache is a separate processor by itself, and the scheduling algorithm is the combination of replacement policy and associativity. This scheduler generates communications when a requested address is not found inside.

The memory interface of a GPU processor makes another good illustration. It defines the interface to a memory type of processor. In GPUs, this interface is highly complex, requiring very wide requests that are given back in chunks over time. This is because the GPU’s processors are SIMD, so a single memory instruction must supply an operand for all of the SIMD processors, in a single chunk, and the SIMD processors are also pipelined, so a single memory instruction has to supply several such chunks in sequence.

\[5\] To be precise, a cache has normally an internal hierarchy of processors: each block is a separate namespace, and the blocks are themselves within a namespace, and so on.
Thus, the memory processor has a hierarchy of processors. The top-level has patterns that cause multiple schedulings to the DRAM memory-processors, and also multiple schedulings back to the requesting SIMD processor, one for each returned chunk.

Another example of parallel hardware is the traditional super computer, with some communication topology connecting many processor cores. A simple example would be a mesh connecting nodes. Each node contains multiple cores on a bus, sharing a main-memory, and each has its own L1 cache.

Each node in the mesh acts as a separate namespace, and these are connected into a larger namespace by a routing algorithm. Hence, this acts as two levels of processor, one for the larger namespace, which has patterns that perform the routing, and a second level whose interface is a north, south, east, or west request, and has patterns that turn that into signals on wires.

In addition, inside a node, the bus acts as a namespace, defining a third level of processor. The patterns here are the bus protocol. The bus delivers to the main-memory processor on one end and the caches on the other, so both main memory and caches are a fourth level of processor.

Finally, the individual cores have a register set, which defines another namespace, adding another level of processor, and then the internal datapath.

This many levels makes for complex interactions between levels of scheduler, whose scheduling decisions cause communications within the various namespaces (networks). The scheduling decisions made in the system software have a very complex set of communication-requests they cause to happen across the various levels. This makes it difficult for the scheduler to achieve high quality decisions!
7.2.2 Programmer View of parallelism

The programmer sees an execution model that abstracts away many of the levels of processor in the hardware.

Some execution models require the programmer to implement at least part of the animator of the application processors. In essence, the application adds a level of execution model on top of the one provided by the language\(^6\) or library calls. An example is Sequoia \([28]\).

Such languages give the programmer no means to state the scheduling constraints explicitly. Instead, the programmer encodes enforcement of them in their animator implementation.

A variation on this, which often appears in C programs using pthreads or MPI \([62]\) calls, is mixing application-processors with their animators. Such a Multi-threaded C program defines the equivalent of an application-processor, including its namespace implementation and scheduler implementation, by placing control constructs that enforce scheduling constraints on lower-level application processors.

However, these control constructs surround pthread calls that suspend and resume and create communication between the threads animating the scheduled application processors. These calls make this portion of the application code be part of the animator of the application processors. As a result of this mixing, pthread code is exceptionally difficult to think about and get correct. It is equally difficult for toolchains to reverse-engineer to extract the scheduling constraints.

Other execution models, such as CnC \([24]\), and DKU (described in the chapter on BLISS), expose only explicit scheduling constraints to the programmer. The toolchain is free to rearrange the structure of processor definitions and creations as convenient, as long as the

---

\(^6\) Libraries that provide a separate execution model, such as pthreads and OS calls, are considered an embedded language, following the definition of language in Chapter 6.
programmer-stated constraints are satisfied.

7.2.3 Toolchain View of Parallelism

The toolchain sees the source code, forms internal representations of it, modifies that, and generates new code with a different structure. The new code respects all scheduling constraints, but the structure of the processors defined by the new code may be quite different.

In addition, a target animator for the language is inserted, including the scheduler inside that animating-processor. For hardware with multiple levels of communication hierarchy, the target animator for the language is likely to also have multiple internal levels of processor, to match a scheduler to each level of the hierarchy.

The toolchain will need to derive quantities and curves, which it then uses to predict the best transforms. This chapter in combination with the next will show that these end up being equivalent to the parameters of the Holistic Model, making a the model a good basis of how the toolchain sees parallelism.

7.3 The Holistic Model of Parallel Computation

The basic model is given, here, first, then in the following section its behavior is explored with thought experiments. In the section after that it is connected to actual hardware and applications.

---

7 Except constraints that can be proven to be superfluous, which is what parallelising compilers for sequential languages must do. Such a proof is practical only for a few special cases, and in general appears to not be possible in practical time-budgets.

8 For the lowest levels of hardware, such as the register set level, the scheduler decisions are made statically, in the toolchain. For higher levels in the animator/hardware, code is inserted that acts as the scheduler during the run. Recall that the animator is hidden from application processors, so the toolchain is free to do insert such dynamic animator code without modifying application code.

9 Toolchain transforms are equivalent to changing static scheduling choices implied by sequential code – which modifies the communication-request pattern – and also to changing the processor specifications, which modifies the work caused by a given scheduling choice.
**Single Level of Scheduler:** As illustrated in the previous chapter, a hierarchy, of processors, exists for most processing. Code running on parallel hardware is no exception. Multiple levels of hierarchy exist not only in the application code, but also in the hardware. Each processor in each level has its own scheduler.

The application processors are animated. The animators are mapped onto the hardware. Because this model’s purpose is to gain insight, it simplifies. It treats application-processors simply as tasks, which are scheduled by the animating processors. It abstracts away the details of tasks, and only considers behavior of the animating processors in detail. In addition, it only considers the effects within a single level of the animator hierarchy at a time.\(^\text{10}\)

### 7.3.1 Inputs to the Model

**Base Quantity is Quality of a Scheduling Decision:** The model abstracts away the detailed interactions between scheduling choices and the hardware. It represents the outcome of task-hardware interactions as a quality value, the quality of a scheduling decision. A schedule has multiple types of quality. This section considers only two: communication quality, and task-choice quality.

**Quality vs Think-Time Curve:** The model takes as input a curve for schedule communication quality as a function of think-time. In general, this curve is different for each scheduling decision, and depends on all previous decisions, as well as all future ones. Various levels of simplification can be applied, such as assuming an average curve for the whole program run. What matters is that the simplification preserves behaviors that matter to specialization choices.

The quality curve for a given context also depends on the nature of the scheduler implementation. As will be seen, the quality of schedule a scheduler can produce is capped by

\(^{10}\)This is too strong a simplification for many hardware-application combinations of interest. Future work will perform experiments that illuminate the implications for specialization, of interactions between levels of animator hierarchy.
its ability to predict things such as resulting communication requests, amount of work in a task, and so on. Each combination of abilities in the scheduler enables a different quality curve.

**Communication vs Quality Curve:** A chosen schedule’s communication quality is plugged in to a latency-and-BW vs quality curve, which is another input to the model. The particular task scheduled sets the amount of data communicated. The latency and bandwidth applied to this then determine how long until the task fully arrives and is ready to run.

**Work per Time:** Computation on a processing element is modelled as a work-per-time value. In general, this value depends on the past scheduling decisions, and for some hardware may also depend on future ones\textsuperscript{11}. The choices of schedulers at other levels in the animator/hardware hierarchy also affect this value, in general. \textsuperscript{12}

### 7.3.2 Overview of the Model

**Overview:** The model centers around scheduling. It treats computation as progressing in a loop that takes place around the scheduler: the scheduler makes a decision, which causes communication, and then computation, and then communication of status back to the scheduler, which makes another decision, repeating.

**Scheduling decision:** In more detail, the scheduler chooses work, a processor (computational element) to perform the work, and at which point it will issue the decision. At the chosen point, the work starts being communicated to the processor, which performs the work, then notifies the scheduler of completion.

\textsuperscript{11}example, out-of-order pipeline where a load instruction may hit in cache because of logically future instructions that happened to jump ahead
\textsuperscript{12}Making the computation-per-time value invariant may be too simplistic to give good implications for specialization on machines with many levels of hierarchy. Future work will perform experiments to expand the model to include interactions between levels of the hardware hierarchy, in order for specialization implications of the model to hold.
The communication quality of the scheduling decision determines the network behavior, which combines with task data-size to set the communication time. The total loop time is that communication time plus the time the scheduler spent thinking (plus work time and status comm time).

Each task scheduled is enclosed in such a loop. So, multiple iterations of the loop overlap. It is the pattern of overlap that determines the total running time.

The best possible decision in a given context requires looking at all possible future consequences of the decision, so it’s not a practical quantity to measure. However, the idea that some scheduling choices are better than others, is a valid concept. The complication is that the context is the result of past scheduling decisions. Hence, the best is only the best if all the preceding and all the following decisions are also the best.\textsuperscript{13}

**Scheduler Think-Time:** The scheduler takes time to come to a decision. In the ideal case, the longer it thinks, the higher quality its decision, but unfortunately, the non-linearities involved in real hardware make this not true. In addition, some code has a smoother quality-vs-think time than others.

**Communication:** The model treats communication as a relation between scheduling decisions and the resulting latency and bandwidth of communications. In general, the relation should take as input a state resulting from past scheduling decisions, plus a current scheduling decision, then yield a latency and bandwidth of each communication generated by the schedule (some placements cause more communication initiations than others).

In the hardware a communication’s time depends on past scheduling decisions, as well as the particular end-points of the communication. The physical topology determines the

\textsuperscript{13}The best in a given context may actually give a worse overall result when none of the other decisions are the best. This is a fundamental phenomena.
resources that can carry data, and the scheduling built into the network determines how those are used to get the data between the end-points. Past scheduling decisions cause some of the resources to already be in use. So past scheduling in combination with the network’s own scheduler determine which resources are available for the current communication.

The model abstracts these details away. The strongest simplification is to just consider a single average latency and bandwidth, regardless of scheduling history. This actually works reasonably well for a significant number of network-application combinations.

Another simplification is to consider the point-to-point average over some benchmark set of scheduling decisions. This also works reasonably well for some hardware and some applications.

What matters is that the model preserve the behavior that informs specialization activities. The purpose is to learn what inputs specialization needs, how to take that input from the code-base, and how it should use that input to affect the code. The communication model doesn’t need accuracy, it only needs to preserve emergent behaviors that inform these things.

Generating a communication vs quality curve: In the simplification used in this section, each communication curve represents a different combination of application with hardware. The detailed interactions determine the curve shape. Each point on a curve is the bandwidth and latency delivered to one task, for one particular schedule for that task. The curve is generated by all possible schedules being sorted by the communication they result in. The resulting ranking sets the schedule’s quality value.

Thought experiments: This dissertation only uses representative curves that illustrate a particular feature that a real one might have. These are used in thought experiments to gain a feel for implications on specialization.
A later section will subjectively examine various kinds of real hardware. It will predict the shape of communication curve for the hardware in combination with some kind of application characteristic values (like intensity of requests). This will tie various kinds of real hardware to the model and then the relevant thought experiments will suggest what specialization should do for each kind of hardware.

7.3.3 Interactions Among Elements in the Scheduling Loop

The scheduling loop is illustrated in Figure 7.1.

![Figure 7.1: The scheduling loop of the Holistic Model.](image)

Action begins in the “schedule” box, where the scheduler picks a task (an application processor to animate, defined by code plus shape-control values and all consumed data) and assigns it to a physical animating processor (this can be a hierarchical processor with others inside its namespace).

The schedule is released, by the scheduler, which invokes the second box. Here, the communication network (the namespace of the processor doing the scheduling) performs transfer of all data to the processing element chosen to animate the task.

The communication box is symbolic, or logical. It represents the total time taken to perform the communication. This doesn’t all necessarily happen at once. For example, when the task is assigned to a core plus cache, the communication will be spread out, by the cache,
over the course of the entire task. This is all collected into the Comm Data box.

Logically, following communication is the computation, which happens inside the Do Work box. All the computation time of the task is symbolically collected in this box.

When the task is complete, the processing element sends notification back to the scheduler. The network time for this is inside the last box.

One iteration of this loop exists for each task performed in the application run. These iterations overlap, in the scheduler’s timeline. An iteration begins with the scheduler being triggered to make a scheduling decision. The total time is the sum of the scheduler think-time, the data comm time, the work time, and the status comm time. It is the pattern of overlap of these iterations that determines the total time for the run. The more overlap, the shorter the total running time.

7.4 Thought Experiments

This section chooses some curves for communication vs quality of scheduling, and for quality of scheduling vs think-time. It plugs those in to the loop, and looks at the consequences.

This section introduces complexity slowly, building it up factor by factor. First it just gives communication vs schedule-quality curves without considering any other factors. Then it shows how a particular schedule chosen has a particular quality, which picks one point on such a curve. Next it adds the fact that the scheduler spends time picking the schedule, so quality is a function of time spent thinking. Then it combines the two, to yield communication vs think-time. Next, the scheduled tasks’s data-size has to be plugged in to the communication delivered to the task, to yield total communication time. That time is added to work-time, plus think-time, plus status feedback time, to yield total time of one iteration of the scheduling loop. Finally, to get total running time, the overlap of the iterations of the loop is factored in.
7.4.1 Thought Experiments on Effect of Scheduler Abilities

Figure 7.2: Three curves for latency and bandwidth as a function of quality of chosen schedule. Each curve represents a different combination of application with hardware. The detailed interactions of the two determine the curve shape. Each point on a curve is the bandwidth and latency delivered to one task, as a result of the detailed interactions caused by one particular schedule for that task. The curve is generated by all possible schedules being sorted by the communication they result in.

Figure 7.2 shows the communication vs quality curve for several hardware-application combinations. What the curves show is that the effect of quality on communication can range from none to extreme.

The first curve is flat for both latency and bandwidth. This would happen for a hardware network that is fully connected, or hub-and-spoke topology. In reality it would be more complicated because some hardware paths may already be in use, which introduces a step in the curve: a low-quality choice waits for the link to be free, a high-quality choice picks a different node that has all links free.

The other two curves show that quality of scheduling choices can have a very strong impact on the network latency and bandwidth the scheduled task receives while moving its data.

Figure 7.3: Three schedules are mapped onto the latency and bandwidth curves. Each schedule has a quality that picks out the communication delivered to the so-scheduled task. Think-time used to arrive at a chosen schedule is not considered here.
Figure 7.3 shows what communication is the result, for various scheduler implementations. Each vertical line represents the quality of the choice made by one scheduler. The heights at which it intersects the latency and bandwidth curves give the latency and bandwidth delivered to the task so scheduled.

The schedule, for this simplified illustration, consists only of which processing element the task is assigned to. The data in the task may be on a different processing element, or in main memory, or in an intermediate memory processor \(^{14}\). The latency represents the time from activation of the (decided-upon) schedule until the first data of the task arrives at the assigned processing element. The bandwidth is the amount of data per time given to the task during its data transfer.

In real hardware and software, such curves would be more complex, and they would change for each task scheduled, based on the communication resources already in use.

The first scheduler, purple line on the left, is the simplest possible: it takes the first available task and assigns it to the first available animator. It doesn’t do any search nor take into consideration the location(s) of task-consumed data.

The second scheduler adds the ability to predict the locations of inputs, and predict communication times. It has a simple algorithm for tracking and predicting, but the quality has improved.

The third scheduler is perfect. It adds the ability to predict communication time, execution time, and future scheduling decisions. It produces the best possible scheduling decisions. The difference in communication is evident.

Because these curves are made-up, the relative spacing of quality of the schedulers has no meaning, and the exact shape of the curves has no meaning. So this can’t be used for accurate prediction of resulting communication. However, their general shape is informed by experience.

\(^{14}\)a later section will look at estimating the curve for given real hardware running a given real program
with actual hardware and actual programs. The trends of the effect of scheduler abilities upon communication correlate with observation.

**Conclusions:** The conclusion that predictive abilities used by schedulers improves communication delivered to a scheduled task correlates with observation. Also, the conclusion is valid that communication’s sensitivity to scheduling quality is determined by the nature of the communication hardware in combination with the application. The combination sets the curve, from which the quality picks values.

### 7.4.2 Combining Communication Curves with Quality Curves

A scheduler with predictive abilities performs a search for the best choice, so it spends time performing the search. Normally, it can stop that search at any point. The longer it searches the better the decision it generally comes to. This relationship is represented as a graph of quality vs think-time.

![Figure 7.4: Quality of schedule chosen vs time taken to choose it. Three schedulers are shown, each with increasing abilities.](image)

Figure 7.4 shows three quality vs think-time curves. Notice that the simplest scheduler has the smallest think-time, but also the lowest quality. As abilities are added, think time increases, as well as the achievable quality.

**Static scheduling in toolchain:** One dimension not indicated is whether this think-time occurs during the run, or in advance inside the toolchain. Some combinations of application
plus hardware have high predictability independent of the shape-control values within the input data. In this case, the toolchain can implement the think portion of the scheduler. It does a search for the best task boundaries, during which is does a sub-search for each candidate task-boundary choice. In the sub-search for a given set of task-choices, it looks for the best scheduling decisions by predicting the communication patterns resulting from a candidate scheduling and the interaction with the hardware communication paths and hardware schedulers. Once satisfied, it generates code that implements the decisions during the run. In this case, the think-time during the run is effectively just the time to look up what was pre-decided.

The best possible scheduler: The best possible scheduler is one that has perfect predictability of everything relevant, and performs all the decisions in advance. This actually is fairly common. For example, it exists for a compiler scheduling instructions onto a simple 5-stage pipeline that has only a single level of main memory and no cache. This occurs in micro-controllers in the embedded segment. However, it relies on the uniform task-size (one instruction), the fixed data consumed by the task (two registers), the uniform execution time of tasks (the cycles of an instruction), and the simple communication hardware (direct connection to memory processor with uniform access time).

Prediction vs complexity: For hardware with greater complexity, even just a single level of cache, the practicality of perfect prediction quickly disappears. As a result, the behavior of parallel code on current multi-core, and projected future, hardware cannot be well predicted for very far into the future. Prediction accuracy and distance into the future decreases and complexity of predictor increases for applications with input-dependent work-size, and/or input-dependent data-size, both of which are common. In this situation, the scheduler must perform search for highest quality schedule during the run.
The complexity of prediction was illustrated by the quality vs think-time curves in Figure 7.4. To get the effect of the think-time on delivered communication, those have to be combined with the communication curves from the previous sub-section.

![Figure 7.5: Data-Comm characteristics vs think-time, when comm-vs-quality curves are combined with quality-vs-think-time curves. 3 schedulers times 3 hardware-app combinations yields 9 curves.](image)

Figure 7.5 Shows what happens when communication curves are combined with the quality curves. The result is the communication delivered to the task, as a function of how long the scheduler spent deciding the schedule.

Note the various implications from these curves: (top row) for simple combinations, the high think-time of schedulers with predictive abilities is counter-productive; (middle row) adding predictive abilities gives better communication at the cost of added think-time; (bottom row) for
some combinations, the improvement in communication characteristics can be dramatic, given enough predictive abilities and enough think-time, which matters the most for tasks with large data sizes; (all rows) when the data in the task is small, only latency matters to communication.

7.4.3 Iteration Time

This subsection considers the effect, on the time of an iteration, of both scheduling quality and the think-time required to get it. The next subsection will go on to consider how iteration time affects overall running time.

Curves are given for the communication time resulting from applying the communication characteristics to the data in the task. The think time is added to the resulting communication time, and that sum is added to the computation time and the return status time. Then, on the same axes, is plotted the total iteration time as a function of think-time.

Along the top, from left to right, the scheduler adds prediction abilities. Along the left edge, from top to bottom are the communication-vs-quality curves for a number of application-onto-hardware combinations. In the center are the resulting round-trip-time-vs-think-time curves.

The most important feature is the minima seen in the curves in the lower right. What’s happening is that the think time grows larger than the communication and work time. If the scheduler were to continue thinking, it will only make the total iteration time worse.

Conclusions from curves: The most important conclusion is that think time eventually dominates improvements in communication gained from that extra thinking. For complex combinations, if quality is monotonic with think-time, there is always a minimum in the iteration-time-vs-think-time curve.

However, the iteration-time curves don’t directly indicate the overall running time!
Figure 7.6: Plotted on the same axes are total communication time vs think-time and resulting total iteration time vs think-time. The task is the same for all, its data size is such that transport time equals latency for the worst-case, which is in the lower left corner. The work time is equal to the best-case latency.

Additional dimensions of interaction have to be added to translate round-trip iteration time into running-time, which will be done in the next sub-section.

## 7.5 Total Running Time vs Iteration Time

The iteration time is only part of the story. Iterations overlap, and it is the overlap that sets the total running time.

The overlap is constrained by two things: the task dependency graph, and hardware resource constraints. The task dependency graph sets communication between tasks, which
constrains the order of their iterations. The hardware adds limitations on overlap of iterations, and size of task.

Elaborating, the dependency graph determines which tasks produce data and which receive it. So, iterations for producers must complete before iterations for receivers can begin. In practice, multiple levels of hardware exist, and the processing elements can be virtualized, so partial overlap of producer and consumer iterations can be achieved, which will be detailed in a later subsection.

The hardware limits on overlap of iterations are due to a limited number of processing elements. This actually only constrains how many iterations are in the work phase at the same time. Some hardware also limits how many iterations can overlap the communication phase, due to limited communication resources. The data-size of a task is limited due to finite physical memory size, for example in distributed memory hardware\textsuperscript{15}.

Figure 7.7 illustrates a set of loop iterations mapped on to a simple task graph.

Two additional factors affect the overlap pattern: the choice of task boundaries, and the virtualization of hardware resources. Resizing a task changes the number of tasks. This, of course, changes the task-dependency-graph. It doesn’t change the types of the tasks, so the nature of the dependencies stays the same, but it changes the number of a given type, so the size of the graph changes.

Resizing also affects the communication: the amount inside a single iteration, and the total amount for the run. It therefore affects the comm-vs-think-time curve shape inside each iteration.

Virtualizing the processing elements makes the scheduler have more physical elements available. As a result, multiple tasks can be scheduled to a single physical processing element.

\textsuperscript{15}Limited local memory is a major constraint in Cell BE scheduling, for example.
Virtualizing is useful when there is a separate processor for communication, such as DMA or a pre-fetcher. Then one iteration does its communication phase while another is in its work phase. Both tasks reside on the same physical processing element, but one uses the communication processor while the other uses the work processor.

This virtualization is an example of inserting an extra level of animator. The top level is the execution-model animator, which schedules to virtual nodes. The virtual nodes are the inserted animators, and schedule to the physical communication processor and work processor. The physical processors are then another level of animator.
7.5.1 Task dependency graph constraints

A propendent task sends its result to the dependent task. In the iteration overlap, this means that the earliest the second scheduling loop iteration can begin its scheduling phase is after completion of the status communication phase of the first iteration.

This is illustrated in Figure 7.8, showing the map of iterations onto timelines of two cores. Core 1 is assigned tasks 1, 2, and 4, while Core 2 is assigned task 3. It can be seen how communication time between the cores affects start times of the iterations.

Scheduler think-time onto cores: In general the scheduling think-time can be assigned to cores in various ways. One choice would be to perform all scheduling on one core, another, shown here, is for each core to independently perform scheduling. Here, the cores exchange status information at the end of each iteration either performs.

Notice that the status box can be multiple-valued. Here, St1 and St3 have a short time for on-core comm, and longer for inter-core comm. This affects the overlap pattern of the iterations onto the cores.

Figure 7.8: Scheduling loop iterations mapped onto the timelines of two cores. Iteration 1 is propendent of 2 and 3, and so communicates its result to them. Here, scheduling runs on both cores, but on Core 2 is only shown for the iteration in it receives a task. Status is communicated between cores, but only shown where it has an effect.
**Width of dependency graph:** An important feature of a task dependency graph, such as that in Figure 7.9, is the width at any given horizontal slicing. This width limits the number of tasks that can overlap within the scheduler’s timeline.

![Dependency Graph with Choke Point](image)

Figure 7.9: A dependency graph, with a choke point. The scheduler should attempt to minimize the choke-point’s impact.

Places that the width is smaller than the number of physical processing elements, such as that labelled “choke point”, will leave processing elements idle for a time. A high quality scheduler will be able to recognize such choke points and search for a way to start the key task as early as possible, especially if it is a long-running task. It will also attempt to run that task in a central place to reduce communication times.

### 7.5.2 Hardware resource limitations

Hardware limitations add constraints. A good example is limited size of intermediate memory, such as cache, scratchpad RAM, or register set. The scheduler should choose task boundaries such that the data-size is smaller than the available memory. If it can’t make the
task size small enough, some larger memory will have to hold the data and communication take place back and forth. It should account for the effect of this increased communication in its placement choice.

Other hardware that constrains may include: prefetchers, DMA engines, memory banks, and so on. In general, any resource that is limited and can run out independently of others will place constraints on overlap of iterations.

7.5.3 Communication

As noted, the nature of the application determines how total communication volume grows as task data-size decreases. This affects individual iterations, by modifying the communication-vs-quality curve, which in turn affects the iteration shapes, which combines with the constraints to affect overlap and hence total running time. However, physical communication pattern in the hardware and communication resource limitations often don’t introduce constraints, but only affect the quality curve in the iteration. However, when applying the model to the communication scheduler, the physical paths do indeed introduce additional constraints. But, the constraints depend upon previous scheduling choices, so each choice modifies the constraints for future scheduling choices.

7.5.4 Effect of choice of task boundaries

Tasks can be divided, coalesced together, or the application-processor definitions modified to change the code in tasks. Each change modifies the task-dependency-graph and also likely interacts with the constraints imposed by hardware resource limitations.

For example, changing task data-size goes hand-in-hand with limited cache or scratch-pad memory.
### 7.5.5 Virtualizing Resources

The most common form of virtualizing hardware resources is double, or triple, buffering. Each buffer represents a virtual physical animator. Communication takes place with one while the other is computing. Switching between them takes place in a lower-level animator that is local to the physical processing element.

Virtualizing the physical animator in this way increases overlap of scheduling loop iterations. It does this by increasing the number of processing elements to assign tasks to. When one the virtual processing elements goes idle, the physical animator switches to a different virtual animator. Normally, the idleness is caused by waiting for communication, especially in a lower-level of the physical animator hierarchy. This communication is invisible to the scheduler that assigned to the virtual animator. Hence, the physical animator below gets more of its time spent computing, less idle. The effect is that the group of tasks assigned to the virtual animators complete faster than if they were assigned in sequence to the underlying physical animator.

The level whose processor assigns tasks to the virtual animators (virtual processing elements) does not know they are virtual! One effect is to reduce predictability of completion time of an assigned task. The model of computation rate becomes more complex, and now includes application characteristics.

**When to virtualize:** Such buffering is normally only profitable when the task data-size can be modified to fit the buffer size. The choice to use such buffering must be done with an eye towards the effect on total communication, and how that will affect the overlap of the tasks. When communication within a loop iteration is larger than work-time, and making tasks smaller increases total communication, then multi-buffering is a net loss.

It would be good for specialization to include a means to quickly predict whether multi-buffering will be profitable, and let the scheduler turn it off an on at will.
Relating virtualizing physical animator to the levels of hierarchy: Virtualizing the physical processors adds a level of animator. The extra level breaks up the task assigned to a virtual processor into multiple smaller tasks and schedules the smaller ones onto the underlying physical processor. Two or more virtual processors exist on a single physical processor node, so sub-tasks from one virtual processor intermix with sub-tasks from the other virtual processors.

Events within a task trigger the virtual processor to suspend and switch the physical over to a different virtual processor. A triggering event would be something like the task initiating a communication. Such an event is what ends one sub-task, and causes a sub-task from a different virtual processor to be scheduled onto the physical processor. When the switch-trIGGERING event clears, for example the communication completes, that is viewed as making a new mini-task ready. This behavior is that of classic OS threads.

Definition of Virtual: Viewed from this model, the word Virtual is defined as a software processor having the same interface and behavior as a physical one. That software processor may be animated by a physical processor having a different interface and behavior, but not always.

7.5.6 Conclusions from Thought Experiments

The job of the scheduler in a level of animator is to perform a search, to find the optima of the goal measure. The scheduler’s think-time is inside a loop, so the longer it thinks, the longer becomes the iteration time of the loop. The iterations overlap each other, according to task-dependency-graph and hardware constraints. So iteration time affects total running time in some complex way related to both application characteristics and hardware patterns.

Let’s say the goal is shortest total time of a run, and look at the implications for the perfect scheduler.
The perfect scheduler should predict: the tasks to be produced in the future, the time to communicate their data, time to do the work, and time to communicate status back. With these predictions, its job is to search through all valid changes to task-boundaries, in combination with all valid assignments of tasks to processors, including predictions of interactions of schedulers at all levels of the animator hierarchy, and find the assignment that gives the best goal-measure.

The goal of the search is minimum running time, so for communication bound applications, the goal becomes to reduce total communication. In contrast, for compute-bound, the goal becomes to hide communication, by overlapping it with work.

For communication-bound, the scheduler is free to use up extra think-time, by filling the idle processor time with thinking. But for compute-bound, it should use only enough think-time to avoid having idle time.\(^{16}\)

Hiding communication means virtualizing the physical animator, by having task buffers in memory close to the processing elements. One is filled by an independent communication processor, like DMA or a prefetcher, while application work is performed out of another buffer.

The job of specialization will be to insert the scheduler that comes as close as possible to the perfect one, given the limited think-time imposed by task size and hardware. This conclusion will be explored more detail in the next section.

7.6 Relation Between Scheduler, Application, and Hardware

The previous section explored the consequences of a scheduler’s ability to search for good scheduling choices. It showed that a number of scheduler abilities are important to this search.

\(^{16}\)assuming the same processor does both scheduling think-time and the application work
In this section, the relationship is explored between scheduler abilities, the characteristics of the application being animated and the hardware doing the animating.

The scheduler’s implementation only acts as an enabler for predictive abilities. The application and hardware must inherently have predictability, and a predictive model must be extracted from the code and hardware and made available to the animator. Only if all three aspects are present does the scheduler exhibit predictive abilities during its search.

7.6.1 Animator Hierarchy

Before proceeding, an important phenomenon should be explored a bit. The physical animator often has a hierarchy of processor levels. The execution model’s animator should be aware of this hardware hierarchy. It is often profitable to match levels of execution model animator to levels of hardware animator.

The interactions between levels in the hierarchy of animators (physical and software) should be modelled. One level’s scheduler is affected by lower level’s schedulers. A given level sees the behaviors of lower levels as a non-stationary probability distribution.

For example, take a multicore chip with coherent caches. The execution model’s target animator sees the existence of cores, where a core is defined as one execution pipeline with one level of cache. It may have multiple virtual cores implemented in hardware, via SMT (symmetric multi-threading) or other hardware multi-threading.

The execution model (ExeMo) animator assigns a task to a core. But that task is then broken into a bunch of little tasks by the hardware-scheduler in the cache! No communication internal to a task is seen by the scheduler that assigned that task. Only the communication to get that task to its assigned location is seen. All the side-effects that happen via communicating with persistent memory processors are internal to the task.

One way to view a task is as a single execution-model processor, for an execution-
model that is inserted during the specialization process. When looking at things this way, there is a hierarchy of execution models, one inserted for each level of hardware. Hence, the behaviors of lower hardware levels are invisible to a given execution-model animator. It has to treat their effects statistically, even though there are deterministic, calculable interactions among scheduling decisions in different levels.

It will be seen that making the schedulers, in the various levels of execution model, aware of each other has benefits. It reduces the complexity of search that each scheduler performs, and it improves the predictions that each level makes. However, at the lower levels, the amount of think-time available to the scheduler decreases, and so less and less prediction is available to the lower-level schedulers.

7.6.2 The Scheduler Abilities

This subsection dives into a bit more detail on the particular scheduler abilities. There are several abilities that improve the scheduler’s effectiveness at finding both the best choice of task boundaries, and best assignment of them to lower-level animators.

**Predict future scheduling decisions:** Sometimes the locally best scheduling decision is globally non-optimal. Hence, a scheduler that cannot predict future scheduling decisions is following a greedy algorithm. The opposite is also true, a scheduling decision that is the best globally is only guaranteed the best locally if all the other decisions are also the best globally. Any of those globally best may be an extra-poor choice when mixed in with sub-optimal decisions.

Only if the scheduler can predict all future scheduling decisions, can it search globally for the set of all optimal decisions, and only then can it find the globally best for a particular scheduling-loop iteration. This informally observed behavior is consistent with scheduling being an NP-hard search problem.
**Predict task data-size:**  When the scheduler can predict the data of a task, then it satisfies one necessary condition for predicting communication time of a particular scheduling-loop iteration.

**Predict data location:**  If the scheduler can predict which places in the memory hierarchy hold each bit of data in a task, then it knows the communication end-points. These can be used with ability to predict communication resource usage.

**Predict communication resource usage:**  If the scheduler can predict the behavior of the communication hardware, in combination with knowing the communication end-points and sizes, then it can predict the communication parameters for a given scheduling assignment.

**Predict communication parameters:**  If the scheduler knows the state of the communication hardware, and knows the characteristics of its communication paths, and can predict future uses of those communication paths, then it can predict the latency and bandwidth delivered to a given task. This predicted value changes for each candidate assignment of the task. The search through the possible assignments is one dimension of the scheduler’s overall search for best scheduling choice.

The best possible prediction depends on also having prediction of future scheduling decisions, and prediction of communication hardware behavior. Even without these, some degree of communication prediction can be performed, and is beneficial, as seen in the thought experiments. Reduced accuracy of any of these predictions simply lowers the quality of scheduling decisions possible.

**Predict task work time:**  If the scheduler can predict how long a given task will take to execute on the assigned processing elements, then it can predict the time of the work-phase of
the iteration. For schedulers that employ virtual processing elements, this value tells it at what point the physical animator will switch to a different virtual processing element.

**Summary of practical prediction abilities:** In practice, if the scheduler can predict the location of data needed for work, then it knows the end-points of communications. If it can also predict the amount of data needed, then it can use a network model to predict the amount of time to complete the communication. If it can also predict the amount of work, then it can use a computation model to predict the time to complete the computation. If it has the task-dependency graph, then it can put these all together to predict iteration-overlap and effect of candidate choices on overall running time.

**Ability to resize work in a task:** Another valuable ability is resizing the work in a task. A task consists of particular code, particular shape-control values, and the flow-through data. Together, these determine the size of the equivalent circuit, which is the amount of work to be performed. \(^{17}\)

Hence, two dimensions exist for changing the work in a task: change code, or change shape-control/flow-through data.

The least complex way to modify the amount of work is to change the shape-control data. This normally implies an accompanying change in flow-through data. For example, modifying the iteration bounds in the matrix-multiply loop nest is equivalent to setting boundaries in iteration space. Each point in iteration space accesses a particular combination of cells from the two input matrices. Hence, changing the shape-control data changes the flow-through data accessed by the task.

If the scheduler can resize, then it can search for a size that results in coming closest to

\[^{17}\text{Recall from Chapter 6 on the Basic Model that the equivalent circuit continues expanding as computation moves forward. Even if the code is signal-processing type, which represents a fixed set of operations repeatedly carried out, each application of those operations to input data causes creation of more equivalent circuit to be added on, when performed on a Von Neumann type processor.}\]
the goal. For example, in matrix multiply, sub-block size would be chosen as large as possible, to minimize communication, but small enough to keep all computation elements busy.\(^{18}\)

This is especially important because the complexity of applications in terms of total data to communicate is often non-linear vs the size of task. Matrix multiply is a good example. The more sub-blocks a matrix is broken into, the more total communication to processing elements must take place. This is easily seen, because a single sub-block in the left matrix must be paired with each sub-block a right row.\(^{19}\) The more sub-blocks, the more pairings, and the same left sub-block must be sent through the network for each pairing. So total communication volume goes up as the number of sub-blocks in a row.

**Ability to change task code:** Modifying the code within tasks can be done for two reasons: either to change the amount of work, or to affect schedulers of lower-level animators.

The task code equals specifications of the application processors. If only a single level of physical animator hierarchy exists, then rearranging the task code only affects the amount of work in the tasks. However, on hardware with many levels of physical animator, the pattern of code inside a task affects the behavior of lower-level animators.

The best example is loop interchange for a loop nest inside a single task-type’s code.\(^{20}\) That interchange has no effect on the amount of work in the task, but it does affect the cache behavior! The cache is a memory processor that receives communications from the main “work” processor, and the order of addresses affects the scheduling decisions inside it. Some orderings interact poorly with the cache’s internal scheduling algorithm and its lower-level animators.

As a result, the ability to modify the code of a task is a very important ability, and

---

\(^{18}\)Block size doesn’t normally divide evenly onto the number of physical processing elements, so various approaches to tapering off size over time, and so forth, are taken in real schedulers, either embedded in the Language’s animator [63] or hand-coded in the application.

\(^{19}\)The column-number of the left element equals the row in the right matrix it ends up being multiplied by, over the course of many left-row times right-column products.

\(^{20}\)A task-type is defined by the code inside a task instance. All task instances with the same code are members of the same task-type.
also a difficult one for the scheduler to make use of. Sequential compiler optimization is the
process of modifying code such that the various levels of hardware animator interact favorably,
and its complexity demonstrates the difficulty of the problem.

7.6.3 Task Characteristics Enable or Disable Scheduler Abilities

A scheduler may be implemented with the ability to predict work-time of a task, but
it can only do so if the application enables that ability.

For example, for an application like matrix multiply, the work-time can be accurately
predicted. Once the shape control values are known, the amount of work is fixed. In contrast,
for an NP complete problem, the predictability of work-time depends on the nature of the input
data (which is almost all shape-control data). Given the same code, same size of input graph,
and same number of nodes and edges, some data sets have predictable amount of work and
others are inherently unpredictable (unless P equals NP, which has a lot of evidence against it).

Hence, NP complete problems can effectively disable a scheduler’s prediction ability.
Consider what happens for a scheduler that has work-prediction implemented. For NP complete
problems, the best the scheduler can do is somehow get a custom widget that can analyze a
given input graph. For some graphs it will return a distribution of execution times, but for other
inputs, no accurate distribution exists! In this situation, the work-prediction implemented in
the scheduler is effectively turned off by the application.

The characteristics of applications that enable or disable key scheduler abilities are:

- predictability of task’s work amount
- predictability of task’s flow-through data footprint
- predictability of task’s dependencies and propendencies\(^\text{21}\)

\(^{21}\)Dependent and propendent are defined as: a dependent task receives communication from its propendent
7.6.4 Hardware Characteristics Enable or Disable Scheduler Abilities

The things in the hardware that affect scheduler abilities are:

- levels of hardware below the level the scheduler is in
- schedulers hard-wired into the hardware
- communication patterns in the wires
- sizes of memory arrays

In general, having hardware animators at lower levels reduces the predictability of the communication and execution times of a given task. The scheduling decision for the task models the processing element it is assigned to. The more internal processors in it, the more complex its behavior, and the less predictable it is.

Schedulers with hard-wired specifications generally don’t communicate and cooperate with higher-level processors. This makes the schedulers in the higher-levels blind to behavior in lower levels, which reduces predictability, and makes the search at higher levels more complex.

Patterns in the communication wires affect the model that higher levels have of the communication characteristics. Some patterns make it easier to predict communication parameters than others.

The sizes of memory arrays at a given level of the hardware hierarchy affect the maximum size of tasks scheduled at that level. This affects the ability of the scheduler at that level to resize tasks. It constrains the choices of task size.

---

*task(s)*. An independent task has no propendents, but may be a propendent itself, sending communications to its dependent tasks. A dependent receives, while a propendent sends.
7.6.5 Extract Task and Hardware Characteristics for the Animator

In general, the scheduler needs to be supplied with the task dependency graph, plus models with which to predict a task’s amount of work and amount of data. How to extract these from the application and supply them to the scheduler is part of the subject of specialization, covered in the next chapter.

Either the scheduler at a particular level of the animator hierarchy has to be implemented with the hardware characteristics of other levels in mind, or else those characteristics have to be modelled and given to the animator. Normally, only the levels lower in the animator hierarchy have to be modelled. However, to reduce complexity of prediction and search, each level should negotiate its decision-making with the others.

7.6.6 Hardware Interactions with Software Affect Scheduler Decisions

In addition to affecting the scheduler’s abilities, parameters of the scheduler’s search are also set by the detailed interactions between application and hardware. These parameters values are used within the scheduler’s decisions.

For example, the hardware sets the communication paths, and past scheduling decisions set the current and near future usage of those paths. Given that context, the predicted communication characteristics combine with amount of data in the candidate task, to set the task-communication-time. This is the time of one phase of the iteration, and so fixes one point of possible overlap.

Next, the work-rate is set by the hardware, plus past and future scheduling decisions if the hardware has multiple levels that can interact. This combines with the work-amount in the task to set the work-time for the iteration. This fixes another point of possible overlap.

The status feedback is then set mainly by the hardware, but influenced by past and
future scheduling decisions.

These three values for the iteration phases constrain the scheduler think-time. The task dependencies plus animator virtualization set the possible overlap points. These determine whether the work-processor will have any idle time to burn up in extra scheduler think-time. If not, these three phase-times limit the amount of productive think-time the scheduler can perform.

Consider the case when far down in the animator hierarchy, close to individual transistor switching times. For example, in the pipeline of a work-processors. Here, the three phase-times are so short that the scheduler has no time available to perform predictions, nor even searches. In such cases, scheduling decisions must be decided in advance and encoded into the executable.

Pre-computing scheduling decisions is normally the job of the compiler. Part of the optimization process is performing the search for good scheduling decisions.

In contrast, when high up in the animator hierarchy, for example, in grid computing when scheduling tasks over planetary-scale wide-area-networks, the scheduler has a great deal of time to predict behavior and perform a detailed search.

This demonstrates that the best scheduler implementation is highly dependent on not only the hardware, and not only the software, but the detailed interaction of the two.

7.6.7 Choose Scheduler by Both Task and HW Characteristics

So far, it is clear that multiple scheduler implementations should be available. Each implements a different combination of abilities. The tasks and hardware combine to enable a combination of abilities. So, the only scheduler implementations that should be considered are the ones whose combination of abilities is enabled.

Now, that’s not the full story. As seen in the previous subsection, the maximum
productive think-time also limits which scheduler implementation is viable. In the limit, only
the no-think scheduler is viable, despite what abilities the task and hardware might enable.

When the scheduler matches the code plus hardware characteristics, and those charac-
teristics enable enough think-time to take advantage of all the enabled abilities, then the highest
quality schedule is achievable, without inefficiency.

In the case that a scheduler with many abilities is being used, it likely will require much
more think-time than is productive before it finds the best decision it is capable of. So, while
it is performing the search it should also be estimating the amount of think-time it has left. It
should be keeping the best candidate decision found so far, and when the think-time runs out,
use that best so far decision.

Conclusions for Specialization: The conclusions for specialization are that it should be
aware each level of animator hierarchy, and the hardware characteristics at them. For each level
that it inserts a scheduler implementation, it should attempt to identify phases in the application
that have a characteristic working-set of task-types. And for each application-phase, estimate
the minimum task communication time, work time, and status time. With these, it can calculate
the maximum think-time available. It should then choose a scheduler implementation to insert
that has as many abilities implemented as are enabled, and that can achieve reasonable quality
within the allotted think-time.

Sequoia partially addresses the issue of choosing the best scheduler implementation by
forcing the application to include a hand-coded scheduler for each machine-architecture the ap-
lication can be run on. In effect, the human programmer is expected to balance the capabilities
placed into the scheduler against the characteristics of the hardware, given the characteristics
of the application. Notice that in Sequoia the tools haven’t been supplied with the information
they need to re-size the tasks, nor is the human programmer given any means of gaining insight
into which abilities are enabled, nor how much think-time is productive.

**Insights applied to industry approaches:** Another way this section’s insights might be applied is in recognizing that any two of three things can be fixed, and the third chosen to balance with the other two. The three things are: the task characteristics, hardware characteristics, and scheduler implementation.

If the task-types and hardware are fixed, which is the case for general-purpose computing, then the scheduler implementation has to be adjusted to balance with them. This should take place during the specialization process.

For custom hardware solutions, typically, the scheduler implementation and hardware are fixed. Those determine what kind of applications will run efficiently on that custom solution. Typically, the language is fixed in this case, and will have limited support for extracting prediction information. The custom hardware typically includes hard-wired scheduling logic.

Lastly, if a set of applications is chosen, along with a range of scheduler implementations, then hardware must be designed to accommodate those. An example of this case would be a company choosing to focus on signal processing, and then choosing an existing language. The language limits the scheduler implementations possible, and the class of applications fixes many task characteristics. The company would typically develop a custom toolchain that a-priori knows the application characteristics and they have scheduler techniques in mind. They then have to pick hardware that fits with those choices.
Chapter 8

Specialization

This chapter is about the process, by which source code is made efficient on target hardware. Whether done by hand or via automated tools, the process rests on the same principles, illustrated with the Holistic Model. This chapter discusses the process and ties it to the model.

In general, specialization is a collection of techniques, applied in the infrastructure at various points in an application’s lifetime. The effect each has can be understood in terms of the Holistic Model. This chapter first describes specialization, stating its goals, and revealing structure. It then discusses some existing specialization techniques, and finally uses the Holistic Model to motivate future techniques for better portability of parallel code.

8.1 What is specialization?

In a nutshell, specialization is a process, which makes application code fit with target hardware. The purpose is improving some goal measure, usually performance, or a combination of performance and energy efficiency. The process is some collection of techniques that can vary
widely depending upon the rest of the software infrastructure and the hardware being specialized to, and even the properties of input data. The process can take place at any one point in the application lifetime or it can be spread out and performed in many bits and pieces over that lifetime.

The techniques used to improve the code can include manipulation, translation, injection, and linking. Manipulation is normally driven by communication patterns in the hardware, and effectively changes scheduling decisions that were made by the programmer, so that the new ones cause better communication patterns.\(^1\) Translation casts the code onto a different execution model, followed by injection of an animator for it, or down-stream linking to an animator.\(^2\)

8.1.1 The Four Things at the Heart of Specialization

The four things inherent in specialization are information extraction, modelling, modification, and search. First, information is extracted from the application, from the hardware, and sometimes from the properties of input data. Then, the hardware is modelled, and the application is modelled, so that patterns generated by the application can be predicted, and the consequences of presenting those patterns to the hardware predicted. Then, a search takes place wherein projected modifications to the application are tested. The post-modification patterns are predicted, and the effect those have on hardware is compared to previous.

All specialization techniques can be viewed as some combination of these four. Some may only perform one type of information extraction, or might perform a fixed modification without modelling nor search.

In practice, specialization for parallel software is currently just a collection of techniques, no broad-based infrastructure exists to exploit the patterns within it. Each combination

\(^1\) Traditional compiler optimization falls in this category.
\(^2\) This is the base function of a compiler.
of target machine and development tools has its own collection, no segment-wide organization exists. However, in the future, new languages should be designed to support a wide variety of specialization techniques, and infrastructure should become standard that is aligned with the information extraction, modelling, transform, and search at the heart of specialization.

8.2 When is Specialization Performed?

The techniques can be applied at many different points in the application's lifetime: during the development cycle; after testing freezes source but before distributing; just after distribution while installing; at the start of a run; interrupting the run periodically; in parallel with the run; after the run (profile-driven). Each point has implications on the quality of specialization, and practical implications, which in turn affect adoptability in a given software segment and project size.

Many existing techniques perform specialization at multiple points in an application’s lifetime. For example, auto-tuners are currently inserted pre-distribution. They contain a number of code variants that each were specialized pre-distribution. During initialization of a run, or the run itself, the input data becomes known, and the auto-tuner picks from among the code variants. This choosing is equivalent to swapping in different manipulations of the code.

8.2.1 Choosing When in Application Lifetime to Specialize

The choice of which point or points at which to specialize affects adoptability: it may force changes in development practices, may affect level of reliability of delivered code, and affects the level of performance achieved.

More importantly, the infrastructure surrounding an application puts constraints on which techniques can be applied at what points. These constraints are due to information about
the hardware, the amount of time available, and knowledge of the input data.

**Pre-distribution:** The most time is available before distribution. Complex searches are possible, and the most sophisticated, long-running techniques can be employed, even running for days.

A major advantage of specializing before distribution is that programmers can interact in the process. Once software ships, only automated specialization can be performed.

However, there is a tradeoff: if full hardware knowledge is available, then specialization becomes logistically challenging and likely expensive. When programmers are involved in specializing, they have a large number of targets they have to spend time on. And, it is logistically challenging to manage the many versions of code, the distribution of multiple executable versions, and the testing and verification of all the different executables for all the different targets.

In contrast, if specialization is only targeted to general hardware classes, in order to reduce the effort and logistics, then the manipulations are limited, and down-stream specialization will likely be needed to win back the lost opportunity for performance.

**During installation:** When an executable is installed onto hardware, a fair amount of time is still available to perform manipulations, and full hardware knowledge is available. This makes it a good choice for automated specialization, perhaps as a second step in the process.

The main limitation is that the programmer is not available to take part in specialization. The second limitation is time: pre-distribution can run for days, but install-time specialization has only minutes for laptop and desktop, and seconds for mobile devices. But server-installed software can take much longer.

One complication is that the installation process must invoke the specialization. This
may require a change in the software stack. However, on some OSs, installation scripts are already possible to do this.

**At initialization:** This is the first point at which input data can be known. Unfortunately, only a matter of seconds are available during start-up of a run, so initialization-time specialization typically requires up-stream processing that has pre-simplified the processing needed. No changes to the software stack, nor separate install scripts are needed. For example, auto tuners often run during initialization, for programs that process very large datasets.

**During the run:** Only a small amount of code manipulation is profitable when done during a run. The way to improve this is pre-computing possibilities that might be encountered. This reduces the specialization during the run to just identifying a hardware pattern then substituting in the pre-computed manipulation. Multi-versioned kernels is an example of this technique.

One advantage of this point is that statistics can be measured. This simplifies prediction: neither software nor hardware need be analyzed and modelled. However, the complex interactions among levels of hardware typically makes such statistics non-stationary, and measurements highly sensitive to small changes in scheduling decisions. An example would be StarPU [12], which gathers work-time statistics it uses to choose between CPU execution and GPU execution.

**After a run:** Post-run specialization is helpful to improve prediction for the scheduler. When prediction is too difficult to extract from the source and hardware, statistics can be gathered during runs, to build up a distribution for communication characteristics, work-time of tasks, data-size of tasks, iteration-overlap, and so on. Such statistics are, in general, non-stationary due to the detailed interactions between levels of scheduler, notably the cache’s scheduler, but they may still be profitable to gather and use.
Runtime statistics gathering may be profitable when communication times are high (such as for GPUs involving transfer to different memory processors) or especially sensitive to choices (such as networks prone to congestion, which exponentially worsens characteristics).

8.2.2 Examples of Specialization at Various Lifetime Points

**SEJITs:** SEJITs [20] is a JIT-based approach, which specializes both pre-distribution and during the run. It provides a number of functions in libraries for the application to use, and does significant specialization of the library implementation before distributing it. They have full hardware knowledge when writing the library, and hand-specialize the kernels. During the run, the JIT links in the library for that hardware, and performs simple code manipulations such as in-lining code. One advantage is that it works with dynamic languages and ones that have higher-order functions.

The main disadvantage is that it does not have time to take into account very much application-specific information. The main specialization is performed on pre-defined library functions. This limits the type of applications it will be useful for. The small amount of specialization time available during a run constrains it to only apply simple manipulations and short, incomplete searches for optimal lower-level hardware scheduling choices.

**VMS:** The VMS approach specializes at three different points: before distribution (in the toolchain), at initialization (linking the animator in), and during creation of the software stack (implementing the VMS-core abstraction on the hardware). Because it starts at pre-distribution, it has no time constraints on the techniques that can be employed. However, the VMS approach limits the toolchain’s information about the hardware, to just the general architecture class, which constrains the manipulations.

To alleviate this, VMS does allow down-stream specialization steps, so the lower levels
of hardware can be statically scheduled during installation, when ample time is also available for searching through manipulations. The pre-distribution specialization will have to supply the information needed by the install-time specializer, in order to get good quality static scheduling decisions. In general, all techniques available to JIT specializers are also available to VMS.

**BLISS:** BLISS has the fewest constraints on specialization techniques because it has full or near full information about the hardware before distribution, and the server approach enables long search times. The server can perform runs to gather profile information, and it can allow programmers to interact with the specialization tools. In addition, all the down-stream techniques of both JIT-based and VMS’s morphable execution model are available for use within BLISS.

### 8.3 Where is Specialization Performed?

Specialization is performed in the infrastructure surrounding an application. Sometimes the creation of that infrastructure is part of the actual specialization, for example, hand-tuning kernels for a library-based specializer. Sometimes, tools in the infrastructure interact with a programmer to perform specialization. Sometimes, a specialization module is injected into the executable itself.

The life-point at which specialization is performed sets the place in the infrastructure.

One dimension of classifying specialization techniques is that some analyze code and others modify code.
8.4 Structure of Specialization

This section goes into detail on the information about application and hardware that is useful to specialization, and how code manipulations are driven by that information.

8.4.1 The Four Things at the Heart of Specialization

The four things inherent in specialization are information extraction, modelling, modification, and search. First, information is extracted from the application, from the hardware, and sometimes from the properties of input data. Then, the hardware is modelled, and the application is modelled, so that patterns generated by the application can be predicted, and the consequences of presenting those patterns to the hardware predicted. Then, a search takes place wherein projected modifications to the application are tested. The patterns generated post-modification are predicted, and the effect those have on hardware is compared to previous, directing the search.

All specialization techniques can be viewed as some combination of these four. Some may only perform one type of information extraction, or might perform a fixed modification without modelling nor search.

8.4.2 Specialization Is Related to Scheduling

In effect, all four of those things – information extraction, modelling, modification, and search – are related to scheduling in some way.

Extracted information relates to scheduling: The information extracted from the application includes boundaries of tasks, which the scheduler uses, and dependencies between tasks, which constrain scheduling choices, manipulators, which give the scheduler control over smaller-scale specializations during a run, and predictors, which scheduling uses during search for the
best choice.

**Modelling is used by scheduler:** Specialization constructs or has implemented into it a model of the hardware, and uses some of the information extracted from the application to model the patterns it generates, and model characteristics of the tasks. These models can be made available to the animator’s scheduler, which uses them to improve the quality of its runtime decisions. The models can also be used by the specializer to make static scheduling decisions. Especially for lower levels of the hardware, the specializer uses the models to predict patterns of requests generated by the application, and predict the reaction the hardware’s schedulers will have to those. The predicted effect then drives modifications of the static code inside a task, which equals a different set of static scheduling decisions.

**Modifications relate to scheduling:** The modifications are either rearranging code, which equals making static scheduling decisions, or inserting an animator, which has a scheduler inside, or inserting information for use by the animator’s scheduler, or inserting a down-stream specialization module, which just delays doing one of the preceding. However, some specializer modifications affect data layout. These modifications, though are driven by the effects on the schedulers in the hardware, especially in the cache and network.

**Search relates to scheduling:** The search performed during specialization is a search through possible manipulations of the code.

An example of searching through code manipulations is an auto-tuner, which searches among alternative codings of a kernel to find the one with best performance on given input data. Each kernel equals an alternate static scheduling. The characteristics of the input data affect the patterns generated by a given kernel. Some data-kernel combinations generate requests that fit the hardware better than others.
Another example of search is optimization of the code inside a given task-type. Such optimization could be, for example, traditional sequential optimization. This amounts to trying different sequences of transforms, driven by some code-properties empirically discovered and encoded into the search as heuristics. The result of each candidate sequence is tested in a model of the hardware and the best kept, until some end-condition for the search is met. This amounts to searching through alternative static schedulings.

For higher-level structure, the search might be through alternative task-boundaries. For example, splitting a single complex kernel into multiple simpler kernels, and making each a separate task-type. This would make the code map better onto GPU hardware. Or the opposite, collecting multiple kernels together into a single complex task, to reduce inter-kernel communication, which would be better on a multi-core with large caches.

8.4.3 Extracting Information During Specialization

Specialization abstracts away details of the language, to extract information.

8.4.3.1 Extracting Prediction Information During Specialization

Specialization extracts prediction information to help the injected scheduler produce high quality decisions.

The language should be designed to facilitate. Perhaps the programmer is asked to encode functions that take a candidate task and return a distribution of work-amount, and/or data-size.

The predictions performed include pattern of communication-requests, the resulting latency and bandwidth delivered by the hardware, the work-time, status feedback time, scheduler think-time and hence the scheduling-loop iteration time. The overlap of iterations is also predicted. This overlap prediction requires the task-dependency-graph, the hardware-imposed
constraints, and a model of the virtual physical animator instances existing.

The previous chapter showed the importance of prediction information for communication-request patterns and how those interact with hardware patterns. The manipulation information is used by specialization that happens later in the application lifetime.

8.4.3.2 Extracting Task Dependency Graph

The schedulers at all levels require the dependencies between the tasks they schedule. For static decisions, the specializer itself uses the task-dependency-graph to make sure its transformations are valid.

Scheduling constraints are defined by the source-language, and so are related to the task graph. In fact, the constraints must be extracted first. They constrain the choice of task-boundaries, and the inter-task constraints become the task-dependency-graph. Scheduling constraints also set the bounds on manipulations of code inside of a task.

8.4.4 Modelling Application Behavior

The task-dependency-graph determines the overlap of scheduling loop iterations, from which communication-requests, demands for computation, and so forth are determined. The iteration-graph models application request generation. This will drive manipulations of task-boundaries to ensure enough overlap is available to fit the hardware and the number of virtual processing nodes.

Predictors of task work-amount and data-size are also models of aspects of the application.
8.4.5 Modelling Hardware Behavior

The injected animator is often implemented separately for each hardware target. Details of communication network, memory hierarchy, and so forth can be placed directly into the animator code. This is a form of giving a model of the hardware to the animator, for use in predicting effect of application upon hardware. However, the code often embodies heuristics that the programmer has identified. The specializer may not calculate any predictions, nor perform search, but rather the programmer has performed them, and simply includes a number of choices in the code.

8.4.6 Modifying Code During Specialization

The specialization manipulations must preserve both the interface to the application and the observable behavior. However, they may change the internal processor specifications, processor hierarchy, and especially the target animator.

A common technique is to insert scheduling that is designed to use the extracted information. The inserted scheduling may just implement static decisions made in the toolchain, or may be a dynamic scheduler, located in the target animator. Or be hard-coded scheduling implemented by a programmer using a profile-driven tool to specialize by hand.

Specialization’s goal measure is most affected by communication patterns, whose endpoints are requested by the animator’s scheduler. Those requests cause the hardware to engage in actual communication.

Specialization’s main job is to either make static scheduling choices, mainly for lower-levels of hardware, or insert a dynamic chooser, for higher levels. The choices have a quality, as seen in the previous chapter, and that quality is determined by the abilities used while making them. Those abilities are in turn enabled by the information extracted.
Scheduling constraints in the application code limit static scheduling choices, which means they limit the changes to processor specifications allowed to the specializer. Those specifications in turn constrain the executable code generated, which can be viewed as a number of static scheduling choices of instruction-order, register-communication, and cache-request order.

Static scheduler assignments of tasks to locations at times can only be chosen statically with high quality for parts of the application with high static predictability, when the data has no effect and the hardware is also statically predictable. In general, static predictability doesn’t exist. Un-predictability increases with the number of scheduling decisions in a row, limiting predictability to a short distance into the future of a run. This is why specialization has to inject a scheduler that attempts to optimize during the run.³

The information specialization gathered or encoded about the hardware affects static scheduling decisions. In addition, it sets which dynamic scheduler is injected inside the animator implementation.

Scheduling takes place in the execution model’s animator, and specialization inserts that animator, extracts prediction information to help it schedule, and manipulates code to improve the decisions its scheduler is able to make.

Often, the best static scheduling choices for a given task’s code cannot be decided before knowing the dynamic scheduler’s task placement, or even input data. For example, a given task may be assigned to a CPU or to a GPU, which require very different task code! In this case, the toolchain specializer generates a manipulator for the animator to invoke. In essence, choosing between the two code images for the task amounts to specialization performed during the run.

³In the parlance of the Basic Model, specialization changes the processor specifications, in order to change the tasks available to the animator’s scheduler, it changes the processor specifications for the sequential portions of code, which implicitly controls the animator’s scheduler, and it injects implementations of higher-levels of the animator hierarchy, matching the implementations to the hardware. It extracts prediction abilities for the schedulers in these animator levels to use.
8.4.7 Search During Specialization

For portions of code with sufficient static predictability, it performs a search through sequences of scheduling choices, and picks a sequence that optimizes the goal measure, then embeds that sequence into the code. For portions of code with too little predictability, it injects an animator-implementation that receives the prediction-methods and uses them during the run to perform limited searches that locally-in-time maximize the goal measure.

8.5 Existing Specialization Techniques

This dissertation describes two different general specialization approaches: hardware-specific modules applied in a central server (BLISS), and a three-phase specialization approach that relies on a generic toolchain and morphable execution model (VMS).

Another popular approach is library-based specialization, where the hardware-specific library is linked during the run (Library-based). A variation on this is just-in-time compiling, which also inserts hardware-specific library implementations during the run, but can also in-line and perform limited other code transformations (SEJITs).

Traditional approaches rely on fully-static scheduling. Loop-nest oriented parallelization techniques generally fall in this category.

For VMS, the generic toolchain has to be effective for a variety of hardware architectures. It does this by only performing part of the specialization, which is extracting the information that a dynamic scheduler needs to make high quality decisions. The scheduler is linked when the application runs.

A major limitation is that the toolchain only has limited knowledge of the hardware, so it can’t make task-boundary choices nor low-level static-scheduling choices.

For BLISS, potentially the full hardware is known, so the toolchain, possibly together
with a specialization expert, can specialize all the levels of hardware. It is unclear whether fully automated specialization will be able to deliver performance as high as hand-tuned code, but tools like SPIRAL [11] suggest a possible path.

Both BLISS and VMS are broad-based, placing no inherent limitations on applications nor language.

In contrast, library-based approaches are applicable for only a narrow range of applications, notably ones that flow data among a graph of standard transforms. This is a popular class of applications in scientific and signal processing domains, but less so in general.

8.6 Effect of Multiple Execution Models in the Application

Source code in some languages, such as C, have library calls available that actually escape the C execution model and invoke behavior from an embedded execution model. OS calls make a good example. C does not define the behavior of OS calls! The library uses a hardware mechanism to switch between the C animator and the OS’s target animator, which then makes the OS behavior go forward.

This mix of execution models is implied in most current parallel languages, which combine concurrent behavior with sequential behavior. Programs normally consist mainly of sequential code, with a sprinkling of parallel constructs to define task boundaries, and to either state or implement constraints on task overlap and order.

When one or more of the execution models have an animator that is not injected by the specializer, then the specializer is at a loss. It has no way to model the effect of invocations
of the foreign execution models. This eliminates its ability to reliably align multiple levels of the hardware hierarchy, and makes predictions poorer. Specialization is only harmed by multiple execution models.

8.7 Suggestions for Future Specialization Techniques

With the preceding background in hand, what is needed to achieve high performance portability becomes clearer. This section describes some techniques motivated by the background. The frameworks of part 2 are designed to support these techniques, and a few are starting to appear in other recent work, such as CnC, Sequoia, and SEJITs.

8.7.1 Standard Information from All Applications

One interesting possibility comes from the scheduler abilities discussion in Chapter 7 on the Holistic Model. There is a fixed set of information needed to make scheduling decisions. The application is irrelevant, the needed types of information stay the same. To get high quality scheduling decisions, this information is then combined with hardware information, as discussed.\(^5\)

The nature of the application determines how useful the information will be, and the nature of the hardware does as well. But, the categories remain fixed.

This suggests defining standard types of information and standard formats for passing it between application-analyzer and consumers. The analyzer extracts the information and packages it for consumption.

Typical consumers will be processor-hierarchy manipulation, task-boundary manipulation, and animator. Both processor-hierarchy and task-boundary manipulators will use the

\(^5\)Sometimes the specific data in the input to a run is also required to make high quality scheduling decisions.
information in combination with hardware information to modify the code. The goal is generating a task-graph that the animator does not need to further modify in order to achieve the goal measure for a run.\footnote{Or, requires only very simple modifications, achieved via manipulators provided to the animator.}

By consulting the Holistic Model, some suggested information categories are:

- processor specifications in the code
- mapping between processor specifications and task definitions
- task-definition format
- location of shape-control data within task-definition
- relationship between shape-control values and flow-through data
- amount of work, given a task-definition
- amount of total data, given a task-definition
- "names" of data-structure \textit{instances}, given a task-definition
- generated manipulator that modifies shape-control values to change amount of work
- generated manipulator that modifies processor specifications within a task
- generated manipulator that modifies processor-to-task mapping

8.7.1.1 Scheduler abilities activated by the standard information

The scheduler abilities identified in the Holistic Model should all be enabled by information extracted from the application, when possible. Some applications inherently have poor predictability in one aspect or another. But the best possible should be done.
8.7.1.2 What information feeds those abilities

Specialization needs to extract task boundaries and dependencies. It also needs to generate manipulators, and generate predictive models for data-structure instance names, data size, and work amount.

8.7.1.3 Hardware limits which of that info is usable

The hardware has its own predictability. The higher the level in hardware, the poorer the communication and work-rate predictability. If the application has good predictability of patterns of requests, it is irrelevant when the hardware has poor predictability of responding to those requests.

8.7.2 Complications from Multiple Levels of Hardware

When the application priority is performance, strongly, then all levels of hardware have to be specialized to. Even the particular input data drives specialization choices.

As example hardware, take grid computing. The top-level scheduler sees a number of super-computers connected by global-area-networks. Each machine is different, and has a complex internal network.

Take one machine on the grid. It has a torus network on a backplane that connects nodes that each have their own main memory. Each node is a board having 8 chips sharing a single main memory. Each chip has 8 cores and two levels of coherent cache. The chips communicate with each other’s caches and main memory via a protocol like hypertransport.

There is a distributed scheduler that receives machine-wide tasks and breaks them into pieces. It distributes the pieces to nodes, over the torus network.

Each node also has its own distributed scheduler that receives a task off the torus
network, and breaks it into pieces. The pieces are assigned to cores. The pieces all live in the shared main-memory, but are effectively distributed to caches by the coherence mechanism and hypertransport.

8.7.2.1 Higher levels have poor predictability:

The grid-wide scheduler sees communication links that have very broad distributions for their latency and bandwidth characteristics. So it has poor predictability for communication times. In addition, each machine has a complex internal network. This makes predicting the work-time of a task infeasible beyond a broad distribution. Hence, the top-level scheduler has limited work-time and communication-time predictability.

8.7.2.2 Lower levels have increasingly higher predictability:

Each level lower in the hierarchy the complexity below it decreases. Simpler hardware has increased predictability. At the lowest level, the hardware scheduler in the processor pipelines is scheduling individual instructions onto function-units. It has perfect predictability, yet just one level up, the pipeline as a whole has worse predictability because of variable cache times and reordering.

8.7.3 Strategies for Handling Multiple Hardware Levels

The hard part of getting good performance for a given application on given hardware with given input data is the interactions among multiple levels of animator. Caches tend to be the hardware layer most unpredictable, non-stationary, and sensitive to exact scheduling choices of higher levels. This tends to bubble up, reducing predictability available to higher level schedulers and making their choices fragile.

When performance is the overriding top priority, the approach to handling this sensi-
tivity, to particular scheduling choice, has been to hand-tune low-level code choices. This, of
course, defeats portability, and adds considerable expense to code development.

In the future, specialization might use a number of approaches to handle the complex-
ities of multiple levels of hardware.

8.7.3.1 Add downstream modules:

For VMS, there is a problem. The toolchain performs specialization before distributing
the installable image, and is generic. It is limited in task-boundary choices and transforms of
lower-level scheduling choices. Not until run time is the scheduler for top-level tasks linked in.

To alleviate this, the toolchain is split and distributed. The generic portion that
extracts prediction and task information packages what down-stream modules will need. Then,
during install, and possibly also at the start of a run, additional toolchain modules run. These
are specific to the hardware, so can make detailed decisions. However, the down-stream won’t
be able to interact with a specialization expert, as the BLISS and library-based approaches can.

Both the dynamic-link library approach and the just-in-time compile approach lie in
this category. A JIT is effectively a specialization module that runs intertwined with the appli-
cation.

Another example of this approach is for the upstream specializer to insert into the
binary a later-run specialization module. An auto-tuner might be done this way, invoked when
the input data becomes known.

The distinction is that for install-time, the downstream modules are separately installed
on the target hardware, and for initialization-time, are invisibly injected into the executable
itself. In both cases, the specialization module runs down-stream from the main toolchain.
8.7.3.2 Scheduler overrides:

The programmer can sometimes find places in the hierarchy of task-decomposition where a hand-tuned scheduler performs better than the one inserted by the tools. In this case, the tool-inserted scheduler is overridden.

A likely place is a tight kernel. For example, the programmer may analyze specific cache effects and make instruction choices accordingly. This is packaged as an override, and the toolchain inserts that hand-tuned version of the kernel.

Other examples would be where a narrow-focus tool sometimes can generate high quality custom schedulers. Polyhedral techniques are a good example. The tool is only useful when certain criteria are met by the hardware, the application, and the data. In this case, it can generate a scheduler that will outperform the general-purpose one normally inserted by the specializer.

One mechanism would be to include a command that tells the standard scheduler the presence of the custom scheduler and its requirements. Requirements include things like owning a block of processing elements, all of which are assigned to the task instead only a single one. The standard scheduler would modify its scheduling activity to set aside the resources, then invoke the custom scheduler in the task, giving it ownership of those resources.

8.7.3.3 Manipulator for each level:

Simpler manipulators for lower-levels would be a selection of kernels. The hardware at a level up might be affected by which kernel was in use below, and its scheduler would choose a task-size in coordination, using a higher-level manipulator. And so on. The idea is to have an animator per hardware level, and manipulator at the granularity of the hardware at that level. The animators communicate in order to coordinate their manipulations.
8.7.3.4 Multi-versioned task-code:

Multi-versioning could also be viewed as a form of manipulator. Upstream specialization makes several versions of task code, each with static scheduling decisions made that optimize a particular context. The properties of input data would be a context that drives choice of task-code version.

The point is that a coherent, efficient arrangement was found that makes multiple levels of the hierarchy work well together, for example on a GPU, where data-layout affects memory-fetch efficiency, given the banking and pipelining. The data layout and corresponding code of several kernels have to be modified together. The kernel code choreographs the memory and processor.

8.7.4 Hardware Cooperating with Specialization

Communication above a certain hardware level is too costly in comparison to instruction time. Control over that communication should move from hardware over to software, allowing the animator injected by specialization to control the more costly communications.

In general, higher the consequence of poor scheduling decisions,\(^7\) the more sophisticated the animator’s scheduler should be, and the more think-time it should take. There’s a point at which fixed, closed-off hardware schedulers should give way to interaction with software, and another point at which they should be replaced with programmable schedulers. Programmable can be FPGA-style, or Von Neumann style, or some combination.

The lower the level at which control is given to specializer-injected animators, the more opportunity for application to influence animation. This enables coordination between levels of

\(^7\)One measure of consequences is the ratio of time to communicate one byte vs do one instruction on it, another is the ratio of worst-case schedule to best-case. For example, L1 cache, even if all miss, it’s only about a factor of 3 slow-down, assuming 20% LdSt mix, 10 cycles to L2 and all hit in L2. However, if all L2 miss to main-memory, it’s a factor of 200 to 1000 times slow-down. Hence, L1 is fine with a hardware scheduler, but L2 should be controllable by a specializer-injected animator.
hardware that aren’t possible with fixed hardware schedulers, especially cache schedulers.

8.8 Topics Related to Specialization

A few interesting topics related to specialization are collected in this section.

8.8.1 More on How Caches Affect Specialization

A cache is its own collection of processors: a top-level processor transforms address and checks the tags, while inner memory processors contain tags and contents. It has its own algorithm for what addresses are present, which determines when it generates communication.

It can be modelled as an M onto N memory processor with statistics for when it generates communications. However, it is non-stationary, so the statistics are only accurate for the exact programs plus data they are gathered on, and are often extravagantly in-accurate for a different program or different data. Matrix Multiply is the standard example of repeatable poor cache behavior that consistently violates the statistical model of a cache.

This fundamental inability to model cache-generated communication accurately presents a problem for scheduling. The fundamental aim of scheduling is to choose data-to-location plus operation-to-location such that consequent communication patterns maximize some measure. This can’t be done if the communication patterns have no reliable models! It has been dealt with for sequential specialization by detecting particular code-patterns that cause repeatably poor cache behavior.

But this solution was only practical for sequential programs because they have a fixed scheduling of the instructions, with a relatively fixed address pattern, which gives predictability. However, with multiple cores interacting with the same cache in patterns that are created at runtime, there is too high a complexity, involving history of past scheduling decisions and traffic
from other caches, to predict the patterns accurately. As a result, cache-generated communication is unpredictable for parallel programs on parallel hardware that has hardware caches.

All that can be done is hope that especially inefficient patterns are rare, and rely on statistics gathered in particular configurations. The issue is that the additional degrees of freedom introduced by the dynamic scheduling in parallelism make such statistics less reliable, in general, than they were for sequential programs on sequential hardware.

The mechanism causing the problem is the internal structure of the cache, which has strong non-linearities that create a large number of sharp deviations from average behavior. In particular, the matrix multiply behavior is due to the hash-function, which simply truncates bits, causing an address pattern which varies only in the truncated part, to use a sub-set of the cache's internal memory.

**Use High-Entropy Hashes in Caches:** The sharp deviations from the statistical model can be mitigated with a high-entropy hash that distributes addresses with greater variability [52]. The high entropy makes it less likely that a very regular program\(^8\) will generate an address sequence that repeatedly maps onto a subset of the internal cache memory. It effectively smooths out the observed cache behavior, which makes the statistics more reliable. In turn, having a statistical model of a cache that is rarely deviated from allows dynamic schedulers in parallel systems to use simple statistical models. They don’t have to worry about particular patterns causing strong deviations, so outcome from their decisions will match closely to predictions, increasing the reliability of their scheduling decisions. Reliability is more important than absolute best performance in many real-world contexts.

---

\(^8\)Programs are necessarily regular because they are generated by people, who manage complexity by exploiting regularity. The very semantics of programming languages causes a high degree of regularity of address patterns. Consider writing a program that accesses matrices in a highly irregular way without using a random number generator. High entropy patterns simply happen rarely in human-generated programs. The human has to explicitly try for high entropy, and in such instances will almost never write code that repeats the irregular pattern.
8.8.2 Amdahl’s Law in Specialization

Amdahl’s law [1] is a statement about scheduling constraints. It was defined for speedup in a processor, where only a single level of scheduler existed. In contrast, for parallel software, multiple levels of animator can be defined, each with its own scheduler. Each individual level is subject to Amdahl’s Law, but the overall hierarchy is not! This upholds Amdahl’s law, but suggests it may not impose a harsh limit.

For example, in matrix multiply, one level of scheduling corresponds to one level of blocking of the matrices. If the hardware were such that very small blocks gave the best performance, and the program only had a single level of blocking, the portion of code that created all the blocks, and handed them out to processors, would require more processing than one of the blocks! This is Amdahl’s law: creating the blocks and handing them out is done sequentially, and limits the speedup. However, a level of hierarchy can be added, so the top level creates processors that each create a number of blocks. The size of sequential at each level of the hierarchy is then smaller. If it’s too big, add another level.

Restatement of Amdahl’s Law: Amdahl’s law can be restated in terms of tasks: the time of the propendent dominates if it is longer than the longest dependent. In this formulation, the propendent is the task with the inherently sequential code. Total running time is greater than or equal to propendent iteration-time, and less than propendent iteration-time plus longest dependent iteration-time.\(^9\) Hence, total running time cannot become less than the sequential portion inside the propendent task.

The consequence is that, the hierarchy of processors implied by the code plus data must be mutable, and then assignable to tasks in a way that matches the physical patterns.

\(^9\)Virtualization may affect the overlap, where lower-level animators inter-twine propendent iteration with dependent iterations, and overlap portions of communication. Also, the work of the propendent may be creation of the dependents, which makes each dependent see a different work-time of the propendent iteration.
The time spent in propendent tasks should be made less than or equal to time spent in any 
*directly* dependent task. A dominant propendent must be either, amortized by the length of 
path through it to the end of the run, or else overlapped by non-descendent iterations.

The relationship to sequential sections of code becomes a question of the task-graph. 
Can the task with the sequential portion be divided into a hierarchy? If not, can the tasks 
be re-formed such that the scheduler-loop iteration with the sequential code is overlapped with 
iterations unrelated to its descendants? If not, are there enough descendants to amortize the 
dominant task? Its direct descendants are all too short, but is sum of all dominant tasks a small 
overall percentage of total running time?\(^\text{10}\)

The question of parallel applications then becomes: How many problems impose a 
strong limit to the depth and shape of the software-processor hierarchy? That hierarchy con-
strains the task-graph, which constrains the iteration overlap which sets total running time. In 
looking at this question informally, it appears so far that the most common limit is unnecessary 
human-imposed constraints.

### 8.8.3 Standards Artificially Limit Parallelism

The MPEG family of standards provides an example of human-imposed limits on pro-
cessor hierarchy. It limits adjusting the task dependency graph. Looking at the relationship 
between standard and processor hierarchy: the standard defines one level of macro-blocks: this 
limits hierarchy depth. It defines the size of the macro-blocks, which limits the size and number 
of children. It also defines operation-order within the blocks, such as the scan-order in the de-
blocking filter. This adds scheduling constraints that have little impact on the qualitative result 
and further constrain the shape of task dependency graph and consequent iteration overlap.

Similar artificial constraints on hierarchy and task-graph can be identified in other

\(^{10}\)The dominant task-times are added together and amortized by the length through non-dominant.
types of standards. Hence, the parallelism limit in these is an artifact of human choices. The problem likely could be solved in alternative ways that achieve similar goal-measures. The goal for such standards are complex, such as level of compression, quality of image, and so forth. But change should be possible without \textit{artificially} limiting the mutability of the software-processor hierarchy.
Part II

Frameworks that Support

Collectively Meeting the Triple Goal
In this part, the background is put to use. It conveys two frameworks to support collectively searching for a satisfactory solution to the triple challenge. Those frameworks will themselves become a central and lasting part of that solution.
Chapter 9

Overview

This chapter draws the big picture, describing what functions the frameworks should serve, how to evaluate whether they meet those, and describing how adoption of the frameworks might progress over time.

The triple challenge of productivity, portability, and adoptability for parallel software is a large, complicated problem. Independent groups are individually too small to solve it, and need infrastructure that lets them focus on just one part of the problem. The infrastructure then integrates their research with that of others.

The issues such a framework has to be coherent with are many fold and interrelated. Most important among these, it has to support a variety of languages and development processes that fit with existing ones as much as possible, increase the rate at which new parallel constructs can be tried out, support the specialization process, and allow reuse of specialization work across languages and across hardware.

The lifecycle of such a framework will be to start as a helper for research, then remain as permanent infrastructure as the research becomes adopted into the segments.
9.1 Framework as Permanent Infrastructure

The framework will transition from research helper to permanent infrastructure. One reason is that advancement will continue, so the search benefits of the framework will continue to be needed. In addition, independent entities in a segment will supply different parts of the specializers and target animators, so the integration role of the framework will continue being needed. Finally, the specialization process is intricately tied-in with the framework, making separating the two infeasible, so the framework will be needed for the specialization process.

Hence, such a framework will become a new element in software infrastructure, alongside operating systems, network protocols, and so on. Like an OS, it will become a segment-wide standard, in order for different entities to effectively work together and interact.

9.2 Functions a Framework Serves

To support the search, a framework must support:

**Developing new languages** The framework provides all the pieces below the language level, so the designer can focus on just the language design aspects they’re interested in. At a minimum, they only need provide a plugin and library wrapper to implement a new language – perhaps a few days of effort. Ideally, the framework provides APIs and other support, such as the VMS interface, for rapidly prototyping new language ideas. This is especially valuable for exploring productivity in terms of mental model the programmer creates. New languages can be quickly tried to zero in on what matches their natural internal mental model the closest.

**Specialization research** The framework provides an end-to-end solution, so the researcher can just replace a poorly-functioning piece with their better performing idea, or can add
a special-case tool that works for a small subset of patterns in existing programs. The framework should minimize any effort that is not directly the idea of interest.

For BLISS, this means cloning a working system and replacing some existing piece with the research version. The applications are there, the languages, and so forth. None of that works needs to be done before trying the research idea.

**Execution Model/runtime research** The framework provides a number of languages that have runtime implementations, and have a number of applications ready to run. This allows and apples-to-apples comparison between different techniques.

**Creating new parallel development tools** The framework provides an adoption path and an assortment of applications in languages already running. New debugging tools that require modifications to the execution model or runtime are no problem – everything is within the framework. Verification, testing, documenting, these can be explored in terms of an already-working system. Process, workflow, modelling the problem – the framework is the standard place that such tools will be distributed along with whatever languages they were designed to work with.

**Integrating all the above, when performed independently** The one-stop convenience and integration provides logistical and adoption benefits. All the functions are served, and adoption has been studied and the framework aligned with it, so any piece of the puzzle just has to fit the framework, and it gets the adoption ride-along included.

### 9.2.1 Framework as Specialization Infrastructure

The framework should function as infrastructure for the specialization process:

**Specialize after development** in segments such as embedded and shrink-wrap, specialization steps must take place after the code is behaviorally complete. Development would slow
too much if specialization to all targets was performed inside the development iterations. Hence, infrastructure will be valuable for post-development specialization, especially if it can automate portions of the process, and establish a standard for testing and verification tools as well as specialization tools.

**Combine contributions in standard way** Low-level hardware portions of specialization are combined with language-level portions. The combination is applied to the application code. Having infrastructure for this reduces duplication of effort, by establishing a standard. Without a standard, hardware manufacturers are currently duplicating the low-level specialization portion for each different language. This increases the development cost within the embedded segment, where the pain of it is already high and accelerating.

**Reuse effort** The specialization is different for each hardware, but effort should be reused. Such reuse is more practical and effective when standard infrastructure defines interfaces and behavior by which elements interact.

Specifically, there is a potential explosion of languages times hardware, each combination needing its own specialization tools. A standard that improves reuse will keep this manageable.

**Language integrates with specialization** Specialization needs language structures to support it, so need infrastructure that holds both, the language and specializer, to make it natural for them to integrate.

The application has to be analyzed. This discovers: what are the tasks, the constraints on them, their predictability properties, and how to split tasks up or fuse them together. The languages need a standard target format to package this into, so that it can be reused across machines. The infrastructure tells the language designer what needs to be extracted, which clues them in to features to put into the language.
9.3 How to Evaluate the Quality of a Framework

A framework has to be evaluated on how well it serves its purpose. This is two-fold: 1) to act as research accelerator and integrator for independent research groups, and 2) to act as permanent infrastructure in one or more software segments.

As a research tool, it must be demonstrated 1) that research productivity is increased in each area needed to meet the triple challenge, 2) that independent research is naturally integrated by the framework, and 3) that the framework aligns research with the three goals, as a byproduct of the research being performed within the framework.

As infrastructure for software, it must be demonstrated 1) that specialization is supported, 2) that logistic issues and security issues can be reasonably handled by the framework (for long term success), 3) that the framework is aligned with development and distribution practices (to address a barrier to adoption), 4) that it is free from other potential adoption barriers (such as performance barriers), and 5) that the infrastructure supports the array of applications in a targeted segment.

Separately, to become infrastructure in a software segment, it has to be adopted. Hence, a case should be made for a reasonable path to adoption. This should include an analysis of early adoptors, and steps in the growth of popularity. At each step, the push, pull, barrier and uncertainties should be discussed.

9.4 Process of Adoption

Adding such a framework, as a segment-wide standard appears to be disruptive, however, as shown in the following chapters, this can be minimized by careful design of the framework. Chapter 4 gave insight into how adoption of such a framework would progress, and what the major factors affecting adoption are.
Before anyone will adopt, a seed framework must exist to be adopted! Research funding will drive the seed framework. It will have a few languages, a few applications written in those, and a few specializers to target hardware platforms. This is the starting point.

Given the seed, other researchers will adopt the framework for their targeted interests. Each will independently improve a piece of the infrastructure/tools. This is where the framework’s ability to integrate will prove crucial. Eventually, the research contributions will provide enough functionality and performance that non-researchers will start looking at the framework.

The first non-research group to adopt will be individual developers. The elements for adoption must be satisfied. The pull for them comes from promise of technical benefits, the "that’s neat!" factor, and buzz about it, "have you heard about!". The barrier to adoption is mainly learning curve, and effort to get it up and running.

The rate of spread depends on buzz generation, which spreads the word, initiating trying it out. The better the technical qualities, and the better the tutorial and other documentation, and the easier to get started, the faster the buzz will grow. An entity actively working to create buzz can also increase rate of spread.

Once the buzz has grown, and individuals have looked at it, teams in small companies will start using it. The push for them is the difficulty of using other parallel coding approaches. The pull is potential advantage over competitors, and desire for a more pleasant coding experience. The barrier will be the lack of mature development tools and lack of specializers and their poor quality for particular hardware they want to target. The uncertainty will be in whether the experience really is better, whether it really is the wave of the future, and whether specializers for desired target hardware will materialize. These uncertainties will prevent large entities from jumping in early, leaving small entities and skunk-work projects to be the drivers of change.

Alternatively, one large entity might be an early adopter. This will only happen if the decision makers feel they have control over all uncertainties. In this case, the entity would develop
a language, development methodology, and tools to support it, all in addition to advancing the
framework and creating specializers for the hardware they want to target.

This scenario will only happen when a very large entity has severe pain and no viable
solution exists. The push is the pain, the pull is competitive advantage, and the uncertainty is
reduced by controlling all aspects of development themselves. The barrier is the high cost of
developing all the pieces and training people in the new process. This can be reduced by proper
design, to fit with existing practices as much as possible.

The barrier may not be a negative. Such a barrier is sometimes seen as an opportunity
by ambitious decision makers. They see the chance to be the first to solve a pain that all
competitors also have, and the size of the barrier represents an impediment to the competition.
The fact of the solution being available to them exclusively is seen as a weapon in their hands.

This scenario depends on connecting with a risk-tolerant decision maker in such an
entity. The entity will progress the work in stages, in order to iteratively reduce their risk. Each
stage grows successively larger in budget, and successively reduces uncertainty.
"Ying and Yang Diagram"

The first framework is based on three things: make the scheduler a separate library called by the application, make the application appear to be a library that the scheduler calls, and make specialization be done in a server, where all the applications are stored.

The advantages are that it fits with existing development workflows, simply adding an extra step on the end. It doesn’t force the programmer to alter the tools they use nor the base language they use. This has big advantages in the Enterprise segment because processes tend to be dominant there, and any forced change to their development workflow would create a barrier to adoption. Likewise, the shrink-wrap segment often has in-house custom development processes, so forced changes to development process would create a barrier to adoption there as well.

A second advantage is that the server-centric approach allows complete flexibility for the toolchain. The specialization server is designed to take toolchains as black-boxes, including
scripts that then call tools inside the toolchain. This enables sophisticated toolchains that have collections of tools from multiple independent sources, such as compilers, source-to-source transforms, and so on. This approach applies the minimum possible constraints on the toolchains that perform the specialization.

A caveat is in reuse. The high degree of freedom comes without standards that would increase the reuse of portions of the toolchain. But such standards are not prevented, they simply aren’t imposed by the first framework implementation. It is anticipated that once experience is gained, common patterns within toolchains will be recognized and a standard generated that formalizes these patterns.

For example, most toolchains will likely have a portion that identifies the parallel tasks, fuses or splits their code, and generates manipulators for the animator (runtime) to modify the shape-control data of each task it schedules. It may be possible to define standard interfaces for each of these specialization functions, which would in turn allow reusing an implementation across toolchains.

The specialization server collects application sources, then, to each, applies multiple toolchains. Each toolchain specializes to a different hardware target. Each specialization starts with the same source and ends with a different installation-bundle, for one target.

The code that performs specialization is collected from many 3rd party sources. These specialization modules are plugged in to the server’s automated system.

Hence, in BLISS, there are two distributions in play: collection of specialization modules, with distribution to specialization servers, and then collection of applications onto specialization servers, with distribution to end-users.

What has been accomplished: Schedulers for several hardware platforms have been implemented, along with infrastructure that performs some automation. In particular, the infras-
structure automatically specializes any instrumented Java application to run on a shared memory multicore machine, and produces a runnable jar file specialized to the target hardware’s number of threads.

**How to measure goodness of BLISS Framework:** In order to be convincing, what must be demonstrated is: that an array of applications can written to a BLISS style interface; that a number of schedulers for different hardware can be supplied; and that it is easy to link the two.

What must be described is: the interface; the framework implementation; and the process of plugging into it applications and schedulers. It must have sufficient detail to assess the level of convenience of using the framework.

**Breadth of Applications:** The bidirectional interface approach can support many forms of parallelism, including stream (pipeline) parallelism; functional-block (component) parallelism; and parallel-library-implementation parallelism. It can also support general communication between work units; atomic updates of shared data structures; parallel distributed I/O; nested levels of parallelism; and runtime prediction of computation and communication costs.

**Real-world issues – API changes:** Compatibility between applications and server is important. Old applications should work with servers implementing newer versions of the standard, and New applications should work with servers implementing older versions of the standard.

A process is envisioned for BLISS to retain backwards as well as forwards compatibility. The key is to use source transform tools designed for API changes, such as DAMit [2]. An old application will work with a newer hardware-specific library, while an old library works with a new application. This insulates application source code from changes in the interface.

New applications implement additions to the interface as desired, but those are not guaranteed to work with older hardware implementations. This will never cause incorrect re-
results, but it may cause potential performance to be lost. Older schedulers will ignore interface additions, and new interfaces will only add to existing, never change. This scheme makes it easy to get started on a new application: the developer is free to implement only a minimal sub-set of the interface. As more performance is desired, extensions are implemented as needed.

**Accelerating search:** This scheme supports a rapid search for the best interface between application code and hardware-specific code. Both sides are protected from changes in the interface, letting the search for the best one progress freely.

Chapter organization: Section 10.5 describes the interface defined for data parallelism. Section 10.6 describes the three sample applications and how each was instrumented with the pattern. Section 10.7 describes the automated infrastructure. Section 10.8 describes the details of the specializers and the run-time schedulers in them. Section 11.6 gives brief execution-time results demonstrating successful use of the framework for the three hardware platforms and the three applications. Section 11.7 concludes the paper.

**10.1 What BLISS is**

The framework is called Bidirectional Library Interface + Specialization Server, or BLISS. The “bidirectional library interface” part refers to the fact that the scheduler is a library that the application calls, while the application is a library that the scheduler calls, and the “+ Specialization Server” refers to automated specialization that takes place on a central server.

Languages that fit within the BLISS framework all have one thing in common – they include constructs that, in effect, provide the implementation of a library interface. These are used by the scheduler during the run to create tasks, choose their size appropriate to the hardware, decide the best place to run the tasks, and predict the communication caused by the
task assignment.

It chooses post-development-pre-distribution as the time of specialization, and single-distributed-server as the place for its first, and main, specialization step.

However, the server-based specialization step is free to insert additional down-stream specialization steps into the installation package. Both (install-time, on-the-client), and (run-time, on-the-client) specializers may be injected. BLISS asserts as few constraints as possible, while asserting all the constraints needed to enable the portability goal, which requires careful balancing of competing goals.

BLISS can be thought of as encompassing three things: a methodology framework; a set of libraries or development tools; and a server that performs the (first) specialization step. The programmer follows the methodology, inserting calls to the BLISS library and providing implementations of the reverse-library calls. They test on their local development hardware in a normal development cycle using their traditional sequential development tools.

BLISS takes care of specializing the code to the various hardware platforms. It isn’t a panacea and can’t do the impossible – it’s just a platform that the real, difficult, work of creating specializers is plugged into. However, having such a platform will be a boon to the portability challenge by bringing together the work of diverse groups into a single place. This sort of aggregation has real-world benefits and, as a result, tends to establish standards.

**Benefits of BLISS:** Benefits include a critical mass of specializers for the application-writers to write to, and conversely a critical mass of applications for specializer writers to use as test cases and benchmarks for comparison – Ying and Yang.

Each high level pattern of parallelism can have its own biLib, centered around a scheduler for that kind of parallelism. The first biLib is for data parallelism (Sec 10.5), while future biLibs will be for stream parallelism, function-unit (component) parallelism, and Library Par-
allelism (a library of common communication-patterns or constraint-patterns that have hand-tuned parallel implementations).

For application development, the framework should be made as “turn-the-key” as possible, allowing an application developer to write an application then “press a button” to get an executable for their target machine. The proof-of-concept implemented for this dissertation demonstrates one path to accomplish this.

In practice, especially early on, the specialization step will likely involve programmer interaction. A new class of tool will emerge, which allows interactive modifications to the code, while automatically running regression tests that cover the affect areas of code. This will ensure that behavior has not been changed by the code restructuring performed by the programmer. A class of programmers will likely arise, who become experts in specializing to particular types of hardware.

Meanwhile, for researchers who wish to focus on one aspect of the problem, such as Code Structure Transforms (CSTs) or schedulers for specific hardware, the proof-of-concept implementation shows how to make it easy to “plug in” such research.

**How BLISS supports collective solution:** BLISS supports the collective solving of the triple challenge by enabling independent researches to replicate a working system, focus on one part in isolation, then contribute their work back. The decoupling provided by the bidirectional library pattern enables using a specialization server. The specialization server accumulates applications as well as specialization tools and the embedded, hardware-specific, schedulers and runtimes. That accumulation allows replicating a complete working system, which in turn enables a group to modify only the portion they wish to do research on.

Hence, a group can do focused, isolated research, but because it’s done on a replicated working system, and because of the clean interfaces within that system, their isolated research
is compatible with that of others working on other parts, within their own replicated systems. When done, each contributes back to the main branch, so the independent work gets collected and made available for subsequent research and general use. The integration of the independent work is automatic, by virtue of starting with the same system then contributing back, and by the system being decomposed such that the work on schedulers is independent from the work on languages design, and so on.

10.2 Programming Patterns

The following discussion talks about bidirectional library patterns. However, custom languages are implicitly included, if their constructs can be transformed into such a pattern. For example, the specialization toolchain is free to first perform a source-to-source transform that turns custom syntax into an equivalent bidirectional library pattern embedded into C.

The first programming pattern to be implemented is one for data-parallelism, called Divider Kernel Undivider, or DKU. It explicitly demarcates the code of parallel tasks, and defines a manipulator that modifies the shape-control data, which changes the amount of work in a task (refer back to Chapter 6 for more on shape-control data and tasks). The execution-model’s animator (the runtime) calls the manipulator to tune the work to the characteristics of the hardware.

This pattern only covers problems that are data-structure centric, like matrix-multiply or mesh-based simulations. Also, the individual tasks cannot communicate with each other. An extension adds arbitrary communication between tasks. The extension has been designed but implementation remains.

A planned second family of patterns is oriented around timelines, and called Frame of Reference, or FoR. It will cover problems with more control aspects and communication
aspects. An example problem is a signal processing system with various transforms that data flows through. Another good example is an NP complete problem that uses heuristics to jump around in the search space.

With this family of patterns, collections of data and tasks are explicitly assigned to particular program time-lines. All tasks within a time-line are performed with standard sequential ordering. Explicit manipulators can split or fuse time-lines and move data or tasks between them. A task in a timeline can receive data or send data to other time-lines, and define constraints on its delivery. In addition, explicit constraints can be stated on initiation of tasks in one time-line relative to initiation of tasks in another time-line. This is intended for declaring partial ordering of tasks in a natural way, while leaving the maximum freedom in scheduling.

Such a pattern provides both time-ordering concepts as well as data-relationship concepts, and should fit naturally to problems with more control orientation. After all “control orientation” means “constraints on the ordering of tasks”, and the pattern includes explicit constraints on the ordering of tasks relative to each other.

DKU has been defined and implemented, and several applications written in terms of this pattern. Basic FoR has also been defined, but remains to be implemented.

DKU has also been embedded into the design of a language for the VMS system, as described in the next chapter. The language, called WorkTable, has been partially implemented. Not only does it include the DKU pattern, but also has specialization support features that are outside the scope of a bidirectional library approach. In fact, many of the limitations of the biLib approach are relieved by the VMS approach.

The Importance of Separating Out the Scheduler: As seen in the model of parallel computation, scheduling is at the center of parallel execution. In keeping with this, BLISS makes the scheduler a first-class entity that is directly communicated with by application code.
A complete dialog is possible, for example while negotiating on the best way to divide a large work-unit (task) into smaller ones. The task may not be dividable into regular-sized pieces, or the requested size or number of pieces may not be possible. Hence, finding the optimal division that maps in the best way onto the hardware, given current hardware state, involves both complexities of the application and complexities of the hardware. Iteration between the application-part and the hardware-part is necessary, hence the dialog between the two.

Such a dialog is only possible when the scheduler is made an explicit entity. The effect is isolation of scheduling from application, which is necessary for specialization. The benefit of a dialog between application and scheduler for task division is high performance on complex code across a very wide range of hardware. As seen in the chapter on specialization, the choice of task size is one of the three most important aspects for high performance in mapping an application onto hardware.

Limited ability to resize tasks accounts for the limited range of hardware that other attempts at performance portability have suffered from. It is the most important factor – the greater the ability to resize tasks, the wider the range of hardware high performance can be achieved on. Only resizing tasks is not enough – overlap of communication with computation is also needed, as is refactoring of the task code for truly wide portability. Highly constrained hardware, which has many strong non-linearities in its communication patterns, requires extensive refactoring of the communication patterns inside a single task, in order to get a good mapping of task to hardware.

Recall that scheduling is defined to consist of: choosing work-units, choosing resources to perform each work-unit, and choosing the timing of starting the work. A work unit is a tuple of a code-snippet, bookkeeping data, and work data. The code snippet is controlled by the bookkeeping data, causing the combination to transform the work-data. Hence bookkeeping data consists of things like iteration-space bounds, while work-data is a direct ancestor of the
10.3 Bidirectional Library Interface

Fig 10.1 shows how a bidirectional library works. On the top, application-code is represented by boxes, and the arrows coming out represent calls to the interface. Arrows coming in indicate that the application-code implements one of the interface-functions. On the bottom is the hardware-specific code. Again, arrows in indicate that the hardware-specific code implements one of the interface functions, and arrows out represent calls to interface functions. The application code, and hardware-specific code, only interact via the library calls.

Figure 10.1: How a bidirectional library works. The application, above, implements app-lib functions, while the hardware directory, below, implements HW-lib functions. The thick lines in the middle represent the interface itself, and the curvy arrows represent “calling” the interface. To run an application on a target, the scheduler implementation for the target hardware is linked to the application.

By limiting interaction to just library calls, either side can be replaced with a different implementation of the library calls and the combination still compiles. BLISS collects all the
hardware-specific code into a directory that is placed into the source-tree of the application. This directory appears in a standard place and is called “Bliss”.

10.4 Development work-flow with BLISS

Fig 10.2 shows the work-flow of the BLISS framework. As an application passes through the flow, it first is written, compiled, and debugged in a sequential environment. The application developer uses the hardware-specific library for their development machine, which resides inside the BLISS directory, as seen in the figure. This directory contains implementations of all the hardware function calls, such as the scheduler call, as well as definitions of standard data structures.

When an application is complete, its source code is sent to the Specialization Server [4], where it is first saved for future use, then sent to each specializer in the server. A specializer is custom to a single hardware platform, and produces an executable, or set of executables, that run native on that platform.

The executables produced by the specializers are later retrieved by the hardware on which they run. To get an executable, the client hardware runs a BLISS client that connects to the Specialization Server and requests the application. The server automatically sends the correct executable for the hardware, and the client makes that executable available to be run.

When using BLISS to perform research, a team can clone the Specialization Server and modify their local copy. This gives them a fast, responsive development cycle and supplies a ready, reusable pool of applications, which were copied-over inside their clone. The applications may be modified locally, to explore alternative interface features. When the team publishes, they can propose that their modifications be adopted into the central Specialization Server.

This streamlines the process of collaborative sharing of work, collecting the best, in
Figure 10.2: The tool chain of our sample embodiment of the BLIS framework, with breakouts showing what is inside certain elements. It is designed to encourage general researchers to write applications to the BLIS standard, and to make focused research on one aspect of the triple challenge convenient. ("MC + GPU" stands for multi-core plus GPU)

the manner of open source cooperative development.

Such a process will increase the experience of researchers with application developers, who use the BLISS interface. This will drive the interface towards the most convenient form
for productivity. Productivity researchers will also have the hardware-specific code available for modification to their needs. They can propose new forms of the BLISS interface, and validate their productivity value against the collective experiences of application developers across domains. Such interface changes will progress more rapidly than the evolution of new languages.

The BLISS interface is driven by development of the specializers. Over time the interface will explore the application-to-hardware boundary, collecting the most essential “knobs” that schedulers require, and discovering the most essential information the schedulers need from the applications.

10.5 The DKU Interface for Data Parallelism

“DKU” is the name of the biLib (bidirectional library) for portable data-parallelism. It stands for “D”ivider, “K”ernel, “U”ndivider, which are the main library functions that the application implements. The DKU-scheduler uses them to divide work into smaller pieces, execute the kernel on each piece, then collect the individual results into the larger result.

The DKU pattern’s memory model is shared memory, however, this restriction is lifted by the use of the “bundling quad” interface extension described in Sec 10.5.5. A bundling quad makes the application executable on distributed memory architectures.

When the application’s control flow reaches the data parallel section, it calls the DKU scheduler, passing it the data to be operated on. The scheduler has a choice of whether to exploit the parallelism, or simply pass the data to a serial kernel.

Normally, the DKU pattern replaces a loop nest. When DKUized, the loop nest is wrapped and becomes the Kernel, while the data that would go to the loop nest is handed instead to the DKU-scheduler. Hence, the serial kernel is the original sequential loop nest.
takes the data in the application’s native form, and processes it sequentially, avoiding overhead.

Figure 10.3 shows control-flow when calling the DKU scheduler. On the left, the scheduler decides the data is too small to be profitable and calls the SerialKernel. When the SerialKernel returns, so does the scheduler; the results are communicated by side-effect.

On the right, the scheduler decides it is profitable to process the data in parallel and hands it to the first of the DKU functions, the Dividable Piece Maker, which packages the data into the DKU pattern’s standard data structure. The Dividable Piece Maker is necessary for two reasons: being a set of library-functions, the D, K, and U must have a standard interface, so the data has to be packaged into a standard data structure; and there may be dependencies within the data that must be accommodated, so the DividablePieceMaker encodes those dependencies.

Figure 10.3: The call structure of the DKU interface. On the left is the case when the scheduler chooses not to exploit the parallelism. On the right is the case when the scheduler does. Note that the Dividable Piece Maker turns application-format data into DKU pieces. It is the bridge from application to DKU pattern.
The Dividable Piece Maker accepts application specific data and returns the largest freely-dividable work-units (pieces of work) that it can, while still respecting the dependencies. The work-units returned from the Dividable Piece Maker are scheduled in-order, which guarantees that all dependencies in the data are respected.

For each, the scheduler decides how many work-units to sub-divide it into, based on a hardware-specific algorithm, and tells the Divider to perform the division. The scheduler then hands each sub-piece to one of the instances of the Kernel, all of which run in parallel. When a Kernel finishes, the scheduler passes the sub-piece along to the Undivider. When the Undivider indicates that all the sub-pieces are done, the scheduler moves on to the next root piece, until all are complete, then the scheduler returns.

Note that the scheduler is a library function, called by the application. Meanwhile
the D, K, U, DividablePieceMaker, and SerialKernel are also library functions, called by the
scheduler. The scheduler is a black box to the application, while the application is a black box
to the scheduler. This generic-in-both-directions is what allows connecting all combinations of
applications with scheduler-implementations. The fact that all interactions are through library
calls is what ensures that compilation is error free for all combinations.

10.5.1 The Divider

The D is perhaps the most interesting part of the DKU interface. This is where the
strategy of how to parallelize a section of the application is mainly implemented. Often, the
only thing divided is the iteration space; a nest of FOR loops is identified and becomes the
Kernel; then the nest is modified so that the iteration variables’ start and end values come from
a DKU-piece data structure.

As a result, the process of dividing is reduced to placing start and end values into DKU-
pieces; each piece gets a different portion of the original iteration range. When a K receives
such a DKU-piece, it sets the start and end values in each of its loops from the piece, then
performs the loops. Each piece has a distinct set of start and end values, so each K performs a
distinct portion of the work. The application programmer ensures the pieces are independent.
The independence restriction will be lifted in the next release of the DKU biLib, which will
include inter-piece communication.

This basic technique of identifying loop nests, then dividing the loop-bounds among
DKU pieces was used in both dense matrix multiply and H264 deblocking. However, Hamiltonian
Path was included in the application set to demonstrate more creative opportunities for using
the DKU biLib. There, the divider turns the control flow into data, then divides that “control”
data. Section 10.6.3 gives details of how this was done.

An important point is that the divider is not required to produce the number of pieces
the scheduler asks for. It simply does its best. The scheduler always checks how many pieces it actually got back and proceeds accordingly.

10.5.2 The Kernel

The K is pure application code. It is normally a loop nest that has been slightly modified such that the ranges of its iterations come from values taken from a DKU piece structure. During the DKU-ization process, the Kernel code normally has only minimal changes from the pre-DKU code. Often only a wrapper is required.

The rules for a Kernel are straightforward: all variables must be local to the kernel, all data touched is reached via the DKU piece that is passed to the kernel (pointers are allowed), and all results are reachable from the DKU piece. Isolating the kernel from the environment in this way allows it to be run in remote memory spaces without modification.

Kernels are allowed to work on shared data-structures, and to have loop-carried dependencies. The complications are handled by the Dividable Piece Maker, described in section 10.5.4, which is tasked with identifying independent pieces within the data/iteration-space. This flexibility expands the number of applications that can successfully use the DKU interface.

In C, the Kernel has the additional restriction of using only data-types defined in the BLISS-supplied headers for DKU. “int” becomes “int32” and so forth, to ensure data sizes are the same (except for pointers) in both local and remote memories. Data-structures used in the Kernel cannot have align statements in them (these will be supplied by the specializer if they are needed for the target hardware). Finally, the bundling quad (Sec 10.5.5) must handle changes in data-structure sizes that are due to differences in pointer sizes.
10.5.3 The Undivider

The U is usually the simplest of the three. In many cases, it simply acts as a barrier, counting the completed sub-pieces until all have been accounted for. However, sophisticated specializers that perform source-to-source transforms are free to analyze the application code and substitute more relaxed synchronization. The DKU interface identifies for such a specializer where the barrier is located in the code (the U), and where the dependencies among root pieces are encoded (in the Dividable Piece Maker).

10.5.4 The Dividable Piece Maker

The Dividable Piece Maker packages application-specific data structures into DKU-Piece standard data structures and enforces dependencies within the data. For example, in H264 deblocking, a macro block depends on having its neighbor above and neighbor to the left being already finished. The Dividable Piece Maker encodes these dependencies. It is handed the original data structure, and returns maximally-sized independent DKUPiece structures that can be freely sub-divided. Each piece it hands back must be processed in sequence.

The Dividable Piece Maker written for H264 deblocking is given a frame of data and slices it into diagonals of macro-blocks, handing back each diagonal as a single piece. Each diagonal can then be freely sub-divided, with its macro-blocks distributed among the sub-pieces.

10.5.5 Extension for Distributed Memory: The Bundling Quad

The bundling quad is an extension to the basic DKU interface that enables specialization to distributed memory machines. As the name implies, it consists of four functions: bundleInputs, unbundleInputs, bundleResults, and unbundleResults. Their effect is to make remote execution look as though it happened locally.
Each bundling function can be thought of as a “port” for sending between local memory and remote memory. They are only invoked by schedulers on distributed memory machines, so impose no overhead on shared memory.

BundleInputs is run locally, gathers all data that will be touched by the Kernel, and returns a pointer to the bundle. The scheduler sends this bundle, via its specializer-inserted, hardware-specific, communication infrastructure, to a remote scheduler or to a remote communication stub.

In the remote memory the remote scheduler calls unbundleInputs, then the Kernel, then bundleResults. UnbundleInputs unpacks the data and returns a DKUPiece. The DKUPiece is handed to the Kernel, which produces results that are reachable from the DKUPiece as per the standard for Kernels. Then bundleResults is handed the DKUPiece. It packs all result data into an array (or object) and returns a pointer. The remote scheduler then sends the result bundle back.

The specializer-inserted communication infrastructure that runs in local memory then receives the bundled result data. The local scheduler hands it to unbundleResults which modifies the local copy of the DKUPiece, making local memory look exactly the same as if the Kernel had run locally.

This set of functions cleanly hide remote execution from both the local application and the Kernel. The application is free to use global variables, shared data structures, and so forth. In practice it has been surprisingly easy to implement the bundling quad.

10.6 The Applications

We have chosen a set of three applications to demonstrate using the DKU interface. Two of these are implemented in Java, and are more “benchmark” code, while the third is
taken from a real application written in C. The benchmarks are dense matrix multiply and a Hamiltonian Path solver (an NP-Complete problem). The real application is H264 deblocking, which was previously optimized by hand for high performance on serial processors.

### 10.6.1 Deblocking Filter for H264

This is the most interesting, from a real-world perspective, as it was taken from an active project [13] and optimized for high speed on serial hardware. As such, it breaks many abstractions natural to the application. For example, the “macro block” is a natural unit of data. In an object oriented program, one would include all the data for a macro block in a single object. However, in the C code, the data is flattened onto linear arrays then accessed by calculating addresses within the arrays (the arrays are static variables).

For many parallel programming paradigms, the global, shared, flattened, arrays and address arithmetic would be problematic, due to side-effects, incompatibility of single shared arrays with the language’s parallel model, and so forth. For DKU, it is handled via the Dividable Piece Maker and the bundling quad, without modifying the core of the original application code, and without undue effort. The details of how this was done are too involved for the space available; the best way to see them is via the code on the website [40].

The dividable piece maker we implemented divides a frame, consisting of macro blocks, into diagonals, making each diagonal a separate root DKUPiece. Each macro block requires its neighbor above and neighbor to the left to be completed before it is calculated, so all the macro blocks on a 45 degree diagonal are independent from each other and all free to calculate once the preceding diagonal is complete. The divider simply assigns the macro blocks from a diagonal to sub-pieces.
10.6.2 Dense Matrix Multiply

Nothing special was done in the sample implementation of matrix multiply we supply. The divider slices the two input matrices into “strips”. A single DKUPiece contains a pair of matrices to be multiplied. When such a pair is divided, its left matrix is sliced horizontally into clusters of rows, while the right matrix is sliced vertically into clusters of columns. Each combination of clusters is made into a separate sub-piece. This has the side-effect of discretizing the number of sub-pieces the divider is able to make. Note, however, that the division doesn’t move any data in the matrices around. Rather, it calculates start and end rows for the left matrix, and start and end columns for the right.

10.6.3 Hamiltonian Path

In the Hamiltonian Path problem, one finds a path that visits every node of a graph exactly once, or else determines that no such path exists. The standard approach is to use back-tracking, which, when one examines the control flow, performs a search that has the shape of a tree. We turned the back-tracking algorithm into an iterative algorithm that represents the current point in the search as a partial-path. There is a one-to-one correspondence between each possible partial-path and a node in the search tree.

The property we exploit is that in a tree, given two nodes neither of which is an ancestor of the other, those two nodes have no descendants in common. So, if search proceeds independently from those two nodes, the two searches will remain independent and will duplicate no work.

The divider finds a set of such nodes by traversing the search tree breadth-first. It accumulates the nodes it visits, removing a node when it explores its children. Meanwhile the Kernel is written to search depth-first to increase the chances of early termination. The
undivider, in essence, performs a logical OR of all the answers. If they're all null, the total answer is null. Otherwise, it takes the first path returned to it as the final answer.

The search tree is typically exceptionally unbalanced. To handle this, we introduced a "re-divide" interface extension. The scheduler signals a running Kernel to stop for re-division, then hands the partially-completed piece to the ReDivider. For Hamiltonian Path, we exploit the re-entrant nature of the divider, and implement the ReDivider as a few "fix ups" that handle the differences between depth-first and breadth-first search.

In the case that one of the sub-trees finds a path quickly, we have also added an extension to the DKU interface that allows the undivider to tell the scheduler to early-terminate the un-finished DKU-pieces.

10.7 Specialization Infrastructure

In general, specialization can be performed in many different ways: by hand, by a build-script, or by some more general infrastructure. To support research, we have chosen to try to minimize the effort required by a researcher who wants to focus on one step of specialization such as Code Structure Transforms or specific scheduling algorithms. Hence our sample BLISS implementation has sample code of infrastructure. It has a BLISS directory with serial implementations that is supplied to the application developer, a sample Specialization Server, and a sample BLISS Client.

10.7.1 Application Development

Figure 10.2 shows that during development, the application source includes an inserted BLISS directory that is supplied as part of our framework. The BLISS directory has a DKU sub-directory that has all standard data-structure definitions and a sequential implementation
of the DKU-scheduler. By being serial, the sequential-scheduler allows development to proceed in a serial environment, such as the application developer’s favorite development environment.

When the D, K, U, and DividablePieceMaker are being debugged, an alternate implementation of the scheduler is swapped in, which calls the D, K, U, and DividablePieceMaker in a serial fashion. This pattern of swapping in different scheduler implementations leaves room for more sophisticated debugging machinery. For example, a serial scheduler could stimulate timing bugs by performing repeatable inter-leaving and simulating distributed memory.

Later, during specialization, the application will be linked, in turn, to one or more hardware-specific scheduler implementations. In our framework implementation, the hardware specific scheduler’s source is packaged inside a specializer module.

The use of a BLISS directory during app-development provides additional benefits. As mentioned, our BLISS implementation allows given application code to remain compatible with both future and past schedulers as the interface is extended, and modified. The use of a BLISS directory enables this. When an extension is accepted into the BLISS interface, then a new BLISS directory containing serial implementations of all the interfaces, including the new ones, is made available for developing applications, and for developing schedulers. Meanwhile, the BLISS directories inside each application and inside each specializer already in the central Specialization Server are merged with the new directory, such that “do nothing” versions of missing interface implementations are added. Hence, all interfaces “work”.

The caveat is that schedulers written to new versions of the interface will not necessarily do anything interesting with applications written to old versions and vice versa. This scheme only ensures that old apps still work the same with old schedulers and new works with new, and no compilation errors happen when new is mixed with old.
10.7.2 Specialization Server Implementation

The middle of Figure 10.2 shows that the server in the proof-of-concept implementation sends the source to each specializer module. A specializer is self-contained and is invoked by a script placed in a designated directory. The server simply calls all scripts in that directory. Plugging in a new specializer module consists of placing the module’s entry-script into that common directory.

The entry script is handed a copy of the application code-base. From there it invokes other scripts in the specialization module. The first script typically deletes the DKU directory that came with the app and replaces it with the DKU directory packaged inside the module. Next, if the specializer has any code-structure transforms (CST), a script invokes those. When transform completes, a script invokes the compilation process. Finally, a script packages the resulting executables and sends the package, along with information about the specializer, the application, and the target hardware, to the Server’s distributor.

The Server’s distributor accepts executable bundles from specializer modules, and also listens for requests from clients running on end-platform hardware. To run an application on a given machine, a client on that machine is used to get the application. It sends information about the hardware and the desired application. The Distributor sends back the appropriate executable. The client unpacks the executable and makes it available to the OS to be run. The client may simply be a human using FTP, a script or a test harness.

10.7.3 Client on end-hardware

We chose to include a client on end-hardware to improve support for the search for the boundary between application and hardware. The search needs a broad base of applications; to encourage application development we provide “turn-key” infrastructure that automates the
entire toolchain, all the way to invoking an application on target hardware via a BLISS Client. The right of the top of Figure 10.2 shows that a client sends detailed information about its platform to the Specialization Server, potentially including cache sizes, number of cores, operating system settings, and so forth. The server hands the client the executable best suited to the hardware. Our sample code implements the client as a human using FTP and a web-page interface to the data base.

A more interesting client would be one that runs on a mobile device, as envisioned for the OMP (Open Media Platform) project [3] which supported this work on the BLISS framework. Here, the client requests the media-components required to play a particular content stream, as needed, and may even request according to resource usage and quality of experience offered.

10.8 Specializers and the Schedulers Inserted by Them

The heart of the BLISS framework is the specializers that produce the executable images.

There is only one formal requirement for specializers and schedulers: Specialization must be performed, and the code output from Specialization must produce the same result as with the sequential scheduler. Beyond this, they are free. For instance, they don’t even have to use the library interface call to the scheduler; the specializer could perform a Code Structure Transform that turns the call to the Scheduler into an OS call to start the Kernels, and so on.

For our automated infrastructure, specializer modules often have two parts: a BLISS directory that contains pre-written scheduling + communication code, and a script that first replaces the serial BLISS directory, that came with the application source, with the hardware-specific one, and then compiles the result. The pre-written scheduler in the new BLISS directory makes calls to the D, K, U, etc implemented in the application, while the application calls the
scheduler. Such a specializer module does not modify the calls, so there are no compilation errors. Changing the contents of the BLISS directory has only changed the implementations of both directions of library call.

In the following sub-sections, we describe some details of our sample specializer modules and the schedulers packaged inside them, for each of our test hardware platforms.

### 10.8.1 Java specializer and scheduler for Shared Memory Multicore

Our sample specializer module for Java on shared memory multi-core machines has no Code Structure Transforms. It only removes the serial DKU directory and replaces it with one containing our pre-written scheduler for multi-core machines.

We didn’t concentrate on performance, as our intent is to demonstrate how to make a scheduler, not to try to make an interesting one. The scheduler creates one worker-thread for each core, and communicates with it via a pair of one-way queues.

A separate `DKUScheduler` object is created in the application’s main thread. Then its `scheduleAndPerformWorkOn` method is called and handed an `Object`. The method uses the `DividablePieceMaker` to turn the `Object` into an array of `DKUPiece` objects, then loops through the objects invoking the divider method of each one. It tells the divider to make the same number of pieces as the number of worker threads. Then it loops through the sub-pieces, sending each to a worker thread, round-robin. The worker threads take `DKUPieces` out of the queue, call the Kernel method of the `DKUPiece`, which produces results by side-effect, then put the piece into the return queue back to the scheduler. The scheduler calls the undivider method on the parent piece, passing it each sub-piece until the parent says all sub-pieces are accounted for. The scheduler then loops to the next `DKUPiece` in the array, and returns when all are done. There is significant room for scheduler improvement.
10.8.2 Java specializer for Heterogeneous Networks of Machines

The scheduler in this specializer module has two levels that run in separate JVMs: one scheduler is part of the application executable, and a second scheduler is in a stand-alone “worker” that runs on each machine in the heterogeneous collection. A worker accepts pieces from all applications running on the collection.

Two levels of division are performed, adaptively. The first level of division is performed by the application-scheduler. It reads a config file of the machines available, and makes enough pieces that it can hand each machine a number proportional to its processing power. The second division-level is performed inside each worker.

The worker running on a given machine is implemented specifically for that machine, so it potentially performs division and scheduling in its own way. Our implementation is for a collection of shared memory multicore machines, so the workers are all implemented the same, but they differ in the number of threads they schedule onto. The workers divide the pieces they receive, to end up with close to the same number of sub-pieces as there are hardware threads in the machine.

This demonstrates a useful property of the DKU interface, that division is re-entrant, so it can be performed repeatedly on sub-pieces and sub-sub-pieces, etc. The choice of further sub-division is left to the receiver of a piece.

10.8.3 C specializer for Cell BE Processor

The Cell BE hardware makes this specializer more interesting. The scheduler code is split into two parts, one part that runs on the two PPUs, and a second part that runs on the SPEs. As with the other schedulers, this is sample code to show how to make a scheduler for the Cell that uses the DKU interface, without special effort to gain performance.
The Cell has two different instruction sets inside it, one for the PPU, a second for the SPE, so the specializer must create two separate code bases and call two separate compilers (with help from the SDK). The functions from the application that execute on the SPEs are `unbundleInputs()`, `Kernel`, and `bundleResults()`, so these must be copied out of the application code-base and into the DKU directory where they are inserted into SPE code templates. We performed the copy and insertion by hand rather than writing scripts. It takes about 10 mins to specialize the generic source to run on the Cell.

In the C version of DKU, before calling the schedule function the first time, `schedulerInit()` is called. For the Cell, this init uploads the SPE code templates, with their inserted application functions, and starts them running. The SPEs then loop looking for work.

The PPU scheduler has the same architecture as the Java and C shared memory versions, with the difference lying in the worker threads. Rather than performing the work itself, the worker thread instead finds a free SPE and transfers the work to it.

This requires the worker thread to first call `bundleInputs`, then tell the SPE the address of the bundle. The SPE uploads the bundle and runs `unbundleInputs` in its local memory, hands the created DKUPiece to the Kernel, then calls `bundleResults` on the completed DKUPiece. The SPE then copies the result bundle to the PPU memory and notifies the worker threads. The worker that gets the notification pairs the returned result bundle with the original DKUPiece in PPU memory and runs `unbundleResults`, which moves data out of the bundle. After the data-moves, PPU memory looks just like the work had been performed locally.

The specializer has to handle machine details, such as the difference in pointer sizes between the PPUs, at 64bits, and the SPEs at 32 bits. It gets help from the application and the DKU standard.

Recall that the Kernel is defined to only touch data that is reachable from a DKUPiece, while `bundleInputs` is defined to gather all data a Kernel will touch from a given DKUPiece.
This hides global variables and shared variables from the scheduler code.

Native data size differences are hidden by \texttt{#defines}. The DKU.h file \texttt{#defines} standard size data types, for example \texttt{int32} and \texttt{uint8}. The application uses these for all data touched by the Kernel, instead of \texttt{int} and \texttt{char}. This allows the specializer to include a hardware-specific DKU.h file in its DKU directory. The \texttt{#defines} are written as part of the specializer, possibly using macros, and make the compilation performed inside the specializer use the right assembly instructions to be consistent with the defined size.

Pointer size differences and endian differences are handled by \texttt{#defines} as well, two for pointer sizes in local and remote memories, and two for the endianness in each. The bundling quad is written, by the application programmer, to use these \texttt{#defines} in the DKU.h file to construct a bundle with the right sizes and byte orderings for remote memory. Pointer arithmetic and normal arithmetic then function correctly inside a remote Kernel binary, which was compiled to a different ISA, without the application ever knowing what that ISA might be. Further, \texttt{if} statements in the bundling quad, that check the \texttt{#define} values to decide which rearrangements of data to perform, are optimized away, leaving only the operations required for the actual combination of ISAs to be compiled and run.

Lastly, the application should not use align statements in data structures that are copied by \texttt{bundleInputs}. If such statements are required, then \texttt{bundleInputs} is written to perform a primitive-by-primitive copy into the bundle. Meanwhile \texttt{unbundleInputs} is written to create a new data structure and copy the individual primitives into it. With this approach, the two compilers should correctly handle differences in alignment on the local and remote machines.
10.9 Experimental Results

We stress that the schedulers tested here are sample code, written to show how it is done, with no interesting features for performance. The results serve to show that the bidirectional interface pattern works; performance is placed by the BLISS interface into the hands of the specializer implementors and application implementors.

When measuring overhead, it can be subtle determining which overhead should be counted against the interface, and which is intrinsic to parallelism. We adopt this question as the defining test to determine what is overhead of BLISS vs overhead intrinsic to parallelism:

“would this overhead occur in the application, if it were written by hand using the scheduling primitives available on the hardware?”

In most cases, the answer to the question is yes, the overhead would also occur in a hand-coded version, which makes the overhead intrinsic to parallelism. The one set of overheads that are clearly unique to using BLISS are the call instructions of the interface calls.

However, some overheads may be made worse by using BLISS, but by how much is implementation dependent. These are: loss of parallelism opportunities due to BLISS’s choice of interface pattern; additional think time in a scheduler due to lack of needed information or lack of a needed “knob” to manipulate application-specific quantities; time lost in the barrier implied by the undivider when no independent work is available to overlap; and added overhead caused by the form of sending signals between the scheduler and a running Kernel that has been implemented to communicate.

We have no general solution to measure the worsening of these overheads resulting from the BLISS form. However, for some actions we measure times in the schedulers, which admits intuition about how efficient the BLISS code is.

In the experiments, we used a 2 core laptop, denoted “1x2”, a 2 socket by 4 core each server, denoted “2x4”, a 4 socket by 4 core each server, denoted “4x4”, a heterogeneous
network of them connected by 100Mbit LAN, denoted “Het”, and the Cell BE in a PS3. Of
note, the heterogeneous network demonstrates the use of the re-entrant feature of the Divider,
as mentioned in Sec 10.8.2.

**Matrix Multiply in Java:** Figure 10.5 shows efficiency on Matrix Multiply in Java,
when run on three different multi-core machines, plus the heterogeneous collection of them. The
break even size is around 100x100 double precision on the multicore machines. However, on the
heterogeneous collection, the amount of data sent over the 100 Mbit LAN limits performance.
Break even is around 200x200, where serial Kernel time is that on the machine the app is
launched from. On matrix multiply, the comp-to-comm ratio grows linearly with matrix size,
causing percent ideal speedup to increase linearly with matrix size.

The Slow-down for small matrix sizes can be avoided by the addition of an interface
for execution-time prediction. When added, the schedulers will be able to avoid the parallelism
overhead by instead calling the serial Kernel when a slow-down is predicted.

**Hamiltonian Path in Java:** Hamiltonian Path is used to demonstrate several things:
the interface does evolve as needed; the interface admits high-efficiency; and complex problems
can be expressed within the DKU interface. Hamiltonian Path is a complex problem, its running
time is inherently not predictable, as far as is currently known, so the running-time of an input-
graph in a serial thread is the base quantity, rather than size of the input-graph.

Table 10.1 shows the evolution of the interface: two input-graphs are run on a 4x4
core machine four times. Each time is with a different implementation of the scheduler: serial,
one-time division, redivision, and redivision plus early termination. The dramatic changes in
running time show the value of being able to incrementally add features to the interface. The
fact that the same application source is run on all four versions of the scheduler demonstrates the
point that “old” schedulers can be successfully used with “new” applications. This backwards-
and-forwards compatible feature of the framework has practical value for researchers.
Figure 10.5: Matrix Multiply in Java: The percentage of the ideal speedup achieved on each of four machines vs the serialKernel execution time. Break-even exe time on a machine is found at the 0% point (serial exe time = parallel exe time). The size of matrix at successive points along one curve: 9x9, 81x81, 162x162, 324x324, 648x648, 1296x1296. (PercentISU = \frac{T_{ser}}{T_{par}} - 1 \cdot 100)

The odd timings are due to the nature of the search Kernel: it explores the search tree depth-first until it finds a solution, then stops. So the existence of a solution allows early termination, while on a graph with no solution, the full search tree must be explored. Hence, dividing the search tree of a graph can separate a solution into one piece, while the other pieces have no solution. The solution-containing piece finishes early while the others fully explore their sub-trees. This is why exe time increases from sequential to one-time divide: a previously hidden sub-tree with no solution is placed into its own piece, and all the other pieces wait for that one to complete.

This behavior drove the addition of the redivide and early-terminate interface extensions. In the “redivide” interface, the Kernel stops when signaled by the scheduler, and the work
Table 10.1: Four versions of the scheduler, each on two input-graphs run on a 4x4 core machine. The top row shows running times for the graph that has a solution, while the bottom row is for a graph that has no Hamiltonian Path in it.

remaining in the piece is divided then handed out to idle workers. The table shows that, for this input-graph, redivision gives near linear speedup over one-time divide. The deviation from fully linear is due to working on the original pieces, that finished early. Notice that it would finish even faster if the long-running pieces could be stopped as soon as a solution is found. This is what the Early-terminate interface provides. Its use gives the surprising speedup seen in the top of the last column. However, when no solution exists in the input graph, the speedup remains linear as seen just below, in the last column of the second row.

Figure 10.6 shows efficiency: the same input-graphs are run on all the test machines, in a single thread first then on multiple threads. The input-graphs all have no solution, so the amount of work stays constant. The plot shows that the speedup approaches perfect speedup on all machines once the serial time is large enough. This shows that reasonable performance can be achieved even with very simple schedulers.

Table 10.2 shows Cell BE results for deblocking of a cell-phone size screen. All of the parallel configurations using the SPEs caused slowdown due to communication delays. As seen by the Kernel time vs Comm time, deblocking performs very little work on each byte transferred, so communication latency dominated. However, in a system with other sources of parallelism, the latency might be overlapped.

This illustrates the importance of the serial kernel. As seen here, not all sources of parallelism exposed in an application are exploitable on all hardware. The serial kernel’s speedup of 2.3x over the 6 SPE configuration shows that the flexibility to decide at run-time whether to
Figure 10.6: Hamiltonian Path in Java: The percentage of the ideal speedup achieved on each of the multicore machines vs the serialKernel execution time. All input graphs are no solution types. The Redivide + Early Terminate scheduler was used. Exe time is the same for serial and parallel execution at the 0% SU point.

exploit the parallelism can significantly affect performance.

These Cell results show how the framework can be useful. The hand-coded versions of H264 achieve parallel speedup, by performing multiple steps on the same data once it is in an SPE. To close the gap between hand-coding vs machine-independent source, greater flexibility is needed in automatically arranging the sources of parallelism exposed in the portable code. This framework helps in exploring how to express the needed flexibility, and in exploring how to write a specializer and a scheduler for the Cell that take advantage of that expressed flexibility. Productivity gains in doing that kind of research are the goal of the proposed framework.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serial</th>
<th>1 SPE</th>
<th>3 SPE</th>
<th>6 SPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell BE</td>
<td>PPE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time</td>
<td>2.0ms</td>
<td>16ms</td>
<td>8.9ms</td>
<td>4.7ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel time</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.2ms</td>
<td>0.7ms</td>
<td>0.3ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comm time</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>13ms</td>
<td>7.6ms</td>
<td>4.2ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.2: Cell results on H264 deblocking. Total time is for one frame of 320 x 200 pixels. Kernel time is the portion of that due the Kernel. Comm time is the portion due to the bundling quad plus queues plus DMA. The “missing” time was spent in the scheduling code on the PPU. “Serial” means the serialKernel was run on the PPU, while “X SPE” means the parallel version was run using that many SPEs.

10.10 Chapter Summary

We have shown a framework to support research on portable high performance parallelism. It uses the pattern of bi-directional library calls to successfully separate application code from hardware specific code, while enabling mix-and-match of applications to hardware. The hardware scheduler is called as a library function, and interacts with “knobs” that the application makes available as reverse-library functions.

We showed a bidirectional library interface for data parallelism, three applications instrumented with it, and results of automated specialization of the applications to shared memory multicore machines. The applications were written and debugged in a sequential IDE in Java and C; then the sources were specialized, automatically or by hand, to the Cell BE, to various multi-core, and to a heterogeneous collection of multi-core. The performance results show that this approach works, and anecdotal evidence of the time we spent on implementation of the specializers indicates that the proposed framework may be efficient and helpful for research on portable parallelism.
Chapter 11

VMS: A Second Approach to
Productivity and Portability

Why need a second approach?  BLISS has many positive properties to support the collective search, however it also has a few potential drawbacks. Among them: the source is what gets placed on the server, which is sensitive for companies; the logistics of gathering the specialization modules and redistributing them requires a trusted entity to manage the process, which may be problematic establishing and maintaining; a centralized server for distribution may be awkward in some segments like web and enterprise; the ability to reuse toolchain effort among specialization modules is not clear; the technical feasibility is not clear for creating languages that will pass through such a large variety of specialization modules without machine-specific build-errors.

Mitigation of potential negatives to BLISS:  A non-profit could be established, which manages the collection and redistribution of specialization modules. Once going, its value will motivate benefitting companies to contribute to maintain it. With this in place, each developer
can maintain their own specialization server, and get updates from that entity. That mitigates concerns over intellectual property. For distribution, the specialization server could also be split into an install-image generator, which holds the source and lives with the developer, and a distribution back-end, which is centralized and collects from many developers. This scheme also allows web and enterprise to maintain their own local specialization server that only has the specialization modules needed for their hardware. However, reuse and build issues remain open.

**What VMS provides that BLISS doesn’t:** VMS was created to ease implementation of the runtime for new parallel language constructs, and happens to also enhance reusability of toolchains and simplification of specialization and distribution. In contrast to BLISS, it is compatible with a decentralized distribution system, because specialization is divided into three distinct phases with VMS.

The dominant hardware abstraction is currently Threads. So some background on Threads is cogent, to analyze what about them should be avoided and what about them should be kept. This background motivates the original drive to create VMS. It’s application as a framework to support the collective effort towards the triple challenge comes in the next chapter.

### 11.1 Threads: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

Threads were invented to be virtual sequential processors back when there was only a single physical core and only a single physical memory array per machine. There were no issues with multiple copies in different memory arrays of the same logical location, nor were there performance issues of trying to minimize the communication between those memory arrays. As a result, the Thread model was not designed with these issues in mind and ends up being ill suited to multi-core processors with multiple caches.
**What’s Good about Threads:** They provide a virtualization of the computation resources. As many virtual processors can be created as the programmer desires.

**What’s Bad about Threads:** Their parallel performance is poor, because they block the language from controlling task placement. This prevents the specialization that minimizes communication. Instead, a Thread scheduler is blind to parallel tasks in the application and so assigns those tasks to cores blindly.

This is bad because the scheduler in the language’s runtime is capable of keeping track of where it has placed tasks and what data each consumed and produced. So it can estimate the locations of data in the memory hierarchy. When it places a new task, it can search for a location close to the data that task will consume, and so choose one that reduces communication of the data. This improves performance and also reduces energy per task.

So, it’s Bad that Threads prevent the language’s runtime from implementing such a scheduler. A replacement has to support the language in performing such minimization of communication.

**What’s Ugly about Threads:** They are notoriously difficult to program with. The Thread model includes synchronization constructs as part of the model. The exact constructs vary between Thread implementations: semaphores, locks, monitors, mutexes, condition variables, and so on. However they all are similarly difficult to write correct programs with, and don’t provide what the specialization process needs to identify parallel tasks, the constraints on them, how to resize them, et cetera.

In more detail, Threads are Ugly because the mental model of a thread often changes when the programmer thinks about different aspects of a program. A thread is sometimes thought of as a virtual processor that communicates with other processors, such as when queues
are used to communicate between threads. Secondly, other times a thread is thought of as an animator, that during some portions of physical time actively animates code (or a virtual processor), and during other physical time is dormant. Such an animator has corresponding animator state such as the pthread data-structure or the Java Thread class, with which the application can control the animation (note that this control over animation is intrinsically part of the scheduling process, so exposing it in the application interferes with specialization).

Thirdly, at other times a thread is thought of as a stateless time-line, especially when looking at a piece of code, and imagining the interleavings of the time-lines through that same code, in order to figure out where locks are needed to control the interleavings.

As a result, the programmer’s mind has to constantly switch gears, jumping between mental models. Worse, the interleavings model requires the programmer to think of all possible interleavings in order to write correct code. This is an exceptionally difficult task.

So, it’s Ugly that Threads have a fixed set of parallelism constructs, which are difficult to use and don’t support specialization.

**What’s Better?** The ideal hardware abstraction would have morphable parallelism construct behavior, rather than having fixed behavior. Dozens to hundreds of families of alternative parallel constructs have been researched. Examples of families include Threads (for legacy code); Actors [48, 8]; Components [56]; process calculi [49, 61]; coordination languages [33]; and new ones continually invented. So a replacement for Threads should support all of them.

**What a replacement to Threads should look like:** Putting this all together, a replacement hardware abstraction should:

- morph parallelism construct behavior, to any desired constructs
- morph scheduling behavior, to be custom to an application or language, allowing them to
control placement of tasks onto computation resources

- allow equal access to hardware to all parallelism construct implementations (interrupts, scheduling hardware-accelerators and so on)

- allow the parallelism constructs and the scheduler to work together

11.2 VMS

VMS embodies all the points of the ideal hardware abstraction. It allows plugins to morph the behavior of the base hardware abstraction, letting any desired parallelism construct be plugged in, and any scheduler implementation. Depending on the VMS implementation, the constructs and scheduler have full control over the lowest level hardware mechanisms.

VMS will be explained in four levels, from abstract definition down to implementation details.

First, the theoretical definition is given, in Section 11.3, to lay the mental framework. Then it is related the elements of the multi-core implementation, in Section 11.4. How to use a VMS-based parallelism library comes next, showing the application code point of view, in Section 11.5. It also gets related back to both the abstract model and the internal elements. Lastly, implementation details appear at the end of Section 11.5, with the implementation of the plugin for the send-receive parallel construct. To put show that VMS provides good plugin-creation productivity and competes for low overhead, measurements appear in Section 11.6.

**Virtual Processor (VP) Definition:** To avoid the confusion associated with the terms “thread” and “task” this chapter will use the term *virtual processor* (VP), which is defined as state in combination with the ability to animate code or an additional level of virtual processors. The state consists of a stack with its contents, a program counter, a pointer to top of stack, and a pointer to the current stack frame.
11.3 Definition of VMS

This section begins with an intuitive overview, and adds details in the following subsections.

Intuitive Overview: VMS is concerned primarily with time and guarantees about it. This is because what parallelism constructs do is control how the time-lines of different virtual processors intersect. They also guarantee relations of time lines to hardware events.

As an example, consider a program that writes into a data structure in one time-line, then calls a `send` construct, meanwhile in a different time-line it calls the `receive` construct then reads the data structure. The constructs should guarantee that all data written before the `send` is readable in the other time-line after the `receive`. VMS provides primitive guarantees, which plugged-in code builds upon to provide such higher-level guarantees.

To support parallelism constructs, VMS provides: primitive operations to create and suspend VPs; a way for plugged-in code to control when each VP is (re)started; and time-related guarantees. These are enforced on all hardware, be it shared memory or distributed, with strong memory consistency or weak.

Definition in Three Parts: We give the abstract definition in three parts: a definition of the elements of a VMS computation system; a definition of time and the key VMS guarantee; and a definition of virtual processor scheduling states and transitions between them.

The definition we give is for VMS with plugins present. Hence, it covers the behavior of all possible parallelism constructs implementable with VMS. The Master mentioned in the definition is an abstract entity, with a plugin present. In practice, this Master entity is implemented as part of a core VMS, and plugins later added. This VMS-core is the hardware abstraction. It hides the physical hardware behind an interface that creates virtual processors and enforces
well-defined time-behavior.

11.3.1 The Elements of a VMS Computation System

- A VMS program has multiple VPs, which are Slaves, each with an independent time-line.
- A schedule of Slaves is generated by a Master entity, from within separate time-line(s).
- A schedule is defined as the set of points at which VPs are (re)animated.
- All semantic parallelism behavior is invoked via communication with the Master.
- Communication with the Master happens by using a model-provided primitive, which causes voluntary suspension of the program’s VP.

What is important here is: that the choice of which VP is animated, at which point, happens in a separate time-line; and that the VPs suspend voluntarily for each parallelism construct. This means that *scheduling is separated from the application code*, the key point.

The Master entity appears to be a single entity to the slaves, but may be implemented by multiple Master VPs hidden inside the VMS implementation.

VPs use the Master as an intermediary to: semantically communicate with each other; cause creation of new program VPs; and to influence re-animation of VPs. As a subtlety, notice that hardware mechanisms, such as coherent shared memory, allow communication to take place that is not visible to the parallelism constructs. Parallelism constructs must be separately called in order to make use of shared variable communication safe.

**Definitions:** VMS is intended only for hardware systems that consist of processing elements connected by communication. We define a memory-space to be a processing element, albeit without the ability to transform data. We define a *physical core* to be a processing element that does transform data, and require that it execute a sequential stream of instructions. We define a program-time as the sequence of instructions animated by a Slave VP (which is eventually
animated by a physical core). A Slave VP has associated scheduling state that, among other things, relates to how its program-time progresses relative to physical time on the cores.

### 11.3.2 Time in VMS

- VMS has three levels of time: *Program time*, *Master time*, and *Virtual time*.
- Program time is local to a Slave VP, measured in instruction executions.
- Master time is hidden from the program and is independent from all Program times.
- Virtual time is the ordered set of changes in scheduling state of Slave VPs.

What is most important here is that Virtual time defines a global sequential ordering. This ordering is consistent with the key VMS guarantee (given below), and each point in it is computed within Master time.

Also, the independence between program times and master time has subtle advantages. It enables elegant enforcement of the VMS guarantee, and implementation simplifications that become clear after gaining deep implementation knowledge.

In VMS, each event relevant to parallel semantics is tied to a transition of the state of a Slave VP. This means that implementing the behavior of parallel semantics is equivalent to controlling the order of transitions of state of virtual processors.

**Definitions:** The stream of instructions in a given program-time is broken into a number of *trace-segments*, separated by suspension points. Each trace-segment is animated by a single physical core, but not necessarily the same core as animated the other trace segments. A suspend point is created by a Slave VP executing the “suspend” primitive provided by VMS. A suspend point has no duration in program time, but has distinct start and end points in virtual time. The end-suspension points of two different program times can be tied together within virtual time, which is called a *tie point* and has special significance to parallel constructs. The physical-time
Figure 11.1: Mapping program time onto Virtual time. The Master controls creation of new program time lines, and ending suspend points. Here, it has ended two suspend points at a common tie-point.

of a core has no relationship to any program time, except for the various time-guarantees in this definition of VMS.

**Relating time-lines to each other:** Figure 11.1 illustrates how trace-segments relate to suspend points, and map onto virtual time. A trace segment starts in virtual time where suspend is ended, as seen. In fact, the two trace segments shown have a common start-point within virtual time. This is because the parallelism semantics chose to start them at the same point – this is what a tie point is. A key note is that the lengths in virtual time have no relation to the lengths in program-time. The only defined feature is that those two trace-segments have a common start-point in virtual time. This means that the two suspend points are considered to be tied together.

**The Key VMS guarantee:** Being tied together means that all physical events that can be observed by both program-times are covered by the key VMS guarantee: any events triggered before the common suspend point in one program time are guaranteed visible in the other program time after the common suspend point. They *might* be visible before, but it’s not guaranteed. In addition, events triggered after the common suspend point in one are guaranteed
not visible before the common suspend point in the other. This two-part guarantee can be considered the heart of VMS.

Intuitively, a tie-point separates before it from after such that tied program times agree (illustrated with code in Section 11.5 Figure 11.5). But the subtlety is that events triggered before the tie-point, might be visible to the other before, and ones triggered after might not be visible to the other after – physical events triggered before are only guaranteed visible after the tie point, and events after are only guaranteed not visible before the tie point.

This is a form of bounded non-determinism. The pattern of suspension end-points determines which trace-segments overlap in Virtual time, and events triggered in one might be visible in overlapped ones. But no guarantees cover these. If one segment tries to observe, it will see events triggered by overlapped segments in non-deterministic order.

The VMS implementation defines which physical events are covered by the key VMS guarantee (reads/writes, network communication, DMA, I/O).

**Globally consistent sequential order:** VMS maps suspend-start, suspend-end, and hence tie-points, to a globally-consistent sequential order in Virtual time. This enables one of VMS’s key benefits: sequential algorithms for parallel constructs.

Tie points define parallel behavior, so an implementation of how to choose tie points equals an implementation of parallel constructs. The Master chooses tie-points, so plugging code to choose tie-points into the Master equals plugging in parallel constructs.

### 11.3.3 Scheduling State

Scheduling state is used in VMS to organize internal activity, for enforcing the guarantees.

- VPs have three scheduling states: Animated, Blocked, Ready (Figure 11.2).
- VPs in Animated are allowed to advance program-time with local physical time.
- VPs in Blocked and Ready do not advance their program-time.
- Animated has two physical states: Progressing and Stalled.
- VPs in Progressing advance program-time with local physical time, those in Stalled do not (allowing non-semantic suspend).
- Scheduling states are defined in Virtual time only.
- Progressing and Stalled are defined in local physical time only (invisible in Virtual).

Some important points: 1) only VPs Animated can trigger physical events that are seen in other program time-lines; 2) the distinction between Blocked vs Stalled is that a VP has to explicitly execute a VMS primitive operation to enter Blocked, making it part of the semantics of parallelism constructs. In contrast, Stalled happens invisibly, with no effect on semantic behavior. It is due to hardware events hidden inside VMS, such as interrupts.

The Ready state is used to separate the parallelism-construct behavior from the scheduling behavior. It acts as a “staging area” for scheduling. VPs placed into this state are allowed to be animated, then the scheduler decides when and where.

A subtle but illustrative point is that actions outside a given program time cause the VP to transition Blocked→Ready, which contrasts to lock algorithms like spin-locks or Dijkstra’s, where the concurrency-related behavior takes place inside program time.
Transition Between Slave Scheduling States:  - VPs transition states as shown in Figure 11.2.
- Animated→Blocked is caused by a Slave VP executing the Suspend VMS primitive.
- Blocked→Ready is determined by the semantics implemented in the plugin.
- Ready→Animated is determined by the scheduler in the plugin.
- Transitions in scheduling state have a globally consistent order in Virtual time.

The parallelism primitives executed by a program do not control change in scheduling states. They merely communicate messages to the Master, via a VMS supplied primitive. Inside the Master, the plugin’s parallelism construct implementation processes the message. Based on that, it performs changes in state from Blocked→Ready, creates new VPs, and dissipates existing VPs. Most communication from Slave to Master requires the VP to suspend when it sends the message. A few messages, like creating new Slave may be sent without suspending.

The suspend primitive decouples local physical time from Virtual time. Execution causes immediate transition to Stalled in physical time, then the Master performs Animated→Blocked, fixing that transition in Virtual time. The only relationship is causality. This weak relation is what allows suspension-points to be serialized in Virtual time, which in turn is what allows using sequential algorithms to implement parallelism constructs.

11.3.4 Plugins

The Master entity has two parts, a generic core part and a plugin (Figure 11.3). The core part of the Master is implemented as part of VMS-core. The plug-in supplies two functions: the communication-handler and the scheduler, both having a standard prototype. The communication-handler implements the parallelism constructs, while scheduler assigns VPs to cores.

An instance of a plugin is created as part of initializing an application, and the instance
The Master has been split into a generic core and a language-specific plug-in. The core encapsulates the hardware and remains the same across applications. The plug-in is part of the parallelism-construct implementation. It is loaded separately onto the hardware and linked to the application when run.

This state, combined with the virtual processor states of the slaves created during that application run, represents progress of the work of the application. For example, multi-tasking is performed simply by the Master switching among plug-in instances when it has a resource to offer to a scheduler. The parallelism-semantic state holds all information needed to resume (hardware state, such as TLB and cache-tags is inside VMS-core).

### 11.4 Internal Workings of Our Implementation

We name the elements of our example implementation and describe their logical function, then relate them to the abstract model. We then step through the operation of the elements.

**Elements and Their Logical Function:** As illustrated in Figure 11.4, our VMS implementation is organized around physical cores. Each core has its own *master virtual-processor*, `masterVP`, and a *physical-core controller*, which communicate via a set of scheduling slots, `schedSlot`. The Master in the abstract definition is implemented by the multiple `masterVPs` plus a particular plugin instance with its shared parallelism-semantic state (seen at the top).

On a given core, only one of: the core-controller, `masterVP`, or a slave VP, is ani-
mated at any point in local physical time. Each masterVP animates the same function, called master_loop, and each slave VP animates a function from the application, starting with the top-level function the slave is created with, and following its call sequence. The core controller is implemented here as a Linux pthread that runs the core_loop function.

Switching between VPs is done by executing a VMS primitive that suspends the VP. This switches the physical core over to the controller, by jumping to the start of the core_loop function, which chooses the next VP and switches to that (switching is detailed in Section 11.5 Figure 11.7).

Relation to Abstract Model: We chose to implement the Master entity of the model by a set of masterVPs, plus plug-in functions and shared parallelism-semantic state. What we call VMS-core consists of this implementation of the Master, plus the core-controllers, plus the VMS primitive libraries, for creating new VPs and dissipating existing VPs, suspending VPs, and communicating from slave VP to Master. In Figure 11.4, everything in green is part of VMS-core, while the plugin is in red, and application code appears as blue, inside the slave VP.

Virtual time in the model is implemented via a combination of four things: a masterLock (not shown) that guarantees non-overlap of masterVP trace-segments; the master_loop which performs transition Animated $\rightarrow$ Blocked; the comm_handler_fn which performs Blocked $\rightarrow$ Ready and the scheduler_fn which performs Ready $\rightarrow$ Animated. Each state transition is one step of Virtual time; is guaranteed sequential by the non-overlap of masterVP trace segments; and is global due to being in parallelism-semantic state that is shared (top of Figure 11.4).

Transitions Progressing $\leftrightarrow$ Stalled within the Animated state are invisible to the parallelism semantics, the Master, and Virtual time, and so have no effect on the elements seen.

Steps of Operation: The steps of operation are numbered, in Figure 11.4. Taking them in order, 1) master_loop scans the scheduling slots to see which ones’ slaves have sus-
Figure 11.4: Internal elements of our example VMS implementation

...pended since the previous scan. 2) It hands these to the `comm_handler_fn` plugged in (which equals transition Animated→Blocked). 3) The VP has a request attached, and data in it causes the `comm_handler_fn` to manipulate data structures in the shared parallelism-semantic state. These structures hold all the slaves in the blocked state (code-level detail in Figure 11.8, Section 11.5). 4) Some requests cause slaves to be moved to a `readyQ` on one of the cores (Blocked→Ready). Which core’s `readyQ` receives the slave is under plugin control, determined by a combination of request contents, semantic state and physical machine state. 5) During the scan, the `master_loop` also looks for empty slots, and for each calls the `scheduler_fn` plugged in. It chooses a slave from the `readyQ` on the core animating `master_loop`. 6) The `master_loop` then places the slave VP’s pointer into the scheduling slot (Ready→Animated), making it available to the `core_loop`. 7) When done with the scan, `masterVP` suspends, switching animation back to the `core_loop`. 8) `core_loop` takes slave VPs out of the slots, then 9) switches animation to them. 10) When a slave self-suspends, animation returns to the `core_loop` (detail in code in Figure 9), which picks another, until 11) all slots are empty and the `core_loop` switches animation to the `masterVP`. 213
Enabling sequential implementation of parallelism semantics: All of that happens on each core separately, but in this particular implementation we use a central masterLock to ensure that only one core’s masterVP can be active at any time. This guarantees non-overlap of trace-segments from different masterVPs, allowing the plugins to use sequential algorithms, without a performance penalty, as verified in Section 11.6.

Relating this to the abstract model: the parallelism-semantic behavior of the Master is implemented by the communication handler, in the plugin. It thus runs in the Master time referred to, in the model, in Section 11.3. Requests are sent to the Master by self-suspension of the slaves, but sit idle until the other slaves in the scheduling slots have also run. This is the passive behavior of requests that was noted in Section 11.3, which allows the masterVPs to remain suspended until needed. This in turn enables the masterVPs from different cores to be non-overlapped. It is the non-overlap that enables the algorithms for the parallelism semantics to be sequential.

11.5 Code Level View

To relate the abstract model and the internal elements to application code and parallelism-library code, we give code snippets that illustrate key features. We start with the application then work down through the sequence of calls, to the plugin, using our SSR [41] parallelism-library as an example.

In general, applications are either written in terms of a full custom language that has its own syntax, or a base language with a parallelism library, which is often called an embedded language. Our demonstrators, VCilk [41], Vthread, and SSR, are all parallelism libraries. A full custom language would follow the standard practice of performing source-to-source transform, from custom syntax into C plus parallelism-library calls.
Creating a new processor:

```c
newProcessor = SSR__create_procr( &top_VP_fn, paramsPtr, animatingVP );
```

prototype for the top level function:

```c
top_VP_fn( void *parameterStrucPtr, VirtProcr *animatingVP );
```

handing animating VP to parallelism constructs:

```c
SSR__send_from_to( messagePtr, animatingVP, receivingVP );
messagePtr = SSR__receive_from_to( sendingVP, animatingVP );
```

Figure 11.5: Application code snippets showing that all calls to the parallelism library take the VP animating that call as a parameter.

**SSR:** SSR stands for Synchronous Send-Receive, and details of its calls and internal implementation will be given throughout this section. It has two types of construct. The first, called from-to has two calls: SSR send from to and SSR receive from to, both of which specify the sending VP as well as the receiving VP. The other, called of-type also has two calls: SSR send of type to and SSR receive of type, which allow a receiver to accept from anonymous senders, but select according to type of message.

**Application View:** Figure 11.5 shows snippets of application code, which use the SSR parallelism library. The most important feature is that all calls take a pointer to the VP that is animating the call. This is seen at the top of the figure where slave VP creation takes a pointer to the VP asking for creation. Below that is the standard prototype for top level functions, showing that the function receives a pointer to the VP it is the top level function for.

The pointer is placed on the stack by VMS when it creates the VP, and is the means by which the application comes into possession of the pointer. This animating VP is passed to all library calls made from there. For example, the bottom shows a pointer to the animating VP placed in the position of sender in the send construct call. Correspondingly, for the receive construct, the position of receiving VP is filled by the VP animating the call.

Relating these to the internal elements of our implementation, the animatingVP sus-
void * SSR_receive_from_to( VirtProcr *sendVP, VirtProcr *receiveVP )
{
    SSRSemReq reqData;
    reqData.receiveVP = receiveVP;
    reqData.sendVP = sendVP;
    reqData.reqType = receive_from_to;
    VMS_send_sem_request( &reqData, receiveVP );
    return receiveVP->dataReturnedFromRequest;
}

Figure 11.6: Implementation of SSR’s receive_from_to library function.

PENDS inside each of these calls, passing a request (generated in the library) to one of the masterVPs. The masterVP then calls the comm-handler plugin, and so on, as described in Section 11.4.

For the SSR_create_processor call, the comm-handler in turn calls a VMS primitive to perform the creation. The primitive places a pointer to the newly created VP onto its stack, so that when top VP fn is later animated, it sees the VP-pointer as a parameter passed to it. All application code is either such a top-level function, or has one at the root of the call-stack.

The send and receive calls both suspend their animating VP. When both have been called, the communication handler pairs them up and resumes both. This ties time-lines together, invoking the VMS guarantee. Both application-functions know, because of the VMS guarantee (Section 11.3), that writes to shared variables made before the send call by the sender are visible to the receiver after the receive call. This is the programmer’s view of tying together the local time-lines of two different VPs, as defined in Section 11.3.

Concurrency-Library View: A parallelism library function, in general, only creates a request, sends it, and returns, as seen below. To send a request, it uses the combined request-and-suspend VMS primitive that attaches the request then suspends the VP. The primitive requires the pointer to the VP, to attach the request and to suspend it.

In Figure 11.6, notice that the request’s data is on the stack of the virtual processor
that’s animating the call, which is the receiveVP. The VMS_send_sem_request suspends this VP, which changes the physical core’s stack pointer to a different stack. So the request data is guaranteed to remain undisturbed while the VP is suspended.

Figure 11.7 shows the implementation of the VMS suspend primitive. As seen in Figure 11.4, suspending the receiveVP involves switching to the core_loop. In our implementation, this is done by switching to the stack of the pthread pinned to the physical core and then jumping to the start-point of core_loop.

This code uses standard techniques commonly employed in co-routine implementations. Tuning effort spent in core_loop is inherited by all applications.

VMS__suspend_procr( VirtProcr *animatingVP )
{ animatingVP->resumeInstrAddr = &&ResumePt;
  //GCC takes addr of label
  animatingVP->schedSlotAssignedTo->isNewlySuspended = TRUE;
  //for master_loop to see
  <assembly code stores current physical core’s stack reg into animatingVP struct>
  <assembly code loads stack reg with core_loop stackPtr, which was saved into animatingVP>
  <assembly code jmps to core_loop start instr addr, which was also saved into animatingVP>
ResumePt:
  return;
}

Figure 11.7: Implementation of VMS suspend processor. Re-animating the virtual processor reverses this sequence. It saves the core_loop’s resume instr-addr and stack ptr into the VP structure, then loads the VP’s stack ptr and jmps to its resumeInstrAddr.

Plugin View: SSR’s communication handler dispatches on the reqType field of the request data, as set by the SSR_receive_from_to code. It calls the handler code in Figure 11.8. This constructs a hash-key, by concatenating the from-VP’s pointer with the to-VP’s pointer. Then it looks-up that key in the hash-table that SSR uses to match sends with receives, which is in the shared semantic state seen at the top of Figure 11.4 in Section 11.4.
handle_receive_from_to( VirtProcr *requestingVP, SSRSemReq *reqData,
SSRSemEnv *semEnv )
{
    commHashTbl = semEnv->communicatingVPHashTable;
    key[0] = reqData->receiveVP;
    key[1] = reqData->sendVP; //send uses same key
    waitingReqData = lookup_and_remove( key, commHashTbl );//get waiting req
    if( waitingReqData != NULL )
    {
        resume_virt_procr( waitingReqData->sendVP );
        resume_virt_procr( waitingReqData->receiveVP );
    }
    else
    {
        insert( key, reqData, commHashTbl );
        //receive is first to arrive, make it wait
    }
}

Figure 11.8: Pseudo-code of communication-handler for receive_from_to request type. The semEnv is a pointer to the shared parallelism-semantic state seen at the top of Figure 11.4.

The most important feature in Figure 11.8 is that both send and receive will construct the same key, so will find the same hash entry. Whichever request is handled first in Virtual time will see the hash entry empty, and save itself in that entry. The second to arrive sees the waiting request and then resumes both VPs, by putting them into their readyQs.

Access to the shared hash table can be considered private, as in a sequential algorithm. This is because our VMS-core implementation ensures that only one handler on one core is executing at a time.

11.6 Results

Setup: We implemented blocked dense matrix multiply with right sub-matrices copied to transposed form. We ran on a 1 socket by 4 core Core2Quad 2.4Ghz chip.

Implementation-Time: As shown in Table 1, time to implement the three parallel libraries averages 2 days each. As an example of productivity, adding nested transactions, parallel singleton, and atomic function-execution to SSR required a single afternoon, totaling
Table 11.1: Person-days to design, code, and test each parallelism library. L.O.C. is lines of (original) C code, excluding libraries and comments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SSR</th>
<th>Vthread</th>
<th>VCilk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.O.C.</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

less than 100 lines of C code.

**Execution Performance:** Performance of VMS is seen in Table 11.2. The code is not optimized, but rather written to be easy to understand and modify. The majority of the plugin time is lost to cache misses because the shared parallelism-semantic state moves between cores on a majority of accesses. Acquisition of the master lock is slow due to the hardware implementing the CAS instruction.

Existing techniques will likely improve performance, such as localizing semantic data to cores, splitting malloc across the cores, pre-allocating slabs that are recycled, and pre-fetching. However, in many cases, several hundred nano-seconds per task is as optimal as the applications can benefit from.

**Head to Head:** The VMS implementation of the `spawn` and `sync` constructs is compared against Cilk 5.4, on the top in Table 11.3, which shows that the same application code has similar performance. For large matrices, Cilk 5.4’s better use of the memory hierarchy achieves 23% better performance. However, for small matrices, VCilk is better, with a factor 2 lower overhead. Cilk 5.4 does not allow controlling the number of spawn events it actually executes, and chooses to run smaller matrices sequentially, limiting our comparison.

When comparing to pthreads, the VMS based implementation has more than an order of magnitude better overhead per invocation of mutex or condition variable functionality, as seen on the bottom of Table 11.3. Applications that inherently have short trace segments will
Table 11.2: Cycles of overhead, per scheduled slave. “comp only” is perfect memory, “comp + mem” is actual cycles. “Plugin-concur” only concurrency requests, “plugin-all” includes create and malloc requests. Two significant digits due to variability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VMS Only</th>
<th>Language:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSR</td>
<td>Vthread</td>
<td>VCilk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>plugin – concur</td>
<td>plugin – concur</td>
<td>plugin – concur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>plugin – all</td>
<td>plugin – all</td>
<td>plugin – all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>lock</td>
<td>lock</td>
<td>lock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>master_loop</td>
<td>comp only</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switch VPs</td>
<td></td>
<td>77</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(malloc)</td>
<td></td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(create VP)</td>
<td></td>
<td>540</td>
<td>3800</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VMS is an alternative to the Thread hardware abstraction that makes it quick to implement parallelism constructs, that have control over placement of tasks, and full access to the bare hardware at the lowest level. It can be thought of as splitting the scheduler open to accept new synchronization constructs and custom scheduler, supplied in the form of a plugin. The new parallelism constructs are implementable using sequential algorithms, within a matter of days, while maintaining hundred nano-second level overhead per concurrency operation.

11.7 Summary

VMS is an alternative to the Thread hardware abstraction that makes it quick to implement parallelism constructs, that have control over placement of tasks, and full access to the bare hardware at the lowest level. It can be thought of as splitting the scheduler open to accept new synchronization constructs and custom scheduler, supplied in the form of a plugin. The new parallelism constructs are implementable using sequential algorithms, within a matter of days, while maintaining hundred nano-second level overhead per concurrency operation.
Table 11.3: On top, exe time in seconds for MM. Below, overhead for pthread vs Vthread. First column is cycles for perfect memory and second is total measured cycles. pthread cycles are deduced from round-trip experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix size</th>
<th>Lang.</th>
<th>sec.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81x81</td>
<td>Cilk</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VCilk</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324x324</td>
<td>Cilk</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VCilk</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>648x648</td>
<td>Cilk</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VCilk</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296x1296</td>
<td>Cilk</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VCilk</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>operation</th>
<th>Vthread</th>
<th>pthread</th>
<th>ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>comp</td>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutex_lock</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutex_unlock</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>45,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cond_wait</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cond_signal</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 12

The Use of VMS as a Framework to Collectively Meet the Triple Goal

Given the understanding of VMS from the previous chapter, this chapter goes on to show how it can be used to support a collective effort towards solving the triple goal of productivity, portability, and adoptability of parallel programming. VMS takes the role of integrating the various efforts without the need for coordination among research groups.

To solve the triple challenge, a highly productive language must be found that supplies specialization what it needs, while having a framework to perform the specialization to various target platforms, and do both in a way that fits the needs and constraints of at least one software segment, without very many barriers, nor any high barriers, to adoption.

VMS supports the search for such a language by simplifying the creation of new languages, as shown in the previous chapter. However, the question remains how does VMS support portability? And, once that is seen, what barriers does the proposed scheme present to the various software segments?

As discussed in part 1, specialization happens after an application completes develop-
ment. It needs information from the application to define tasks, control their size, predict their data footprint, and know their communication to other tasks. VMS breaks specialization into three distinct phases.

In review, a system for portability should have a means to identify language and application constructs and package this information into a standard format. Also, a hardware abstraction should be provided that accepts such information and uses it to make high-quality decisions: about task creation, sizing, and placement.

### 12.1 Three-step specialization

On nomenclature, *task* is defined as a 3-tuple: animation event, collection of code animated, collection of information the code is animated upon. The phrase “create a task” means create a combination of code plus data *with the intent to animate*.

VMS makes specialization happen in three steps, as illustrated in Figure 12.1.

First, in the top box, the toolchain extracts task information useful to the scheduler and packages it into the binary. This specializes the source to the plugin’s interface. Second, in the middle, the scheduler in the plugin retrieves the info and uses it to make scheduling decisions. This is specializing the binary to the hardware abstraction. Third, at the bottom, the VMS-core implementation hides hardware details behind the interface. This is specializing the hardware abstraction to the hardware.

VMS makes specialization happen in three steps, as illustrated in Figure 12.1.

The combination of plugin plus VMS has the same function that the instruction set had back in the sequential days – it provides a standard hardware abstraction. VMS has the advantage that the abstraction can be chosen separately for each binary, by choosing the plugin.
Isolating parallelism in the toolchain: The toolchain is broken into two sections: one for parallelism, the other for sequential. The parallelism portion extracts the task and language information needed to make high quality scheduling decisions. The sequential specializes individual functions to the sequential cores. The parallelism portion remains constant across hardware, only the sequential portion changes when the instruction-set of the target hardware changes (in effect, this moves a portion of the compiler into an install-time, or load-time, or run-time component that completes binary specialization).

One possible way to achieve this is to make the parallel portion transform the original source to C code, with embedded calls to the parallelism constructs. Also during this source-to-C-plus-lib-call transform, the task information is packaged into functions in some way. The resulting C-plus-lib-calls source is then compiled with a sequential C compiler to make a binary, as depicted in Figure 12.2.

Meanwhile, the plugins for that language know the names of the library functions the task information has been packaged into. Hence, when the binary is linked to a plugin at load time, the task-info functions within the binary become available to the plugin. They are called during the run to extract the information.
This scheme allows existing, unmodified, sequential compilers to be used to pass the
information along, inside of a standard binary format. It also separates the parallel and se-
quential portions of the tool chain cleanly, so only the relatively simple sequential C compiler
changes with hardware. This scheme also leaves the language designers in charge of deciding
the nature and definition of the information carrying functions, so it can evolve rapidly, while
remaining compatible with the infrastructure. This accelerates the collective search.

These properties enable reuse of the same parallel portion of the toolchain across chips,
which is especially valuable in the embedded market. With the inclusion of real-time aspects,
such as latency bounds and deadlines, this could dramatically speed up time to market and
reduce cost of introduction of new embedded chips.

Focus Area: This part of the proposal may run into difficulties in practice. The details of
architectures like vector units and GPUs are too fine-grain for typical run-time scheduling, and
may require multi-versioned binaries [31, 22] or binary optimizers [27, 73] or PetaBricks style
adaptability. It will require extensive toolchain research by many groups to either solve this or
give reasonable evidence that it’s not practical.
What task information to extract: This begs the question: what kind of task information is sufficient for performance portability across the array of foreseeable parallel architectures? Fortunately, the support system doesn’t define this, but leaves it free to evolve as research progresses, enabling an upgrade path, and again speeding the collective search.

According to the model in part 1, three kinds of information should be sufficient: 1) manipulators, which are able to modify the size of tasks, choose among alternative binary versions, and change the data layout and access pattern (such as auto-tuners injected into the binary and invoked during installation or by plugin), 2) information about the tasks such as communication with other tasks (for data affinity), preferred core type, data footprint, and predicted execution time, and 3) real-world constraints that relate to the tasks, such as deadlines, maximum latency for data to pass from one point in the computation to another, and quality related information. Again, it is up to the language and plugin to agree on what data is extracted, passed, and then used for scheduling. Meanwhile, VMS must provide the scheduler with the services needed to make use of that data.

As research progresses, additional types of information may prove needed, so flexibility from the plugin system will be key. The plugin plus VMS implementation are a hardware abstraction – the parallel equivalent of what the instruction set used to be for sequential processors, but now defined in software. Being in software provides flexibility as research progresses.

Info exposed by VMS to plugin: This, finally, begs the question: what kind of information and services must VMS provide to the plugin? It must expose the structure of the hardware that matters most to performance (computation, energy, and real-world related performance).

As discussed in part 1, the type(s) of cores, the pools of memory and communication between them should be the most important features for parallel performance.

On the nature of communication, we believe that the scheduler can safely model any
network with a topology-independent statistical model, without undue loss of performance [7, 9]. This leaves the main feature as coherent memory vs distributed, which determines whether communication takes place by shared variables in the code vs whether it needs explicit action.

Following this, we propose that for the purposes of scheduling, most parallel hardware will be adequately modeled by a simplified hierarchical graph. Nodes are of type: 1) physical memory array, 2) processor pipeline, 3) internally-scheduled sub-graph. Communication links are chosen from: 1) automated movement (ex: due to coherence mechanism) 2) explicit movement. The links are statistical models of how well the physical network moves data.

The internally-scheduled sub-graph is the key feature. It allows an entire GPU, for example, to be treated as one run-time schedulable node as StarPU [12] does. It also allows a hierarchy of plugins to exist for complex hardware. Higher level plugins schedule large tasks to sub-graphs, in which the tasks are again divided (using manipulators packaged by the toolchain, such as demonstrated by PetaBricks and DKU[44, 40]). Techniques such as Hierarchically Tiled Arrays [39] and the loop manipulation features of the X Language [26] will also facilitate such hierarchical scheduling.

We suggest that most parallel architectures will eventually fall into a small number of groups. All targets in a group have similar graphs. This conveys sufficient structure to efficiently schedule any target in the group, without exposing chip-specific details.

**Focus Area:** This will be difficult research (some of which is currently in progress) developing low-overhead schedulers that have a single binary-interface, but efficiently handle a range of related hardware graphs. An example would be a single plugin whose scheduler is efficient on various multi-core systems with GPU accelerators, regardless of which particular multi-core and GPU chips are present, possibly adapting job-scheduling approaches [32].
12.2 Eco-System

Figure 12.3 depicts how many real-world entities might interact to supply the various pieces. At the top, independent software developers write applications, in a variety of languages. Each language is defined by a research group, along with its own format for conveying task-related info.

Figure 12.3: Eco-system is composed of toolchains, plugins, and HW abstractions. Each element, such as a particular plugin or sequential C compiler, is supplied by a different physical-world entity, such as a company or a research group. Elements related to a particular language are all shown in the same color, while elements related to the same hardware class are also shown in the same color. The plugins combine a language color with a hardware class color because they depend on both. As can be seen by the coloring, the toolchain for a language is independent of HW except for the sequential C compilers.

The plugins, in the middle, act as a cross-bar switch, connecting the binaries to the hardware abstractions. They are separately distributed and loaded onto the hardware, and separately written. The middle will fill out as research teams discover scheduling techniques for various groupings (classes) of hardware. Each implements a plugin for a hardware class, which accepts a particular language’s format. For unusual hardware designs, the manufacturer supplies their own plugin for the popular languages, thereby taking advantage of the existing application binaries (non-standard instruction sets also need an install-time translator).
At the bottom, the VMS-core implementations standardize the hardware. They are mainly supplied by the hardware manufacturers.

The minimal software needed for a new HW platform is the VMS-core abstraction, sequential C compiler, and a bare-bones OS (and possibly a binary-optimizer). Existing applications are adapted via the plugins for the hardware class and the abstraction.

It is expected that a small number of HW classes will quickly come to dominate, which will encourage later HW development to fit within the dominant classes. As a result, a standard set of plugins, and sequential C compilers will emerge, allowing software developers to perform a single compilation pass. For fine tuning of sequential compilation choices (or optimization of fine-grain hardware like SIMD GPUs), we expect install-time binary re-writers or run-time binary optimizers.

The end-result is that no centralized control is needed. Language designers innovate, inventing new parallelism constructs, and need as little as just a source-to-C translator to reach all the standard hardware platforms. Likewise, hardware manufacturers innovate freely, needing minimal software development for a new chip to enjoy access to existing development tools and applications.

Note that new hardware still has the option of aggressive binary optimizers. In this scheme they have richer application information available than normal due to the task information bundled into the binary.

The set of plugins is the key to this portability, in combination with funneling many applications to the same parallelism information at the top, and funneling many hardware platforms to similar graphs at the bottom.
Chapter 13

Related Work

Other work on the combined productivity and portability challenge focuses on one aspect or another of the problem. In contrast, this dissertation’s two proposals are the first for frameworks to support a collective solution emerging from individual research efforts.

After 50 years, the number of papers is in the thousands, and number of approaches in the hundreds. However, they can be classed by their general approach to the problem:

- static conversion from sequential to parallel code
- sequential code with parallelism hidden inside library functions (statically compiled for each machine)
- sequential code with parallelism hidden inside library functions (dynamically linked on machine – SEJITS)
- parallel code with constructs for specialization (statically compiled, with by-hand specialization – sequioa)
- parallel code with language forces scheduling code in application (statically compiled, incompatible with specialization – TBB, UPC.. long list)
- parallel code with language suitable for narrow class of easily-parallelised problems (statically compiled, tool-choice specialization – HPF, OpenMP, MapReduce, long list)

- parallel code with language compatible with specialization (statically compiled, tool-choice specialization – CnC, Galois)

The dimensions that classify the approaches are: 1) productivity 2) range of applications 3) specialization strength and 4) specialization process

One prominent example of a language plus framework is Sequioa. It has constructs to identify task and identify position in memory hierarchy. The programmer writes code for a particular machine that chooses where in the memory to place a given task. That splits the code into two parts: the application part that states tasks, and the scheduler-helper part that chooses placement. This makes it similar to BLISS’s bidirectional library approach. However, each application has to have a scheduler-helper written just for it, for each target machine. This forces the application developer to have detailed knowledge of the hardware. Compilation is manual, and the build-developer must specify which of those “placement” modules to compile.

Within the last two categories, the specialization consists of changing the compiler to one for the target machine. This requires manual compile of the source for the target machine. This specialization is weak – the language doesn’t include any features that satisfy specialization’s needs. Most such languages were designed with only static compilation for a single machine in mind. However, the last category, notably CnC, were designed with specialization in mind and avoid constructs that interfere with specialization. CnC specifies constraints rather than scheduler implementations, which is a necessary ingredient for portability of source.

As discussed in part 1, a one-stop solution to performance portability fails to address critical real-world patterns. For example, attempting to place the full specialization into the toolchain centralizes the specialization effort in a single entity. One route is PetaBricks style
which places specialization into a single tool that injects an adaptable runtime. BLISS also takes this approach [45], automating re-Compilation for new targets and automating distribution of multiple binaries. To do this for thousands of different software development entities requires centralization. Either way, such a centralized approach concentrates control, and may create a choke-point slowing the pace of innovation.

Pure runtime based approaches [44] imply a single binary, with only the runtime dynamic-library changing across targets. This frees hardware manufacturers to independently deploy runtime libraries. However, for performance they must take advantage of language-specific constructs. This forces a separate runtime for each language. Without a means to simplify the creation of such runtimes, and reuse effort across hardware, this represents significant development effort.

Finally, hardware abstraction based approaches, such as JITs [20, 68] or VMMs [67], place the work of specializing into the virtual machine, which makes reuse difficult, forcing rewrite of JIT internals for each hardware platform, for each language. This software cost is an issue in the embedded space where new hardware is introduced often and has a limited market size to amortize the software cost. In addition, this one-stop approach requires a different JIT for each language, because it has to recognize language-specific features to specialize – or else it fails to achieve good performance. This requires extensive work, making domain-specific languages time-consuming and difficult to develop, and the multiple JITs logistically awkward.

Many recent approaches are exposing the scheduling process in one fashion or another [28, 53, 24].
Table 13.1: Table of languages vs properties relevant to productivity, portability, and adoption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pthread</td>
<td>very low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>by hand</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>by hand</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBB</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>very low</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>by target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPF</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>by target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenMP</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>by target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPC</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>by target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequoia</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>by target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNC</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>by target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parallelising compiler</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>very low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MapReduce</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>very low</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cilk</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEJITS</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galois</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKU in BLISS</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>auto</td>
<td>auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkTable in BLISS + VMS</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>distrib</td>
<td>auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Conclusion

The first part of this dissertation has provided background on the productivity and portability goals, which shows that it’s a highly complex problem. At the base is the specialization process, which provides the portability of the source to multiple target hardware platforms. This, in turn, requires language features that support the specialization process while also being highly productive for programmers. In addition, the specialization process has to be compatible with the workflow of the software segment.

The conclusion from the background is that the problem is too complex to successfully approach in the traditional research pattern of simplifying the problem in order to show a result on one aspect. Instead, a framework is needed that supplies the integration glue. When following this framework, independent researchers are then free to simplify in accordance with the framework, which keeps the independent work coherent with other independent research, so they add to each other. The emergent result is a collective, cooperative solution to the productivity, portability, and adoptability triple challenge.

The infrastructure has to precede the language, because the language must include features that support specialization, and be compatible with the infrastructure’s specialization
support. Given such an infrastructure, the search for a highly productive language can take place, while inheriting the portability support from the infrastructure, and meeting the portions of adoptability that the infrastructure provides.

The second part showed two candidates for such a framework: BLISS and VMS. After reviewing them, the conclusion is that a combination of the two is most likely to provide the best set of advantages with the fewest disadvantages for most software segments.

Finding a highly productive language needs an extensive search, with rapid and simplified experimentation. Both approaches support such a search, but VMS is the simplest and quickest to define new parallelism constructs in.

BLISS was discussed. It’s an infrastructure based on a bidirectional library interface pattern plus a centralized specialization server that holds all the sources and automatically performs the first step of the specialization process on them.

BLISS encourages new language research by providing a full infrastructure that can be readily cloned. It includes a collection of sources, and a collection of specialization modules. This supplies the entire infrastructure a researcher needs, allowing them to pick one place to focus their efforts, without having to do the work to gather and/or implement the applications, toolchains, and so on.

VMS was shown to be a morphable hardware abstraction that displaces threads, replacing it at the base of the software stack. It allows both parallelism construct behavior and scheduling behavior to be plugged in. The plugin morphs the abstraction’s behavior. It further allows the parallelism construct behavior to be implemented with sequential algorithms, by providing a globally consistent sequentialization of events from the time-lines in an application. It also separates the language runtime out into a separately installed module – the plugin – which is installed much the same as a device driver. The plugin encapsulates all the parts that inescapably intermix language-specific with hardware-specific. So, a plugin for each language
desired is installed on target hardware.

VMS encourages research on new languages by its sequentialization, making it exceptionally fast and simple to create the language’s runtime that has new parallelism constructs. This speeds the search for highly productive language features.

Both approaches support the trend towards domain-specific languages. This is important because such domains have a relatively small number of users, so reuse of as much of the specialization, development tools, and toolchain, as possible is needed. VMS provides a clean decomposition of the specialization into three stages, which allows good reuse of the specialization effort. Its split front-end compilation into source-to-C transform plus C compiler also simplifies the creation of new languages – they only need provide the source-to-C translator, which is much simpler than a full compiler.
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